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ABSTRACT
STUDY OF A NON-EQUILIBRIUM PLASMA PINCH WITH APPLICATION FOR
MICROWAVE GENERATION
By
Ahmad Farouk Al Agry

Dr. Robert A. Schill, Jr., Examination Committee Chair
Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering,
University of Nevada, Las Vegas

The Non-Equilibrium Plasma Pinch (NEPP), also known as the Dense Plasma
Focus (DPF) is well known as a source of energetic ions, relativistic electrons and
neutrons as well as electromagnetic radiation extending from the infrared to X-ray. In this
dissertation, the operation of a 15 kJ, Mather type, NEPP machine is studied in detail. A
large number of experiments are carried out to tune the machine parameters for best
performance using helium and hydrogen as filling gases. The NEPP machine is modified
to be able to extract the copious number of electrons generated at the pinch. A hollow
anode with small hole at the flat end, and a mock magnetron without biasing magnetic
field are built. The electrons generated at the pinch are very difficult to capture, therefore
a novel device is built to capture and transport the electrons from the pinch to the
magnetron. The novel cup-rod-needle device successfully serves the purpose to capture
and transport electrons to monitor the pinch current. Further, the device has the potential
to field emit charges from its needle end acting as a pulsed electron source for other
devices such as the magnetron.
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Diagnostics tools are designed, modeled, built, calibrated, and implemented in the
machine to measure the pinch dynamics. A novel, UNLV patented electromagnetic dot
sensors are successfully calibrated, and implemented in the machine. A new calibration
technique is developed and test stands designed and built to measure the dot’s ability to
track the impetus signal over its dynamic range starting and ending in the noise region.
The patented EM-dot sensor shows superior performance over traditional electromagnetic
sensors, such as Rogowski coils. On the other hand, the cup-rod structure, when
grounded on the rod side, serves as a diagnostic tool to monitor the pinch current by
sampling the actual current, a quantity that has been always very challenging to measure
without perturbing the pinch. To the best of our knowledge, this method of measuring the
pinch current is unique and has never been done before. Agreement with other models is
shown. The operation of the NEPP machine with the hole in the center of the anode and
the magnetron connected including the cup-rod structure is examined against the NEPP
machine signature with solid anode. Both cases showed excellent agreement. This
suggests that the existence of the hole and the diagnostic tool inside the anode have
negligible effects on the pinch.
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CHAPTER 1
Plasma Overview

1.1 Introduction to Plasma
Loosely, a plasma is an ionized gas that responds to external electric and magnetic
fields. It is commonly denoted as the fourth state of matter. The other three states of
matter are the solid, the liquid, and the neutral gas. A solid can change into liquid by
adding energy to it. The energy required to transform a substance from a solid to a liquid
at the melting temperature per unit mass is called the heat of fusion or the latent heat of
fusion, Hfus (J/g, kJ/kg, cal/g). The energy used to heat the system (solid) can be in the
form of thermal energy, electromagnetic energy (e.g., microwave, ultraviolet, and X-ray),
mechanical energy, etc. By adding more energy we can transform the liquid into a gas.
The energy required to transform a substance from a liquid to a gaseous state at the
vaporization temperature per unit mass is called the heat of vaporization. If more energy
is added to the gas, a point is reached when the gas ionizes. The energy per unit mass in
this case is called heat of ionization [1]. The reverse process is possible, in other words
we can go from plasma to gas to liquid and then solid which implies that energy is being
released in each stage including at those temperatures where the a state transition takes
place.
Plasmas exist naturally or are man-made. The flame from a fire is an example of
naturally existing plasma. A certain amount of ionization results as material is being
consumed depending on the temperature. Because of high temperatures, internal stellar
material is mainly composed of plasmas. The aurora borealis is a plasma and the
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ionosphere supports an atmosphere ionized by solar radiation. Lightning and other
electrical discharges are loosely considered as plasmas. Examples of man-made plasmas
are various gas and fluorescent lamps, DC and RF deposition and sputtering systems, and
a welder’s arc discharge.
Typical laboratory plasmas, produced under vacuum, have pressures ranging from
10-6 Torr to 10 Torr, (1 Torr = 1 mmHg = 0.00132 atm), and have densities that typically
extend from 107 to 1018 particles/cm3. It is possible to produce plasmas at pressures
greater than 1 atm or below 10-6 Torr. Plasmas can exist in solids and liquids as well.
Among the solids, there are several kinds of plasmas. These can be divided into two
classes, the compensated plasma, consisting of equal numbers of mobile electrons and
holes, and the uncompensated plasma, where the number of mobile negative and positive
charges is not equal and overall charge neutrality is maintained by heavy positive or
negative ions [2]. Compensated plasmas include metals like iron and tungsten,
semimetals such as bismuth and antimony, and semiconductors. Uncompensated plasmas
include metals like copper and sodium and semimetals or semiconductors that are doped
by adding impurity atoms which release electrons or holes. Crystals that are grown are
examples of man-made plasmas, it is also possible to create plasmas in a semiconductor
by applying an external electric field strong enough to cause avalanche breakdown.
Examples of liquid plasmas include liquid metals such as mercury and all types of
electrolytic solutions. As a first approximation, one typically defines an effective mass to
replace the mass of the free charge. The effective mass includes some of the quantum
mechanic physics associated with materials. Average particle thermal energies range
from less than 1eV to more than 1 MeV for electrons (1 eV = 11,605oK). It is interesting
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to mention that the plasma is estimated to constitute about 99% of the material in the
visible universe.

1.2 Plasma Parameters
For a state of an ordinary material to be specified, usually the following three
macroscopic parameters should be known: pressure, density and temperature. A plasma
state always involves considerably more parameters, as discussed in the next few
subsections. Following the description of the plasma parameters, the plasma criterion
will be stated. A working word definition of a plasma that will be substantiated by the
plasma criterion is:
A plasma is a quasineutral ionized gas composed of charged and neutral
particles that exhibits a far reaching global collective behavior and can be
partially influenced by external and internal electric, magnetic, and
electromagnetic fields.

1.2.1 Plasma temperature and number density
The plasma, as defined, consists of charged particles, namely electrons and ions.
Statistically, one can imagine each particle species of the plasma as an ensemble of
particles. These species can have a statistically independent part and a part that provides
a statistical correlation among other species. Normally, one can separate the two parts to
characterize the dynamics of each species with a kinetic theory or with a fluid theory
based on the various moments of the kinetic equations. The statistical correlation among
the species is built in a collision term. Classically, the collision term is based on a binary
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collision model. The collision model is typically based on Coulomb collisions where on
average, many small long range (Coulomb) collisions, tend to dominate over the few
short range collisions due to the statistically large number of charge particles that exist.
Typically, this is valid for the fully ionized plasma. In the kinetic equations, this effect is
formulated with a Fokker Planck collision model. In a fluid model, these collisions are
based on a collision frequency and mean free path that arises out of the statistical
averaging of the correlation of the species. Therefore, treating each species as being
independent one can define a macroscopic parameter that characterizes the distribution of
the species per unit volume, namely, a number density, denoted by ns where the
subscript s stands for the sth species. Because each charge species (e.g., electron and
various ions) have different charge and mass characteristics, they respond differently to
an electromagnetic field. Therefore, a set of transport equations is established for each
particle species characterizing the interactions among the charges in that particular
species and the collision effects among other species.
According to H-theorem [3], the Maxwellian distribution uniquely characterizes
the probable states of an ensemble of identical but distinguishable particles in a
thermodynamic equilibrium. It is inherently assumed that the medium is contained in a
closed vessel that is thermally isolated, the collisions are elastic, and there is no loss of
energy or particles to the walls of the containing vessel. When the sth species of the
plasma is in a thermal equilibrium, the velocity distribution function characterizing the
plasma density for that species can be modeled as a Maxwellian. In thermal equilibrium
the distribution of velocities of particles of type s is given by the Maxwellian distribution
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where f s v  is the velocity distribution function [m-6-s3] in a six dimensional phase
space, v is the total velocity, m s is the mass of the particle, k is the Boltzmann’s constant
( k  1.3811023 J o K-1 ), and Ts is the temperature [oK]. Integrating the velocity
distribution function of the sth species, f s v  , over all velocities in the six dimensional
phase space yields the number density of the s species,
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The root-mean-square velocity is given by
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where vs is referred to as the thermal speed
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The average kinetic energy is given by
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(1.5)

Non-equilibrium effects are common in plasmas such as in the transition between
energy states. Typically, plasmas seek states of equilibrium which are also states of
minimum energy. Among other mechanisms, the longevity of transition between states
may occur due to infrequent collisions commonly found in low density plasmas or due to
the mass disparity among electrons and ions. For example, the rate of energy transfer
between electrons and ions is much slower than between electrons or between ions. This
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means that when a plasma is differentially heated, a large temperature difference may
occur between electrons and ions. Transition to an equilibrium state is longer because the
energy transfer among different species with different masses is small. Non-equilibrium
distributions also occur when an electron beam or an ion beam is injected into a plasma
[3].

1.2.2 Debye length
When a positive test charge is placed in a homogenous plasma, the light electrons
quickly respond to the attractive force of the test ion while the heavy ions sluggishly
respond to the repulsive force of the test charge. The resulting initial displacement of the
electrons and nearly immobile ions produces a polarization field that redistributes the
charge to a new equilibrium state which in turn shields the plasma from the test charge.
This shielding effect is called the Debye shield [3]. The shielding effect occurs over a
length called the Debye length  D . Assuming that the ion species is nearly stationary over
time scales of the experiment and initially a Maxwellian plasma exists, the Debye length
can be expressed simply as

D 

 0 kTe
ne e 2

(1.6)

where Te is the electron temperature, ne is the electron number density, o is the
permittivity of free space, and e is the electronic charge.
The Debye shielding effect, while characteristic of all plasmas, does not occur in
every mixture containing charged particles. There are two necessary conditions for
shielding to occur. The first condition is that the physical dimensions of the system
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should be large relative to  D , otherwise shielding will not result. In this case, the charged
gas does not appear to have a quasineutral property. The second condition is that there
must be enough electrons within a distance  D from the disturbance to produce the
shielding; hence the average distance between electrons must be small relative to the
Debye length, or, equivalently, the number of electrons ND in a sphere of radius  D must
be much greater than one. From Eq. 1.6 we note that
32
4 3
6 T
N D   D ne  1.37  10 1 2
3
ne

(1.7)

where ne is the electron number density. ND is usually large for hot or rarefied gases and
small for dense or cool gases.

1.2.3 Plasma sheaths
When an object of finite size is placed in a plasma with approximately equal
electron and ion temperatures, the object becomes negatively charged. This is a
consequence of the large disparity in mass between the electron and the ion. For a
plasma in a thermodynamic equilibrium Te=Ti, the electron thermal speed,

ve  kTe me , is much greater than the ion thermal speed, vi  kTi mi .
Consequently, more electrons will hit the object than ions per unit time. The object
charges negatively. Only the higher energy electrons will have enough energy to
overcome the growing repulsive field and collide with the object. The growing attractive
space charge field draws nearby ions to the object thereby partially diminishing the space
charge field allowing for lower energetic electrons to have a greater probability of
overcoming the potential hill reinforcing the space charge field. Eventually, an
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equilibrium state is reached where the electron current is balanced by the ion current. An
electrically polarized region is formed around the object. This polarized region is called
the plasma sheath.
Loosely speaking, biased dynamic discharge sheaths (not true plasmas) are
generated in the entire evolution of the non-equilibrium pinch starting at the region in
space where breakdown is initiated. The shielding is formed at the ends of the discharge
near the electrode surface. Further, the dynamic discharge “plasma” being accelerated
may be naively thought of as a thin moving annular disk that shorts the electrodes it is
sliding along. Ideally, in effect, it (the disk or sheath) shorts the current carrying
electrodes separating an enclosed electromagnetic field filled volume in space from a
volume region void of an electromagnetic field. The sheath shields the two regions from
each other.

1.2.4 Plasma frequency
When electrons in a uniform, homogeneous plasma are perturbed from their
equilibrium position, an electric field arises because of charge separation. Assuming that
the heavy ions are nearly stationary, this electric field produces a restoring force on the
displaced electrons to bring them back to the original position. Since the electrons have
inertia, the system behaves as a harmonic oscillator. The resulting oscillations are called
electron plasma oscillations or Langmuir oscillations [3]. For the high frequency case, the
electron oscillation frequency f pe is given as

 pe  2 f pe

ne e 2

 o me
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(1.8)

since the heavy ions cannot respond fast enough to the periodic changes in the electron
density oscillation. For a plasma with several species, the plasma frequency is different
for each species and is given as

ns q s2
 o ms

 ps  2 f ps 

(1.9)

where ns is the species number density, qs is the species charge, and ms is the species
mass. Due to the large mass differential between electrons and ions, a high frequency
wave can resonate with the electron species independently of the ion. At lower
frequencies, both the electrons and ions will respond nearly as one where the dipole field
(space charge effects) between charged species acts as a drag for one species and as an
energy source for the second species. The plasma oscillation frequency, Debye length,
and thermal speed are related according to

 psDs  vs

(1.10)

where  ps  2f ps .

1.2.5 Cyclotron frequency
A charged particle of mass ms and charge qs will exhibit circular motion in a plane
normal to an external, uniform magnetic field, B, with a characteristic frequency called
the cyclotron frequency, given by

cs  2 f cs 
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The cyclotron frequency is used as a way to measure the plasma parameters
because the plasma emits radiation at the cyclotron frequency and its harmonics. This
radiation can be detected in a variety of ways depending on its intensity and duration. For
example, a magnetically confined hot electron plasma Te  50 keV emits radiation at the
cyclotron frequency and its harmonics. The radiation can be detected with a conventional
superheterodyne system with mixer, local oscillator, and intermediate-frequency
amplifier or by cryogenically cooled indium antimonide photodetector and grating
monochromator system [4].

1.2.6 Collision frequency
In plasmas, two categories of interspecies collisions occur. The first one occurs
between charged particles and neutral particles, while the second one occurs between
charged particles. The mechanisms of those two types of collisions are quite different.

1.2.6.1 Collision between charged and neutral particles
In this type of collisions, the interaction force has a very short range and the
scattering process is similar to the scattering produced by hard spheres. If we assume that
the neutrals are immobile hard spheres, the average collision frequency is given by

 ns  nn vs n

(1.12)

where n n is the number density of the neutral gas, v s is the thermal speed of charged
particles of type s, and  n is the collision cross-section with neutral atoms. This
collision frequency is important in the partially ionized plasma. The non-equilibrium
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plasma pinch may be considered as a partially ionized plasma in the early evolution of
the pinch.
The effect of that type of collision is determined by the collision frequency and
the time scale  of the plasma process of interest. If   1, the effect of neutral
collisions on the plasma is small. On the other hand, if   1 , the plasma is said to be
collision dominated.

1.2.6.2 Collisions between charged particles
Collisions between charged particles are a consequence of the long range
Coulomb force effect. This type of collision sometimes referred to as scattering is also
called Rutherford scattering after being explained by Ernest Rutherford in 1911.
For such collisions, the differential scattering cross section    is given by

 d 

number of particles scattered into d per unit time I s
 d
incident beam intensity
I0

(1.13)

where d  2 sin d is the differential solid angle based on symmetry in the azimuth
direction,  is the scattering (conical) angle relative to the incident beam, Is is the
number of scattered particles per solid angle per time, and I0 is the number of particles
per area per time, as shown in Figure 1.1.

b

Figure 1.1 Scattering by a point particle.
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For an electron of charge  e and mass me incident on a much heavier ion of charge  e
and mass mi , where mi  me , the differential scattering cross-section given by the
Rutherford formula is
2
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4  4 0 me v  sin  2

(1.14)

The total scattering cross-section is given by
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When  min  0 ,  T   which corresponds to a large impact parameter that is denoted
as b in Figure 1. In a plasma, this divergence does not occur because the Coulomb force
is strongly reduced by Debye shielding for impact parameters greater than the Debye
length. Thus, the Debye length sets a lower limit on the scattering angle, in other words it
sets an upper limit on the impact parameter, and eliminates the potential divergence or
singularity condition in Eq. 1.15. The long range Coulomb force effects become
significant when the plasma is fully ionized. That is, small angle collision effects (long
range Coulomb effects) are typically dominant in a plasma compared to large collisions.
During the stagnation time of the pinch, it is desired to thermally ionize the trapped
particles so to approach the fully ionized state.

1.2.7 Quantum effects
When the distance of separation between particles in a plasma becomes
comparable or less than the de Broglie wavelength of the particles, quantum effects
become important [5]. In other words, quantum mechanical effects become important
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when the electron number density becomes high as in the case of solids. The de Broglie
wavelength,  B , for a particle can be expressed as:

B 

h
p

(1.16)

where h is the Planck’s constant and p is the momentum.
De Broglie wavelength is so small for classical regimes that particles can be considered
pointlike. To get an estimate of the de Broglie wavelength, let the average distance of
separation between two electrons in the system given as ne1 3 . For quantum mechanical
effects to take place B  ne1 3 , in other words:

ne 3B  1

(1.17)

From the statistical mechanics of ordinary gases, quantum effects become important
when the temperature is lower than the Fermi temperature TF . For electrons TF is given
as:
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When T approaches TF, the statistical distribution changes from Maxwell-Boltzmann to
Fermi-Dirac [5]. To setup a criteria for quantum mechanical effects, one may define the
ratio
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Quantum effects become important when   1.
For solids there are two factors that make this minimum value of  quite high, first the
large number densities (ne ~ 1028 particles/m3), and second, because of the periodic
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structure of the lattice, the electrons to a good approximation act as if they are free but
with mass that is lighter than the rest mass of the free electron me. For some solids the
effective electron mass is m ~ 0.01me. With this light mass and high number density, T
can reach 10 4 o K . This value for electron temperature raises the value of ND to values
comparable to or greater than 1, as can be seen from Eq. 1.7, hence some shielding
effects can occur.
A one dimensional code has been developed to anticipate the plasma parameters of
the UNLV plasma focus device. The code anticipates an electron number density
ne  61021 electrons/ m3, and a pinch temperature Tp  1.23 108  K . The factor 

from Eq. 1.18 can be calculated as:



 

TF
2

3 2
T
2me kT

23

ne2 3  1.14  10 8  1

Therefore, quantum mechanical effects at the pinch are insignificant. Further, substituting
in Eq. 1.7 one gets N D  2.33 107  1 which means that the shielding criterion is
satisfied as well. On the other hand, for a solid at room temperature with n  11028 , and
m ~ 0.01me , the  value is:

 

TF
2


3 2
T
2mkT

23

n 2 3  6552  1

Therefore, quantum mechanical effects have to be taken into consideration for solids at
room temperature.
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CHAPTER 2
Literature Review: Mechanism and Applications

2.1 Introduction
The dense plasma focus (DPF) consists of an open ended coaxial gun loaded with
static gas and driven by capacitor bank with energies typically between 100 J and
approximately mega joules [6], as shown in Figure 2.1. The basic operation is as follows:
a flashover occurs at a coaxial insulator which creates a plasma sheath; the sheath
accelerates along the central anode; during this process, it traps and/or imparts
momentum to neutral gas molecules in its path; and when it reaches the end of the anode,
the sheath collapses onto itself or pinches. This pinch is similar to an on-axis, fast Zpinch. For the majority of devices the total time duration of these combined stages last for
a few microseconds. For new generation fast plasma foci, the overall duration is less
than 500 ns [6, 7]. Typically, DPF devices generate high temperature (a few keV) and
high density plasmas (1019-1020 cm-3) [8]. The maximum pinch compression should
coincide with the peak current in order to obtain the best efficiency [9].
DPF devices have been developed independently in 1960s in two different
models, one by Filippov in the Soviet Union and the second by Mather in the Unites
States [10-14]. The main difference between the two models lies in the aspect ratio of the
anode diameter, D, to its height, L: D/L < 1 for Mather type, Figure 2.1a, while D/L > 1
for Filippov type Figure 2.1b [15]. Experiments show that the performance of the plasma
focus (PF) depends on many macroscopic parameters beside electrode dimensions and
aspect ratio such as the energy of the capacitor bank, current, voltage, and the curvature
15

of the current sheath in the axial phase [16]. The inner electrode length and inner and
outer electrode radii have a significant effect on focus strength, or minimum pinch radius,
while gas pressure and charging voltage have lesser effect on these important focus
parameters. These latter effects can be used for fine tuning of the device [17].
DPF has two modes of operation: the low energy mode and the high energy mode.
The aim of the low-energy mode is to develop powerful radiation in the extreme
ultraviolet (EUV) and x-ray ranges [18, 19] due to the m = 0 instabilities in the pinch
which produce spatial charge separation with creation of intense electric field [20]. The
objective of the high energy mode is typically directed towards high energy neutron and
proton production [21]. In this mode deuterium or deuterium-tritium mixtures are
typically used to produce fast neutrons [22]. The neutron burst usually lasts about ten to
hundreds of nanoseconds [23]. The emitted neutrons have many applications such as
radiography and substance analysis by virtue of the penetration and activation properties
of neutral radiation.
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Figure 2.1 Two main types of DPF devices (a) Mather type DPF scheme, (b) Filippov
type DPF scheme.

Dense plasma focus (DPF) devices can be divided according to operation and
energy as follows:
1- Conventional devices. The energy ranges from a few kilojoules to megajoules,
producing neutron pulses from 107 to 1012 neutrons per shot. Currently more laboratories
are equipped with Mather type DPF devices. A few laboratories are still working with
Filippov type DPF devices [24].

2- Repetitive devices. These plasma focus (PF) devices are used for x-ray production with
2-5 kJ electrical energy stored in the capacitor bank and a repetition rate on the order of
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2-16 Hz [25]. A DPF of 6 kJ and a 1 Hz repetition rate for neutron production has also
been reported [26].

3- SPEED devices. SPEED devices are generators based on Marx technology. They were
designed at the University of Düsseldorf. Those devices drive a fast plasma focus where
the maximum current is achieved in 400 ns or less. The special design produces a device
with an impedance on the order of the pinch impedance (~ 100 mΩ), making it more
efficient in the transference of the energy to the plasma [24].

4- Compact devices with energy lower than 1 kJ. Lower energy range constitutes an area
of research that is not well explored for plasma focus devices. Some DPF devices were
constructed with tens to a few hundred joules of stored energies. These very small
devices produce pulses of pinch plasmas, neutrons and x-rays [27, 28].

In general, the main features of the plasma focus devices are [29]:
1- The capability of producing a combination of intense pulses of hot plasma,
neutrons, fast electrons and ions, and soft and hard X-rays.
2- Relatively simple operating principle and construction, cost effectiveness, and easy
maintenance.
3- Ecologically clean compared to other types of sources.
4- Short emission time on the order of tens of ns.
5- Small source size in the order of mm3.
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2.2 Plasma Focus Dynamics
The plasma focus dynamics is divided into three main phases, the breakdown
phase, the axial acceleration phase, and the radial collapse phase [17]. Models have been
developed to simulate the dynamics of the NEPP at different phases [30]; however, the
physics of the three phases of the NEPP is difficult to accurately model [31].

2.2.1. Breakdown phase
The operation of the plasma focus device starts with the application of a voltage
pulse between coaxial electrodes which causes the filling gas to breakdown and forms a
plasma zone in which the discharge current circulates [32]. This phase has been studied
in conventional devices mainly using image converter pictures, small magnetic probes,
fast voltage dividers and Rogowski coils. There is very little known about the theory and
physics of this phase [24, 32-34], however, attempts have been done to optimize the
machine parameters at the breakdown phase such as conditioning the sleeve insulator and
the pressure for maximum yield at the pinch [31, 35-37].
Microscopically, the process begins with the acceleration of the free electrons
initially present in the gas, which subsequently multiply through ionizing collisions
forming electron avalanches. Field emission from the cathode does not contribute to the
starting process because it requires large electric field values (~ 1 MV/cm) [32].
Experiments showed that the location of the forming sheaths depends strongly on
the pressure [32]. At low pressures (0.075 Torr < P < 0.75 Torr), the experiments show a
diffuse volume discharge filling the interelectrode space above the insulator, which
extends to the electrodes open end when the filling pressure decreases. Conversely, at
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high pressures (3.75 Torr < P < 15 Torr), a second current sheath with a filamentary
structure forms, bridging the electrodes at the end of the insulator. In the devices having a
smaller electrode diameter, a third filamentary current sheath at the end of the electrode
also forms in the middle of this pressure range, and when pressure values are further
increased, the insulator sheath disappears. This is illustrated in Figure 2.2.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 2.2 Breakdown location as a function of pressure. (a) Low pressure, (b) medium
pressure, and (c) high pressure. The numerical values of the pressure ranges depend on
the electrodes and insulator dimensions [32].
In a plasma focus geometry there are three zones with relatively larger electric
field values and/or larger numbers of initial free electrons: (1) on the insulator surface
between the inner and outer electrodes, (2) the radial gap between electrodes at the end of
the insulator, and (3) the open end of the electrodes. Independently of the filling pressure,
the ionization process should always start in these three zones [32, 38]. The J  B
Lorentz force is symmetrically outward and lifts the current off the insulator in a
cylindrical sheet, as shown in Figure 2.3.
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Another explanation for the initiation of the breakdown and hence the plasma
sheath, which has not been found in literature, is effective charge creeping on the
insulator surface to form closure. In this hypothesis the dielectric insulator separating the
anode and cathode serves three basic functions. First, the dielectric properties of the
insulator expel the normal component of the electric field as observed from boundary
conditions. This results in an electric field enhancement in the air gap between the
Current Sheath Evolution
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Figure 2.3 Gas breakdown across the insulator surface and lift-off of the sheath due to
 
the J  B Lorentz force.
electrode (cathode) and the insulator. The field at the material surface is typically too
low for field emission process as has been shown before. The electric field in the region
between the radially inward extended cathode and the insulator or at the cathode edges
exceeds the dielectric strength of the gas and breakdown results. The breakdown
evolution is based on Paschen effects. Second, the insulator acts as a barrier between the
electrodes to prevent closure, in other words electrical shorting. The electric field draws
the generated electrons to the insulator surface. Eventually, the immediate surface of the
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barrier becomes highly negatively charged such that space charge effect prevents another
electron to approach the localized surface. Consequently, the electrons are drawn to
neighboring surface elements on the insulator until space charge build up on the insulator
surface creeps to the ends of the insulator near the anode.
For clarity, on the time scales of the experiment, charge capture by the insulator
surface does not migrate over the surface.] During this time, free suspended electrons are
building up in the breakdown phase region extending along the insulator. The electric
field at the insulator-anode surface is distorted due to both material boundary conditions
and space charge build up on the insulator surface. The space charge effects among the
suspended free electrons in harmony with the distorted electric field draw charge to the
anode surface. Therefore, third, the insulator pulse shapes the initial formation of the
sheath. Once closure results, electrons are drawn from the pool of free electrons, and a
 
minimum energy state is reached, an electron current sheet is formed and J  B forces

lead to lift off. Due to particle collisions the current sheet forms a dynamic sheath. The
point in which complete formation of the sheath containing positive and negative charges
is unknown. The sheath composed of positive and negative charges is necessary if neutral
gas atoms are to be collected and transported. The electrons are just too light to impart
much energy or momentum to heavy neutral particles. Ions, on the other hand, have a
better chance of imparting momentum to neutral particles.
The DPF device inductance during the lift-off stage is directly proportional to the
insulator length as predicted by the model given in [39]. The insulator configuration, the
surface status, and the knife edge structure connecting the outer electrode of the coaxial
electrode to the insulator, as shown in Figure 2.3, determines the initial breakdown for a
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given gas filling pressure [40]. In addition, the overall insulator dimension is determined
by the input energy density and the dielectric strength of the material [40, 41].
The duration of this initial phase typically lasts for some hundreds of ns, but
values smaller than 100 ns have been reported for the high-voltage SPEED devices, and
of the order of 1μs for the Frascati1 MJ device [32]. This initial phase ends when the
current sheath starts to move, pushed by the electromagnetic forces. The formation of a
highly energetic, dense plasma on the device axis depends strongly on this phase [32].

2.2.2. Axial acceleration (Run-down) phase
After the lift-off is complete one can imagine in lowest order that the current
flows radially outward from the inner to the outer electrode in a radially symmetric,
 
loosely denoted, sheath. The J  B force on the sheath in this case is directed axially

along the z-direction toward the open end of the coaxial structure, as shown in Figure 2.4.
This phase does not exist in the Filippov type plasma focus devices due to a short anode
length [10].
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Figure 2.4 Axial acceleration phase. Current sheath is accelerated axially due to the
 
J  B Lorentz force.
The filling gas pressure has a significant impact on the development of the plasma
sheath in the run-down phase [42]. At low pressure the plasma sheath has clear
boundaries, resulting in better compression in the pinch phase and a higher X-ray yield.
At high pressure, the plasma sheath is turbulent at the back side and becomes disordered
in the pinch phase, giving little or no X-ray emission.
A number of potential physics issues exist that limits the axial acceleration stage
from reaching its ideal axial acceleration and particle collection potential. Leakage
currents may result from current shedding. Here, part of the current pumped into the
plasma tube goes to the current sheath while part of the remaining current stays behind
the sheath in the vicinity of the back wall insulator. This reduces the accelerating force
on the sheath and has the potential of exciting post sheaths and further current leakage
paths. Along the focus tube [43], mass shedding, backward canted sheath, sheath
thickness as related to filling factor, and plasma pile-up and stagnation are realistic losses
to the system [43-48]. Mass shedding is a consequence of the sheath’s inability to trap
and contain those particles in its path as it accelerates along the tube. The sheath is
backward canted since the magnetic field is stronger near the surface of the inner
conductor as compared to the outer conductor. This results in a larger axial force acting
on that portion of the sheath near the inner conductor as compared to that on the outer
conductor. Further, the current concentration in the sheath near the inner conductor is
higher relative to that near the outer conductor yielding a similar re-enforcing effect.
Sheath thickness, plasma pile-up, and stagnation are a result of the radial or canted radial
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geometry and surface area distribution, molecular particle load distribution over the area,
and surface current distribution over the sheath. In the latter two cases, the canted nature
of the sheath results in a radial force acting on the outer coaxial wall trapping and
stagnating the sheath due to the presence of the wall.

2.2.3. Radial collapse (Run-over) phase
When the current sheath reaches the end of the center electrode, the end of the
sheath which has been sliding along the center electrode in the axial direction begins to
slide across the face of the center electrode in the radially inward direction. The other end
of the current sheath which has been sliding on the outer electrode reaches the end of the
outer conductor. The central portion of the sheath forms an arc with its endpoints
terminated on the electrodes allowing for a source of current to flow. The arc formed
 
near the inner electrode is the sheath boundary of the pinch. The J  B force in this case

has an increasingly strong, radially inward force as the pinch matures. Refer to Figure
2.5.
The period of the radial phase is approximately 50 – 200 ns depending on the
dense plasma focus (DPF) machine parameters, mainly the anode radius. The radial
compression phase plays a major role in the plasma focus because it leads to the
formation and compression of dense plasma column.
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Figure 2.5

 
Run-over phase. The J  B Lorentz force is radially inward causing the

plasma to pinch.

The radial compression phase can be divided into four sub-phases [49], as follows:

a- Compression phase
This phase begins just after the arrival of the current sheath to the end of the inner
electrode as it starts to sweep around the end of the electrode. The phase evolves as the
sheath collapses radially inward forming an azimuthally symmetric, non-cylindrical,
funnel-shaped pinch profile as shown in Figure 2.5. A radially inward propagating
precursor shock wave is formed in this phase. The compression phase ends when the
plasma column reaches a minimum radius (maximum compression) and the plasma
density is maximum (~ 1019 cm-3). About 30 ns before the end of this phase, others have
repeatedly observed the formation of Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities [49]. It is difficult to
obtain a uniform plasma column because of this instability. At the end of this phase, the
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inductance of the system becomes maximum because the plasma column radius reaches
its minimum [49].

b- Quiescent phase
This phase starts when the compressed plasma focus column begins to expand.
The expansion takes place in both axial and radial directions. The radial expansion is
partially constrained by the confining magnetic pressure. The radial-like precursor shock
wave collapses to the center of the pinch and then expands radially outward initiating and
or fuelling the growth of instabilities such as the sausage (m=0), kink (m=1), and
Raleigh-Taylor instabilities in the radially confining magnetic pressure bottle. Due to the
cylindrical-like or funnel-shaped profile of the current sheath, the axial expansion is
unhindered. Consequently, rapid radial compression leads to strong axial diffusion
selectively complemented with an external electric force resulting in axial shock front
formation. It is anticipated that the combination of diffusion and charge mobility will
drive different levels of axial shock formation and the interspecies coupling. The change
in the pinch dynamics in this phase leads to a sharp change in plasma inductance which in
turn induces an electric field in the plasma column. This electric field accelerates the
electrons and the ions in opposite directions.

c- Unstable phase
This is the yield phase of the plasma focus where soft and hard x-rays, fast
deuterons, electrons, and neutron, proton (D-D) reaction products (if operated in
deuterium) [50] are emitted.
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Typically, a high induced electric field is enhanced locally in the plasma. This
induced electric field is a consequence of the rapid changes in the magnetic flux, or
equivalently the change in the plasma current at the pinch. This process begins at the
radial compression force [51]. Another hypothesis for the induced electric field at the
pinch is the growing m=0 instability [51, 52]. Another possible cause is the anomalous
resistivity which in turns causes a large induced electric field along the pinch filament
[51, 53]. This high electric field causes the electrons to accelerate towards the inner
electrode (anode) and the ions to accelerate in the opposite direction. The disruption of
the plasma column continues until the whole plasma column has been broken up
completely, the plasma density drops.

d- Decay phase
This is the last sub-phase of the radial collapse phase of the dense plasma focus
dynamics. During this phase, a hot and thin plasma cloud is formed due to the complete
breaking up of the plasma column. This plasma cloud emits large amounts of
Bremsstrahlung radiation. The soft x-ray emission rises sharply during the pinch decay.

In Figure 2.6 a sequence of pictures of the plasma sheath radial collapse phase.
Pictures 1 to 10 show the evolution of the compression phase, and the funnel-shaped
profile. Pictures 11 and 12 show the quiescent phase. Pictures 13 to 19 show the unstable
phase and picture 20 shows the decay phase. The images were taken through an image
converter camera with a 5 ns exposure time. The velocity of the current sheath radial
compression is estimated to be 1.8×107 cm/s [54].
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Figure 2.6

Plasma sheath evolution from roll-off to plasma bubble stages, time refer to

the total current derivative [54].

2.3 Modifications to the conventional plasma focus devices
To minimize the loading effect of the filling gas on the sheath, the traditional
plasma focus device has been modified to break down a puff of gas introduced in a
relatively gas free focus chamber. This modification has been proposed to ensure that fast
compression always takes place at the maximum current region regardless of the working
gas [9], as shown in Figure 2.7 [49]. In this modification, a small hole in the inner
electrode is utilized to provide a gas puff during the discharge. The final compressed gas
is the puffed gas while only the initial filled gas dominates the axial phase. This type of
machine has been constructed in Gunma University of Japan with an operation pressure
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of 5 torr H2 or D2 base and the working gas is puffed into chamber through a 5 mm hole
at 3 atm plenum pressure [55-57].
Application driven, it appears that some researchers modified the anode of their
DPF to allow for an electron drift region inside the anode. The electron drift region is
similar to that shown in Figure 2.7 [58, 59]. In this experiment, the anode has an outer
diameter of 2.47 cm and an inner diameter (hole diameter) of 2 cm (~81% of the anode
diameter). In this type of device, a 5-20 ns electron beam pulse of several kA and
particle energies of up to several hundred keV and above have been produced [58]. The
purpose of this experiment was to study the energy spectrum of the electron beam
generated at the pinch using a magnetic electron energy analyzer and a Faraday cup.
Another experimental setup to determine the electrons and ions energy spectra used a
hollow anode with anode outer diameter of 5.08 cm and inner diameter (hole diameter) of
3.18 cm (~63% of the anode diameter) [60]. The electron beam energy spectrum has been
measured using an electron magnetic spectrometer and a Faraday cup, while the ion
energy spectrum has been measured using an ion beam Faraday cup. One major
difficulty with those experimental setups is that the electron beam ionizes natural gas and
creates a plasma as it passes through the gas filled region inside the hollow anode till it
reaches the other open end of the anode that leads to the rarefied drift tube [58, 59]. It is
believed that the channeling effect inside the hollow anode reduces the energy extracted
from the electron beam. Another difficulty is that the large opening at the end of the
anode perturbs the pinch dynamics and consequently the pinch yield (electrons, ions, and
X-ray) [61]. One more difficulty, we believe, with the large hole opening at the end of the
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anode is that the total current, which is the pinch current plus sheath current, is collected
by the hole, therefore, it is hard to only extract the pinch current.

+

Valve

Figure 2.7

Gas puff plasma focus device.

Besides the electrode and insulator geometries, operating voltage, impedance, and
energy of the capacitor bank, and filling pressure, gas puffing can be used as a degree of
freedom in the choice of the optimization parameters [62]. Gas puffing in Z-pinch or
plasma focus devices has the advantage of shaping the density distribution in the
discharge region. Different gases can also be used for diagnosing the physical behavior of
the various stages in the plasma compression. The application of gas puffing in a plasma
focus can be manifold : 1) in the breakdown region, 2) in the region of the final
compression or 3) in between, (i.e., beyond the insulator in the run down region in order
to avoid impurities from breakdown on the insulator surface being swept down to the
pinch region). Gas puffing can be used instead of static filling to decouple the plasma
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conditions in the breakdown and compression phases which can result in an increase of
neutron yield up to a factor of three in appropriate experiments [62].
Gas fill types and pressures play a crucial role on the peak current that can be
generated. Generally, lighter gases such as hydrogen, helium, and nitrogen in the pressure
range from 0-2 Torr produced higher beam currents [59]. It is believed that 0 Torr in [59]
is any pressure value below the gauge lower limit because a human made perfect vacuum
does not exist nor does it make sense. Beam current measurements are critical. The
Faraday cup sensor is preferred over Rogowski coil sensor because it appears to provide
more accurate measurement of the beam current [59, 60, 62].

2.4 DPF Diagnostic and Measurement (Electromagnetic Sensors)
The measurement of transient and AC, narrow-band and broad-band,
electromagnetic (EM) fields and related parameters find application in various kinds of
electromagnetic environments. One electromagnetic application is the pulsed power
system, where fast, large amplitude pulses are encountered. In the pulsed power
application, one has to measure transient electromagnetic fields and related quantities,
therefore, accurate broadband sensors with simple transfer functions are needed [63].

2.4.1 Dot sensors
Small integrating probes commonly known as B-dot and D-dot probes have
existed for decades [64]. These probes are quasi-electromagnetic sensors in the sense that
they respectively transform the electromotive force (inductively coupled magnetic field)
and the magnetomotive force (capacitively coupled electric field) into a voltage and a
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current allowing for the measurement of the rate of change of the magnetic flux density
[B-dot] and the electric flux density [D-dot]. In general, these electromagnetic sensors are
based on electric and magnetic dipole moments, being the leading terms in a multipole
expansion [65].
Dot placement and orientation inside the chamber is dependent on the phenomena
measured. The dot responds to the normal components of the time varying fields [66].
Moreover, the presence of the dot should not significantly affect the signatures being
measured or affect the phenomena driving those signatures especially if that phenomenon
is not in a state of equilibrium. Capacitive coupling of quasistatic fields will always exist
with metallic structures resulting in field distortion and normal electric fields at the dot
surface. On the other hand, dielectric structures immersed in the plasma tend to charge
resulting in sheath formation and, depending on Paschen effects, electrical discharge. It
is therefore important that the dots be located in structures with minimum profile or
exposure to the discharge plasma. It is also noted that plasma interactions with materials
will also potentially inject impurities into the plasma sheath changing its gas composition
and gas profiles (e.g., number density, mass density, charge density, etc.).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.8 (a) Side view of a typical Mather type DPF machine. (b) Cross-sectional
view of the experiment showing the axial and radial magnetic probes placement [67].

Form a comprehensive literature review, one study of probe placement in the
various phases of the pinch is reported. Figure 2.8a shows a side view of a typical Mather
type DPF machine which consists of a squirrel-cage cathode, a solid anode, a glass
insulator sleeve, and diagnosis and pump ports. Figure 2.8b is a cross-sectional view of
the machine with the presence of a triple dot probes. The triple magnetic probes are
positioned both axially and radially to investigate the current sheath dynamics in the axial
acceleration phase [67]. A more detailed view of the triple magnetic probe assembly is
shown in Figure 2.9 [68]. Three probes with the same number of turns are placed at a
fixed distance from each other. The leads of each probe are twisted pair and
electromagnetically shielded using a copper tube. The whole assembly is then enclosed in
a glass tube to provide the electrical insulation and to protect against the plasma.
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A number of papers [67, 69-71] discuss
the validity of the measurements made with this
sensor arrangement immersed in the plasma
discharge. The arguments stem from plasma-wall
interaction effects and current pattern
modifications. Ways to correct the readings have
been studied and suggested.
It is felt that this technique is not viable for
basic research on pinch studies. It is anticipated
that the probe arrangement will influence the
nonequilibrium properties of the pinch itself.
Regardless of geometrical size, global and/or local

Figure 2.9 The triple magnetic
probe.

charge build-up on the glass shield may be significant leading to Coulomb interactions
that may no longer be treated as a small perturbation in presence of the discharge. In
some respect, localized islands of opposite signed charge may build up resulting in false
discharge or flashover on or near the glass surface. Further, the dynamic pinch is
dependent on the evolution of its past history. Small perturbations in the sheath of the
nonequilibrium pinch as a consequence of global and/or local space charge on the glass
dielectric may accelerate instability growth prior in the maturity of the pinch. This in
turn will influence electron production.
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2.4.2 Rogowski coil
A Rogowski coil is an electromagnetic sensor that has been used for the
measurement of time varying electric currents. One form of a Rogowski coil is shown in
Figure 2.10, the coil is constructed by winding a conducting wire in a toroidal shape [72].
Basically, the Rogowski coil is a solenoid formed in the shape of a torus. The coil senses
the change in the magnetic field component passing normal to the area encircled by the
coil’s perimeter and an approximate circle passing through the center of each turn. Each
turn is assumed to be nearly circular. Based on Faraday’s law the induced voltage across
the ends of the wire is proportional to the number of turns, winding surface area, and the
rate of change of magnetic field produced by an external current (in the quasi-static
sense). Integrating the output voltage yields an output proportional to the current. The
output voltage from the coil is dependent on the coil orientation and location relative to
the current carrying conductor.
As in the case of any measuring device, Rogowski coils have limitations that
should be carefully considered [72, 73]. The first limitation is the nonlinearity arising
from the electrical breakdown in the winding developed across the ends of the coil due to
high current or very fast changes. The nonlinearity of the integrator such as saturation
and a slew-rate limit should be taken into consideration as well. The operating frequency
can also limit the coil operation because the self-inductance, self-capacitance, resistance
of the coil, and/or transmission line effects beyond certain thresholds are significant
leading to resonance and roll-off. Compensation circuitry can be used in the integrator to
overcome this problem. Consequently, the coil has a low frequency and a high frequency
limitation.
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Current carrying wire
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Active integrator

Figure 2.10 Rogowski coil. The terminals of the coil are connected to an active
integrator so that the output voltage is directly proportional to the current passing through
the wire threads the coil area.
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CHAPTER 3
Calibration of Electromagnetic Dot Sensor – Theory,
Modeling, and Experimentation
3.1 Introduction
The electromagnetic dot sensor is a time integrating device that measures the
temporal change in the electric flux density (D-dot mode) and in the magnetic flux
density (B-dot mode) serving the function of two devices commonly referred to as the Ddot and the B-dot respectively. The sensor has natural differential dot qualities. Such a
capability is desired when investigating the change in the state of a transient or AC steady
state response common in material breakdown studies leading to either the short circuit or
open circuit state. Theoretical, simulation, and experimental calibration studies are
presented. Simple working theories yielding design equations are entwined with more
complex theories. Theories are verified with both PSpice modeling and experimental
calibration studies. Calibration studies in their own right require careful design
consideration especially since the EM-dot is sensitive to the defining structure of the
device it is housed in. Absolute EM-dot measurements are accurate to within a 1.1% in
B-dot mode and 1.3% in D-dot mode relative to the measured reference signal at the Bdot and D-dot test stands respectively. More significant, based on a 95% confidence
interval, good agreement is shown on a point-by-point basis between the EM-dot and
reference test stand signatures over the entire history of the signal.
The B-dot is an electrically/geometrically small magnetic dipole loop antenna that
detects the time rate of change in the magnetic flux density by means of inductive
(mutually inductive) coupling. In contrast, the D-dot is an electrically/geometrically
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small electric dipole antenna that detects the electric flux density resulting in the change
in charge buildup on the probe by way of capacitive coupling.

These antennas have low

radiation resistances that make them very poor radiators but they do find applications in
receiving mode when antenna efficiency is not as important as signal to noise ratio [74]
especially when field signatures are not amplitude and high frequency starved. Such
sensors find applications in fast transient (pulsed power) and high frequency continuous
wave (radio frequency and microwaves) regimes. Directionality is an additional property
common to the B-dot.
The patented University of Nevada Las Vegas (UNLV) electromagnetic dot (EMdot) combines the characteristics of both the B-dot and the D-dot into a single sensor.
Due to the careful construction of the EM-dot with attention to symmetry, shielding, and
grounding issues, this time integrating device can measure the change in the electric flux
density and the magnetic flux density simultaneously at a single point in space. Further,
transitions between electric and magnetic fields (or equivalently, transitions between
open and short circuits) can be monitored as characteristic changes on sub-nanosecond or
slower time scales unfold within the resolution of the recording device. Unlike most dot
design, the EM-dot is symmetric and electrically matched and has natural differential Bdot and D-dot qualities. A dielectric coating over the dot wire allows for close nonelectrical contact with wires when measuring low voltage amplitude signals without the
danger of direct electrical shorting. The coating may be removed.
B-dots are commonly applied in pulse power experiments. Extreme applications
such as measuring the generation of electromagnetic pulses from nuclear sources [75]
requires flexibility in dot design. Design constraints are limited by the nonlinear and
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time varying character on the conductivity of air due to ionization effects in atmospheric
environments. In vacuum, Compton scattering of gamma rays and photoelectric
scattering of x-rays at the sensors or cables load down the signal received. In nonvacuum environments, sensors encapsulated in epoxy reduce the air conductivity
limitations. In a vacuum environment, magnetic field sensors should use as little
dielectric material as possible and be made of low atomic number materials to reduce
electron emission.
Rogowski coils and B-dots are similar in nature. It is fitting to compare these
diagnostics [76]. Rogowski coils have a much higher signal to noise ratio and are
insensitive to positioning. Like B-dots, Rogowski coils require the signal to be
integrated. The rise-time of a signal extracted by the Rogowski coil is a function of the
signal propagation time around the loop and this can become severely degraded if larger
diameter loops are used. Further, ringing effects result if the phenomenon being
measured is off centered. Moreover, the relatively high inductance of the Rogowski coil
reduces the coil’s bandwidth compared to the B-dot. Discrete, identical B-dot loops
when appropriately connected in series can perform the same function as a Rogowski coil
[77]. It has been shown that sub-nanosecond resolution of beam currents and high spatial
resolution in position requires the use of an array of B-dots [76]. Care must be taken to
match cable lengths in order to reduce phase shift errors.
B-dots have been used to examine energy losses resulting from high current
densities in conductors generated by the Z accelerator at Sandia National Laboratory
[78]. Differential and cavity B-dot designs have been studied with applications for power
flow measurements in the vacuum section of the Z accelerator [79]. Three and four loop
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B-dot sensors vacuum-potted in epoxy and embedded in an aluminum-oxide dispersionhardened copper cavity with thin nichrome film cover are calibrated against a current
viewing resistor diagnostic. A less than 1% standard deviation (normalized to the peak
amplitude) of the point-wise difference between the two measurements is observed in the
time domain [79]. Since the normalized standard deviation error analysis is weighted
against the peak amplitude, the significance of equivalent point error deviations decreases
as the weighting value increases. This error analysis provides a good measure of the
dot’s performance only about the peak values. Tektronix real time digitizing
oscilloscopes are used with a 0.5 ns/sample resolution (2 GHz bandwidth oscilloscope).
Semi-rigid coaxial cables (3.6 mm in diameter) connect the dots to the outside world with
SMA connectors. Differential B-dots employ a Prodyn balun to reject the common mode
noise. Cable bandwidths have been examined and Compton drive effects are within
acceptable levels. Although not explicitly stated, calibration figures show 100 ns risetimes. Calibration plots do not extend much beyond the peak of the signal.
Consequently, one cannot assess the fine structure of the signal beyond the rise-time as
observed in different experiments to be presented. But, it appears that the dot signals
begin to deviate from the resistor reference at the tail end of the calibration plots [79].
B-dots find application in measuring currents flowing on magnetically insulated
transmission lines (MITL) that can lead to electron sheath current measurements in the
MITL gap [80, 81]. Single loop B-dots where used in [80]. Although the specifics
regarding the geometry of the dots have not been specified, one does not observe fine
structure oscillation in the data obtained from the dots in either works. Railgun studies
employ B-dot sensors to measure the rail current and the time duration of the current
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carrying portion of the armature providing time of flight studies [82]. Magnetic dipole
loops have found applications in determining the plasma density in a plasma wakefield
experiment [83]. The frequency of oscillation in the non-integrated B-dot loop response
is linked to the change in the plasma density. This study provides no information
regarding the dots employed. Taking advantage of the change in the inductance of the
experiment resulting in B-dot jumps (sharp jumps in dB/dt), B-dots have been used to
determine liner/target impact times. The B-dot provides direct and more accurate
measurement of collision times compared to x-ray radiographs [84]. Due to the improved
time resolution of the B-dot data, the shape of the jump profile is more accurate providing
a valuable benchmark to check MHD code calculations [84-86]. Further, B-dot jumps can
be used as a valuable means to trigger diagnostics around the time of collision [84]. The
B-dot sensors used in liner impact experiments consisted of two wires counter-wound on
a small Teflon cylinder with outputs recorded differentially to reduce the common-mode
noise [86, 87]. A common application of B-dots is in the characterization of a number of
different types of switching studies. Switching studies require B-dots to have fast risetimes typically on the order of 100s of picoseconds. Relatively broad bandwidth, 2 to 3.5
GHz, B-dots are designed for this purpose. High frequency repetitive switching
experiments require not only a broad bandwidth due to fast rise times, but also minimal
ringing in order to follow the repetitive response. Typical switching experiment
applications include: repetitive oil switches [88], plasma flow switching [89-92],
exploding foil switching [93], photoconductive switches [94, 95], and switching test
stands [96]. As a final application, B-dots have been coupled to a specialized load in
developing a broadband high voltage monitor. Here a specially designed helical coil with
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a dot sensor is used to measure the high voltage across the anode-cathode gap of a diode
[97-99].
Without careful interpretation of others’ experiments, an interesting signature
common with many different B-dot measurements may be observed. Experimental data
in [82, 84, 89, 90, 92, 93, 96, 99] illustrate a definite resonance during and/or after the
rise duration of the pulse. Further, it is interesting to note that different bandwidth scopes
will yield a different voltage response [93]. In particular, a 6 GHz bandwidth scope
shows much more fine structure to the signal received by the B-dot than a 1GHz
bandwidth scope. In some of these works, experimental simulation did not explain the
physics behind the fine frequency structure superimposed on the data. It is anticipated in
references [78, 100] that experimental data extending beyond the rise time duration
shown have a similar resonant like signature.
Intense transient broadband electromagnetic fields can be capacitively coupled to
an electrically small, dipole antenna acting as a D-dot sensor. A number of design issues
must be considered when accounting for the effects of the surrounding environment in
the presence of the detector especially when these interacting effects are of the nonelectromagnetic type such as pulsed particle beams or of the electromagnetic type outside
of the spectral sensitivity of the sensor [101, 102]. Besides the actual isolated sensor
which converts the absorbed electromagnetic energy to voltage and current at the sensor
terminal, one must also consider the topology and material make-up of structures (such as
holders, shields, mounting brackets, etc. ) attached to the sensor in designing experiments
and calibration [103]. The environment surrounding the sensor also has crucial effects on
its operation. At high altitudes, fast electrons are generated as a consequence of γ rays
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colliding with air molecules commonly referred to as high-altitude electromagnetic pulse
(HEMP). The associated Compton current is a source of noise. Another portion of the
HEMP is the plasma expansion in the presence of the Earth’s magnetic field. This is
termed the magnetohydrodynamic EMP (MHD-EMP). In a high electric field
environment close to or exceeding the breakdown of air, one should take into
consideration such effects as corona, arc formation, and arc discharge . The physical
processes in lightning interaction are qualitatively more like surface-burst EMP than
HEMP, but quantitatively quite different. Not only has the environment dictated the
parameters of the sensor, but also the structure of the system under test. One often
measures fields in the presence of complex structures. Therefore, the geometrical shape
of the sensor is an important parameter. A detailed discussion can be found in [101].
The point echoed is that dot measurements without proper calibration environments and
backed and/or corrected by theory extending the capabilities into the application
environment beyond calibration may in part not be meaningful.
A D-dot sensor with self-integrating and differentiating properties has been
developed to measure voltages up to 3-MV for the Z-accelerator at Sandia National
Laboratory [100, 102]. The sensor consists of two sensing elements separated by a
predetermined distance mounted on each side of a ground plate and held in position by
dielectric supports. The output of a self-integrating sensor is directly proportional to the
measured signal, while the output of a differentiating sensor equals the time derivative of
the measured signal. The sensor can operate in self-integrating or differentiating modes
depending on the sensor parameters and the duration of the pulse of interest.
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Coaxial D-dot probes have been designed to measure the voltage of signals with
fast rise times being transmitted along coaxial cables. The operation is based on the
capacitive coupling between the inner conductor of the coaxial cable where the pulse
propagates to and the inner conductor of the coaxial D-dot probe where the signal
signature is generated from [104, 105].
This chapter presents an experimental EM-dot calibration study backed up with a
theoretical study and an independent modeling study. Using a Laplace transform
technique, the experimental data of the stimulus or reference signal is piece-wise
incorporated into the theoretical formulation leading to a time equivalent prediction of
experimental results for calibration purposes. Combinations of all four studies have
resulted in a well-defined calibration technique over the entire duration of the reference
signal measured at the test stand. Using a normalized standard deviation of the pointwise difference between the conditioned EM-dot signal and the reference test stand signal
normalized to the peak amplitude, a calibration error of less than 1.5% has been achieved
when operating in either mode. This type of error analysis is not a good measure of the
properties of the dot if the tracking performance of the dot is to be equally weighted or
evaluated over the complete duration of the pulse stimulus. Normalizing against a large
peak amplitude typically hides errors that may result in the smaller amplitude regimes.
Based on a noise study of the signal, a second direct error analysis is provided on a point
by point basis using a 95% confidence interval. Throughout the entire signal duration,
the EM-dot signal signature in B-dot mode fits well within the defined confidence
interval. The EM-dot in D-dot mode appears to slightly lag behind the reference signal
initially thereby being just outside of the confidence range but quickly adheres to the
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confidence region thereafter except at one or two discrete locations possibly due to noise
effects. Overall, the signal is tracked with a good level of agreement and confidence both
near and away from the peak amplitude and within the noise level. As the application
environment deviates from the test stand configuration, unaccounted inductive and
capacitive coupling effects will influence the measurement. The developed theory with
simulation model allows the option for the EM-dot to be custom calibrated, provides
meaningful interpretation of and correction to measurements especially when non-ideal
coupling effects and extended bandwidth issues become significant, and offers a direction
to improve on the bandwidth of the test stand to allow for roll-off and resonant limitation
studies under extreme conditions. Typically, the test stand bandwidth limits the
calibration study in transient mode. A small parallel plate D-dot test stand and a small
loosely wound four-turn solenoid B-dot test stand are presented for calibration purposes.
Simple and more complex conservative predictions regarding bandwidth are presented
and applied to the test designed for the calibration studies. Direct reference
measurements are made at the test stand to minimize calculation error both in theory and
in experiment in the calibration process. A brief discussion is presented on how noise is
minimized in the signal measurements of the EM-dot.

3.2 Electromagnetic Dot Model
The electromagnetic (EM) dot serves both as a detector for measuring changes in
the magnetic flux density, B-dot mode, and as a detector for measuring changes in the
electric flux density, D-dot mode. Motivational circuits modeling the EM-dot as a B-dot
and as a D-dot are provided in this section. The source configuration coupling energy
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into the dot is also presented in the model. Differences in source configurations in
practice will need to be incorporated into the model in order to determine how loading
effects alter the anticipated time integrated signal signature for each particular application
of the EM-dot.
Based on quasi-static argumentation, a small 5.1 cm x 5.1 cm parallel-plate D-dot
test stand with 1.1 cm distance of separation between the plates generates a well
characterized DC-like time-varying electric field that dominates over its associated
magnetic field. The size of the D-dot parallel plate capacitor test stand was determined
experimentally to maximize the bandwidth of the test stand relative to the spectral power
of the input pulse. Figure 3.1a illustrates the overall test stand set-up with Bournlea pulse
generator. A long coaxial cable is connected between the output terminals of the
generator and the parallel plate capacitor test stand. The electrical length of the cable is
longer than the pulse width of the generator signal preventing signal reflection at the
source from being part of the pulse signature. A 50  resistor in series with the capacitor
test stand matches the transmission line to the test stand in the initial stages of the pulse
since that capacitor appears as a short initially. Figure 3.1b, pictures the loading affects
of the components external to the dot. The outer shield of the coaxial cable is attached to
the ground plate of the capacitor. Stray capacitances between the central wire of the dot
and the coaxial casing with ground plate, Cd1 and Cd2, are shown. The capacitance
between the wire loop and the ungrounded plate of the test stand, Cd, along with the
overall test stand capacitance minus dot capacitance effects, Co, are displayed. Typically,
Cd is small compared to Co. Consequently, Co is approximately equal to the capacitance
of the test stand in the presence of the dot. The coaxial cable connecting the dot to the
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oscilloscope is a transmission line with characteristic impedance, Zo, equal to the internal
impedance of the oscilloscope channels, R1 and R2.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3.1 (a) The overall setup of the D-dot calibration test stand for measuring electric
fields. In this configuration, the EM-dot is acting as a D-dot. (b) The undesired stray
capacitance, Cd1 and Cd2, and desired coupling dot-stand capacitance, Cd, are illustrated.
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Incorporating both the small inductance effects of the loop sensor, Ld1 and Ld2 and
the transmission line effects of the coaxial cables, a circuit model characterizing the EMdot in D-dot mode is presented in Figure 3.2. Here, the parallel wires of thick radius
represent the transmission lines.

Figure 3.2 The electric circuit model of the D-dot for the test stand described in Figure
3.1. The thick parallel wires are a representation of the transmission lines connecting the
EM-dot to the individual channels of an oscilloscope.
Based on quasi-static argumentation, a geometrically small helical coil with a few
turns in series with a resistor comprises the B-dot test stand. It is used to generate a
centrally located, well characterized, dominant time varying magnetic field. To minimize
loading effects of the test stand to the incoming pulse, the coil inductance had to be
minimized by decreasing the number of turns while limiting the coil radius to nearly the
same radius of the loop sensor on the EM-dot. To maintain a nearly uniform magnetic
field over coil cross section, a limit to the minimum number of turns was determined
experimentally. Figure 3.3 illustrates the overall B-dot test stand with undesired
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capacitive coupling between the loop sensor and the ground shields, Cd1 and Cd2, and
between the loop sensor and the coil, Cd. The series external resistor RM is used to match
the coil when it is acting as a short to the Bournlea pulse generator. Figure 3.4 displays
the electrical circuit model of the EM-dot in the B-dot test stand with external circuit
loads. Here, the magnetic coupling effect is modeled by a transformer.

Figure 3.3 The B-dot test stand composed of a simple four turn helical coil with dot
inserted. For illustration purposes, the dot is partially inserted in the coil. In practice, the
sensor is embedded in the wall area of the coil without penetrating the coil’s air core.
The undesired stray capacitances are illustrated.
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Figure 3.4 The electrical circuit of the EM-dot in the B-dot test stand with external
circuit loads. Magnetic coupling between the coil and the sensor loop is electrically
modeled with a transformer in this circuit.

Figure 3.5 The actual EM-dot is displayed.

3.3 Simplified EM-Dot Physics
This section explores simplified models of the EM-dot in both D-dot and B-dot
modes. The simplified models offer quick estimates of dot performance and dot physics
along with guidance in calibration studies. The goal is to provide simple design
equations to complex models that characterize the EM-dot or conventional dot sensors.
A typical EM-dot is displayed in Figure 3.5.
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In this simple theory, it is assumed that the dimensions of the dot sensor is small
compared to a wavelength implying that the field stimulus is uniform over the sensor in
order to make use of a simultaneity approximation. Typical, EM-dots have a
conservative loop diameter of about D=1.5 mm. Based on a measurable amplitude
resolution of roughly one-tenth of the peak amplitude or approximately 1/40 of a
wavelength, a simultaneity approximation valid for waves in free space is

f sa  c /40D

(3.1)

where c is the speed of light. This suggests that the bandwidth of the EM-dot is about
fsa=5 GHz. This relation does not explicitly consider the resolution of the measuring
instrumentation. The bandwidth of the dot is anticipated to be less than fsa.
The signal signatures generated by the electromagnetic dot sensor typically
consists of a symmetric and an asymmetric component. The electromotive force is
primarily responsible for the asymmetric signal at the oscilloscope. The change in the
magnetic flux induces a voltage in the line that drives a current. Because the current
flows from one line to the other, the signal signature is asymmetric. Two scope channels
are used to detect the inductively coupled signal. Therefore, v1(t) and v2(t) are denoted as
the EM-dot channel 1 voltage and channel 2 voltage, respectively. Based on the internal
impedance of the scope relative to scope ground, the scope voltage at the two channels
will be 180 degrees out of phase assuming the oscilloscope input impedances are
identical. Consequently, the sum of the measured signal is zero. The difference of the
measured signal is due to the change in magnetic flux.
The magnetomotive force as a consequence of the displacement current resulting
from capacitive coupling is responsible for the symmetric signal signature at the
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oscilloscope. This coupling is dependent not only on the geometry of the loop but also on
the proximity and the geometry of the nearby connecting and floating structures including
the connecting semi-rigid shield that is part of the dot sensor. The capacitively coupled
electric field, if uniformly distributed on the sensor, either attracts or repels charge in
both lines simultaneously. Because the current in both lines are identical, the signal
signature is symmetric. Two scope channels are used to detect the capacitively coupled
signal. Again, v1(t) and v2(t) are denoted as the EM-dot channel voltages. Based on the
internal impedance of the scope relative to scope ground, the scope voltage at the two
channels will be ideally equal in magnitude and in phase. Consequently, the difference
between the measured signals is zero. The sum of the measured signal is due to the
change in the electric flux density. Only the transient portion of the external pulse is
coupled to the sensor and guided to the measuring instrument.
It is imperative for the lines connecting the EM-dot sensor assembly to the
oscilloscope be of equal length and of the same type. This will allow the time of flight of
the signal from the sensor to the scope to be the same on both lines. The relative error of
the line length and the rise (fall) time bandwidth may be estimated based on the
characteristics of the input pulse signature. Typical pulses generated in the lab using a
Bournlea pulser type 3148 have a 4.2 ns rise time. Based on a single pole circuit model
commonly used in electronics, the rise time, rise, in the time domain is linked to the
bandwidth, BW, in the frequency domain as BW  0.35  rise . A bandwidth of 83 MHz is
estimated for the Bournlea pulse. The spectral content of the measured pulse has a
continuous band width up to 148 MHz with a neighboring side band about the next 168
MHz sharing the same 148 MHz null point. The combined bandwidth is about 200 MHz.
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If the delay between the two lines is less than 0.1% of the rise time, then the lines must be
cut with an accuracy of about L  0.001 v p rise . For a phase velocity of 0.7 the speed of
light, the relative difference in line lengths should be less than about 8.8 mm (0.37 mm)
for a 83 MHz (200 MHz) bandwidth signal. If this is not the case, the signal captured by
one channel will need to be time shifted relative to the second channel before the data is
processed. This is crucial if the signal content contains high frequency components.

3.3.1 B-Dot Measurement Mode
The electromotive force generated by the time varying magnetic flux density
induces a voltage driving a current on the exposed loop bounded by the circular wire and
the soldered semi-rigid copper shield. The soldered shield is important to minimize
ground loop issues and to define the perimeter of the sensor’s coupling area. Refer to
Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.6 illustrates an equivalent simple circuit model of the EM sensor in B-dot
mode. This model includes neither capacitive nor inductive effects of the sensor end.
Further, the distributed properties of the transmission line attached to the dot are also not
represented in the model. For generality, the scope impedance at the two channels is
chosen to be different. This offers a means to examine signal differences resulting from
calibration errors associated with scope loading effects. Assuming that the magnetic flux
density, Bn(t), is constant over and passes normal through the area, AD, of the sensor loop,
the differential voltage is

v1 t   v2 t   AD

Bn t 
t
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(3.2)

The difference between the channel voltages is directly linked to the normal
component of the magnetic flux density captured by the loop. One says that the device is
operating as a differential mode device.

Figure 3.6 Simple circuit model of the EM-dot in B-dot measurement mode.
If one is performing a calibration study, the loading effects of the calibration test
stand plays a role in interpreting the sums of the output EM-dot voltages. Based on Figs.
3.3 and 3.4, the circuit is simplified by neglecting all capacitive coupling effects, the back
emf onto the primary circuit, and transmission line effects. The coil is approximated as a
closely wound solenoid that is long enough for the spatial distribution of the magnetic
field to be uniform at the mid-cross section of the solenoid with normal parallel to the
solenoid axis. The rise and fall times of the current in the B-dot test stand is limited by
the characteristics of the voltage source and the time constant of the R-L network. In
particular, the current sourcing the helical coil is give by

vs t   iM t RM  Lc
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diM t 
dt

(3.3)

As shown in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4, RM and Lc are respectively the resistor for matching the Bdot test stand coil to the line when the coil appears as a short and the self-inductance of
the coil. It is noted that the test stand inductance is chosen as small as possible to
minimize loading effects on the rise and fall of the source signal. As a result, the time
constant is very small implying that the test stand inductance will approach its short
circuit state to a DC input rapidly hence reflection losses at the inductor will be minimal.
For a helical coil based on the closely wound solenoid approximation and quasi-static
theory, the magnetic flux density generated by the coil is given by

Bn t  

 o N c iM t 

(3.4)

c

where Nc is the number of turns of the coil and lc is the length of the coil. Employing Eq.
(3.2), the current driving the coil is directly related to the measured voltages of the dot as
t

 v t   v t  dt  i 0

1
iM t  
M

1

2

(3.5)

M

0

where M  AD o N c  c is the mutual inductance between the test stand coil and the dot.
In general, M is the mutual inductance of the system regardless of the validity of Eq. 3.4.
Substituting into Eq. 3.3 yields a relation between the source voltage driving the coil and
the measured voltages at the EM-dot,

v s t  

RM
M

t

L
 v t   v t dt  M v t   v t   R
c

1

2

1

2

i

M M

0

(3.6)

0

Loading effects of the B-dot test stand are not explicitly apparent in Eq. 3.5 since it is
already implied in the source current. Each term in Eq. 3.6 explicitly illustrates the
loading effect of the test stand.
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The simplified B-dot theory is based on the uniformity of the magnetic flux
density over the area bounded by the exposed sensor wire loop and the soldered shield.
Considering the resolution of the oscilloscope, one can determine the frequency range in
which the simple model is valid. For simplicity, assume the loop to be rectangular and
the magnetic flux density passing normal through the loop area ( ẑ direction) is

Bn x, t   Bo cost  x . Let w be the loop width in the y direction and  be the length
of the loop in the x direction. The difference in the channel voltages equals the
electromotive force as given by, approximately,


v1 t   v2 t   emf   Bo w sin  t  


2
  1    
1    
2  3!  2  

(3.7)

Defining Vo  Bo w , the maximum differential voltage relative to its peak value is

 1    2 
v1 t   v2 t 
 1     .
Vo
 3!  2  
max

(3.8)

If the magnetic field was uniform over the area, the second term on the right hand side of
Eq. 3.8 would be zero. Therefore, the channel voltage difference between the uniform
field case and the slightly non-uniform case is directly related to the oscilloscope’s
resolution of measuring the two signals. Consequently, the error based on the maximum
difference of the normalized EM-dot channel voltages is

1   
 
 .
3!   
2

 max

(3.9)

The maximum error is now chosen as a free parameter based on the resolution of the
measuring instrument. Let Vmax be the maximum voltage scale reading on the measuring
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instrument where the resolution is defined as  max  vmax Vmax  . The maximum
frequency in free space where the simple theory holds is

fmax 

c 6  max



(3.10)

This assumes that the phase velocity of the signal is that of the speed of light and, if not,
it may be adjusted accordingly. Equation 3.10 indicates that increasing the resolution of
the signal (  max decreases) with a more accurate measuring instrument decreases the
allowable maximum operating frequency. This is because one can resolve magnetic field
gradients in the sensor region more accurately.
The sensitivity of the dot decreases with increase in operating frequency. As the
frequency of a source stimulus increases, the coupling of the source stimulus to the EMdot decreases approaching zero. This results in the inability of the EM-dot to detect and
track the stimulus beyond some maximum frequency. The spectral current stimulus
(primary current) I M   may be obtained from Eq. 3.5 in terms of the measured
arithmetic difference of the dot channel spectral voltages V1    V2   . Let

I M min  VM min RM be the minimum possible spectral stimulus current that can be
resolved over all frequencies of interest as measured through a resistive load matched to
the connecting transmission line. In effect, the primary current is a notation to represent
the magnetic field coupled to the EM-dot sensor. Consider that V1    V2   is treated
as an independent variable associated with the signal strength valid over all frequency.
Let V1    V2   min be a constant, the smallest maximum frequency of resolution may
be expressed as
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f max 

R V1    V2   min
1 V1    V2   min
.
 M
2M
I M min
2M
VM min

(3.11)

where V1    V2   min is associated with signal strength valid over all possible
measurable values within the minimum set excluding the zero trivial solution. It is noted
in B-dot mode that the two channel voltages are 180o out of phase. Excluding zero, the
channel voltages may be no smaller than the minimum resolvable threshold value. For
many devices such as the oscilloscope, the resolution is based on a voltage measurement.
Let VM min be the minimum resolvable measure. If the individual channel voltages are
measured independently then V1    V2   min  VM min . If the difference of the channel
voltage is measured, due to constructive interference, VM min  V1    V2   min  2VM min .
By conservation of current, the channel voltages are ideally equal in magnitude but
opposite in direction. This accounts for the upper limit. The range between the upper
limit and the lower limit accounts for all nonuniformities and errors in the calibration
system. The smallest maximum frequency or bandwidth under this simple argument is
independent of the resolvable measure. Even so, the resolution is implied by being able
to measure the minimum reference signal. Depending on how measurements are made,

RM 2M  f max  RM  M . Let the mutual inductance M  K LD LC be defined by
the coil and test stand self inductances where LC=76 nH and LD=2.65 nH. For the dot
loop area inserted completely in the air gap of the coil where the field gradients are
assumed negligible, a measured coupling coefficient K  0.075 yields M  1.06 nH .
Let RM =50 . The range of the smallest maximum frequencies (bandwidth) is

7.5 GHz  f max  15 GHz .
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The oscilloscope resolution for each measured channel voltage relative to its
maximum peak amplitude is typically  0.01  1% when expanded to full scale. Then, the
relative maximum error of the sums or differences between the two channel voltages or,
equivalently, the oscilloscope resolution for sums and differences of two signals,  max is

 max 

vmax
 0.02 .
Vmax

(3.12)

For a typical EM-dot diameter of 1.5 mm, the estimated upper frequency [Refer to Eq.
3.10] based on field uniformity over the dot loop is 22 GHz.

3.3.2 D-Dot Measurement Mode
Assuming the external electric field stimulus is uniformly distributed over the
sensor head, the change in the electric flux density as a result of displacement current
measured at the sensor head capacitively attracts or repels charge resulting in a common
mode electric current in the connecting transmission lines. This results in symmetric
changes in channel voltage signals. Except for negligible asymmetry in geometry, the
loop does not discriminate between electric field orientations especially when embedded
in or mounted normal to the surface of a ground plane. Measurements in D-dot mode are
dependent on capacitively coupled loading effects due to conductors and dielectrics in the
vicinity of the dot.
First, consider a simple model of the EM-dot without loading effects of the test
stand. Here, the energy coupled to the dot is characterized by the magnetomotive force,
immf. For generality, let the internal impedance of channel one and two of the
oscilloscope be respectively R1 and R2 with associated voltages v1(t) and v2(t). Assuming
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that the change in the electric flux density over the loop wire surface (or an effective
capture area commonly used in antenna theory), Ae, is constant, the sums of the channel
voltages at the oscilloscope is

v1 t   v2 t   2R12 Ae

Dn t 
t

(3.13)

where

R12 

R1 R2
R1  R2

(3.14)

and Dn is the normal component of the electric flux density on the conducting sensor loop
surface. Consequently, the electric flux density can be expressed as

1
Dn t  
R12 Ae

t



v1  v2  dt  D 0.
n
2

0

(3.15)

One says that the device is operating as a common mode device.
From Figure 3.1b, the upper plate and sensor loop of the EM-dot is characterized
by a coupling capacitance. Assume that the voltage across these two elements may be
defined by vcd(t). Using quasi-static theory assuming a parallel plate configuration is
suitable where dcd is the average distance of separation between the loop and a planar
electrode, the electric flux density can be written in terms of the voltage drop across the
coupling capacitor, vcd(t), as Dn t    o vcd t  d cd . Consequently, the voltage based on a
parallel plate configuration can be expressed as

vcd t  

1

 12

t


0

v1 t   v2 t  dt  V 0  
cd

(3.16)

 12  R12Cd

(3.17)

2

where
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and Cd   o Ae d cd is in effect the coupling capacitance due to displacement currents
between the sensor loop and typically some external electrode responsible for supporting
the quasi-static field. The term  12 is the time constant associated with the coupling
capacitor and the oscilloscope load.
In the calibration process, one must also consider loading effects of the circuit.
This is especially important if the source voltage driving the test stand is going to be used
as the calibration voltage. Consider a parallel plate test stand with capacitance Co being
driven with a voltage source Vs connected by way of a matching resistor RM to minimize
reflection effects during the charging stages of the test stand. Refer to the simple circuit
model shown in Figs. 3.7b,c where transmission line, stray capacitance, and all inductive
effects have been neglected. The source voltage is related to the sum of the EM-dot
channel voltages as

1
1
vs t   v1 t   v2 t  
2
 12

t


0

v1 t   v2 t  dt  V 0    R i t 
cd
M M
2

(3.18a)

where the voltage drop across the test stand and the voltage drop across the coupling
capacitance of the test stand – EM-dot configuration are respectively

v p t   vs t   RM iM t  and vcd t   v p t   0.5 v1 t   v2 t . Consequently, Eq. 3.18a is
equivalent to Eq. 3.16. The first term on the right hand side of Eq. 3.18a is a
consequence of the loading effects of the scope impedance in the absence of a coupling
capacitance. The second and third terms are a consequence of the coupling capacitance
loaded down by the oscilloscope resistance. These two terms match identically with Eq.
3.16. The fourth term is a consequence of the capacitive loading effect of the test stand
itself with matching impedance.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.7 Simple circuit model (a) of the EM-dot in D-dot mode. (b) Circuit model of
the EM-dot with the test stand source voltage and calibration capacitor, and (c) an
equivalent circuit model of (b). The plate voltage of the test stand is vp(t).
If the current passing through the matching resistor is nearly equal to the current
at the scope resistance, the capacitance of the test stand is small compared to the coupling
capacitance of the dot, Co  Cd . In this special case, Eq. 3.18a simplifies to


R  v t   v2 t  1
vs t   1  m  1

2
 12
 R12 

t



v1 t   v2 t  dt  V 0  
cd

0

2

(3.18b)

The loading effects of the matching resistance clearly affect how the sum of the
output channel voltages is related to the source voltage. Such a condition is realizable if
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the ratio of the test stand plate area to distance of separation is small compared to the
ratio of the effective dot area to distance of separation between the dot and the positive
electrode. If this is not the case, loading effects of the capacitor test stand need to be
considered yielding

Rm  v1  v 2  1 t v1 t   v 2 t 


v s t   1 

dt  Vcd 0  

2
 12 0
2
 R12 
d v1 t   v 2 t   o v1 t   v 2 t 
 o

dt
2
 12
2

 

(3.18c)

where

 o  RMCo

(3.19)

is the time constant of the test stand capacitance with the matching resistance. It is
observed that the last two terms in Eq. 3.18c are a consequence of the loading effects of
the test stand capacitance.
The D-dot theory assumes that the geometry of the sensor wire is small enough
that the attached instrumentation cannot significantly resolve the field gradients across
the geometrical extremes of the sensor. As a result, a bandwidth limitation on the EMdot sensor exists when making measurements in D-dot mode. Consider that the entire
half loop of radius (l / 2) fully extends through a circular hole normal to a conducting
planar plate or to any waveguide structure containing a planar wall (e.g., parallel plate
waveguide). Consequently, boundary conditions dictate that the E-field is perpendicular
to the conducting planar plate. Allow the wave to be guided by the planar wall in the k̂
direction relative to the normal of the plane containing the wire loop, n̂ . The maximum
frequency for a non-resolvable channel voltage difference for a wave propagating at the
speed of light is approximately
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f100% 



c  max

(3.20)

2 



where   min DWire kˆ  nˆ , DLoop  DWire is the approximated length of a straight line
representing the projected length of the loop that an electromagnetic wave passes along.
The diameter of the loop sensor is DLoop measured from centerline to centerline between
the two wire stubs at the coaxial line. The diameter of the sensor wire is DWire. For

 max  0.02 , DLoop= 1.5 mm, and DWire= 0.51 mm, the simple D-dot theory is valid up to
a maximum frequency of about 477 MHz when the wave propagates parallel to the plane

  

containing the loop kˆ  nˆ  0 . When the wave propagates at a 45o angle with respect to
the loop normal, the frequency range extends to approximately 1.3 GHz. When the wave

  

propagates across the loop kˆ  nˆ  1 , the EM-dot has a frequency range that extends to
1.87 GHz. For a less conservative resolution based on a 70% maximum signal point, the
frequency range is extended to

f70% 

c  max
2 

.

Here, the peak voltage Vmax in Eq. 3.12 is replaced by Vmax

(3.21)

2 which is the rms voltage

or equivalently, 70% of the peak voltage. Equations 3.20 and 3.21 imply that increasing
the resolution of the signal (  max decreases) with a more accurate measuring instrument
decreases the maximum allowable operating frequency. This is a consequence of the
measuring instruments ability to resolve the gradient of the electric field across the sensor
wire. The f 70% for the three conditions above is respectively 675 MHz, 1.84 GHz, and
2.65 GHz. If one is willing to give up sensitivity for bandwidth, the sensor end of the
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EM-dot may be partially or totally lowered in the hole contained in the planar wall. That
portion of the loop closest to the surface of the wall will be the most active part of the
sensor. Mechanisms such as the skin depth and the frequency selective nature of open
resonators tend to inhibit the based end of the dot near the connecting lines to play a
major role in capturing the high frequency portion of the bandwidth. On the other hand,
the sensor as a whole will be sensitive to the low frequency skin depth fields supported
by the guide penetrating the sensor region. At these frequencies, the wavelength of the
signal far exceeds the size of the sensor allowing the symmetric current approximation to
be valid.
The properties of the surrounding medium, signal strength coupled to the dot, and
the resolution of the measuring instrumentation may impose a constraint on the maximum
frequency of resolution of the D-dot. The spectral coupling capacitance voltage Vcd  
may be obtained from Eq. 3.18a in terms of the measured arithmetic mean of the dot
channel spectral voltages V1    V2   2 . Let Vcd min be the minimum possible
spectral capacitor coupling voltage that can be resolved valid over all frequencies of
interest. The capacitor coupling voltage is a representation of the electric field coupled to
the EM-dot. Consider that V1    V2   is treated as an independent variable associated
with the signal strength valid over all frequency. Let V1    V2   min be a constant, the
smallest maximum frequency of resolution may be expressed as

f max 

1
2 12

V1    V2   min
2Vcd min

(3.22)

where V1    V2   min is associated with the signal strength valid over all possible
values within the minimum set excluding the trivial solution. Excluding zero, the
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channel voltages may be no smaller than the minimum spectral capacitor coupling
voltage. If the individual channel voltages are measured independently,

V1    V2   min  Vcd min . If the sum of the channel voltages is measured,

Vcd min  V1    V2   min  2Vcd min . By conservation of charge, the channel voltages are
ideally equal in magnitude and phase. This accounts for the upper limit. The range
between the upper limit and the lower limit accounts for all nonuniformities and errors in
the calibration system. The smallest maximum frequency or bandwidth under this simple
relation is independent of the resolvable threshold minimum. Even so, the resolution is
implied since one must be able to measure the minimum reference signal. Depending on
how measurements are made, 1 4 12  f max  1 2 12 . Let the input impedance of each
scope channel be 50  and the coupling capacitance be about 4.9 fF yielding an inverse
1
time constant of  12
 8.2x1012 s 1 . The range of the smallest maximum frequencies is

653 GHz  f max  1.3 THz. This range is unreasonable. Re-examining Figs. 3.1 and 3.2,
the stray capacitances will have an effect on the circuit model. Therefore, constraining
the coupling capacitance for bandwidth studies to be no smaller than then the stray
capacitance typically on the order of Cd= 2 pF (Cd1 =Cd2 =1 pF) yielding, the range of the
smallest maximum frequencies is 1.6 GHz  f max  3.2 GHz.

3.4 Detailed Theory
To complement the simple theory, a more refined detailed theory of the EM-dot in Bdot and D-dot modes will be presented making use of the Laplace transform domain. The
theories are general enough to be applied to current conventional dots that are designed to
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perform in one of the two modes. Typically, stray capacitance has been added in these
theories which accounts for proximity effects. Further, the input stimulus is piecewise
introduced in the Laplacian domain simulating the properties of the actual pulse driving
the test stand. This will allow for direct comparisons with experiment and have
applications to the calibration of the EM-dot.

3.4.1 B-Dot Mode
The circuit model of the B-dot to be studied is given in Figure 3.8. The coupling
of the test stand with the EM-dot in B-dot mode is modeled with a transformer. Stray
capacitances Cd1 and Cd2 between the dot sensor wire and ground jacket have been added
in this model. Under certain circumstances, this coupling could be of importance
especially at high frequencies thereby allowing for bandwidth corrections and hence
extending the utility of the dot. Although of added importance, capacitive coupling (Cd)
between the sensor wire and the test stand has been neglected. The diameter of the
sensor wire is about one or so orders of magnitude smaller than the test stand solenoid
wire. Further, the thickness of the dielectric jacket separating the sensor wire from the air
atmosphere is nearly four times larger than the sensor wire diameter. In a worst case
scenario, the dielectric touches the test stand coil insulation which is about 1.5 times the
sensor wire diameter. Consequently, the distance of separation between the conducting
solenoid coil and the sensor wire is about five times the wire’s diameter. Depending on
the application of the EM-dot, the sensor wire may be placed at any appropriate depth
inside the air core of the coil or, typically, inside the metal wall containing the entry
aperture in the coil. The coil with small number of turns is connected to the same ground
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as the conducting coaxial jacket of the dot sensor. Consequently, the coupling
capacitance Cd is approximately accounted for in the stray capacitances Cd1 and Cd2.
Therefore, we have assumed that the stray capacitance is more significant than the
coupling capacitance with the test stand and have neglected the contributions of Cd in the
model below. The self inductance of both the test stand, Lc, and dot, LD, are retained in
the model using the ideal nested solenoid configuration to determine the mutual
inductance with a coupling coefficient K where 0  K  1 to account for the non-ideal
properties of both coils. As well known, K=1 implies the ideal coupling condition and
K=0 implies no coupling. Typically, the coupling coefficient and its associated mutual
inductance are not known a priori. In calibration studies where fast rise and fall times
are desired, the test stand coil is not an ideal, closely wound, solenoid. Consequently, the
coupling factor is typically less than 10% of its maximum value in practice. The loading
effect of the oscilloscope is also retained in the model. Since two channels of an
oscilloscope are needed, R1 and R2 represent the resistive loads of channel 1 and channel
2 respectively where v1(t) and v2(t) are the respective channel output voltages measured at
the EM-dot.

Figure 3.8 Circuit model of the B-dot.
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Typically, the measured source voltage or its measured current is a complex
signal. For calibration purposes, based on modeling tools and/or theory, a carefully
defined source signal signature that accurately represents the measured signal is required
for comparison purposes especially when establishing a specific absolute calibration
constant. Consequently, the actual source voltage signal (or equivalent source current
signal) is treated as a set of discrete lines satisfying the following linear relation for the lth
section of the curve, where l is an integer greater than zero,
G

v s t     t  t  1   H   ut  t  1   ut  t    v s t  ut  t  1   ut  t  
 t 


(3.23)

where t 1  t  t  and t  t  t 1 .
For convenience, the physics of the EM-dot is treated in incremental states as
demarcated by the discrete time segments with differentiably smooth transitions between
successive intervals in the spirit of the continuous nature of the original source signature.
Since the laws are continuous, the final conditions of one state act as the initial conditions
of the subsequent state. Consequently, the governing equations that characterizes the
circuit in Figure 3.8 in an arbitrary state spanning the time duration t 1  t  t  are

diM t 
diD t 

vs t   iM t RM  Lc dt  M dt  ut  t 1   ut  t    0



(3.24a)

diD t 
diM t 

v1 t   v2 t   LD dt  M dt  ut  t 1   ut  t    0



(3.24b)

i D t ut  t 1   ut  t     1

k 1

 vk t 
dv t 
 Cdk k  ut  t 1   ut  t  

dt 
 Rk
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(3.24c)

where M  K Lc LD , 0  K  1 , and k=1,2. Throughout this chapter, the index k
describes the parameters or effects of the kth channel of the EM-dot or equivalently the kth
circuit or parameters associated with the kth channel of the oscilloscope.
Respectively, let the forward and inverse Laplace transforms be defined as


F ( s )  L f t    f t  e  st dt
0

(3.25a)

c i 

1
f t   L F ( s ) 
F s  e st ds
2 i c i 
1

(3.25b)

For notation purposes, lower case letters describing circuit parameters f=v and i represent
the time domain parameters such as voltage and current respectively. Their
corresponding upper case letters F= V and I represent the Laplace transformed
(Laplacian) voltage and current, respectively. Based on the linearity of the problem
where the method of superposition is valid, one can treat the governing equations as two
separate expressions where one is associated with the unit step function ut  t  1  and the
other is associated with u t  t   . Within the time interval t 1  t  t  , causality is used
to extract the appropriate solution from the former expression while the latter expression
is never activated. Initial conditions from the previous time interval are used to initiate
the parameters in the subsequent time interval.
Consequently, multiplying the governing relations by e  st dt and integrating from
0 to infinity where the unit step function u t  t   is suppressed, one formally obtains

Vs s; t 1   I M s; t 1 RM  Lc sIM s; t 1   iM t 1 
 M sID s; t 1   iD t 1 e st  0
 1
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(3.26a)

V1 s; t1   V2 s; t1   LD sI D s; t1   iD t1 
 M sI M s; t1   iM t1 e st  0
 1

I D s; t 1 e st

 1




k 1
k
  1   sCdk Vk s; t 1    1 vk t 1 e st 1
 Rk




(3.26b)

(3.26c)

where


F s; t 1   L f  t  t 1    f  t  t 1 e  st dt

(3.27)

0

The exponential term e  st 1 in Eqs. 3.26a,b is common to all transformed variables and
will be omitted from this point onward with the understanding that one must first
multiply by the exponential term prior to taking the inverse transform. Further, the
functional dependence s; t  1  of the transformed functions will be omitted for simplicity
but is implied.
The parallel combination of the scope resistances and stray capacitances can be
expressed in the Laplacian domain as

Zk 

Rk
1  sRk Cdk

(3.28)

where k=1,2. From Eq. 3.26c, the kth Laplacian channel voltage Vk can be expressed as

Vk  (1) k 1 Z k I D  Cdk Z k vk t 1 

(3.29)

yielding a voltage difference

V1  V2  I D Z  C d1Z 1v1 t  1   C d 2 Z 2 v2 t  1 
where Z  Z1  Z 2 .
From Eq. 3.26a, the transformed solenoidal current I M may be expressed as
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(3.30)

I M 

Vs
MI D
L i t   Mi D t  1 

s  c M  1
RM  Lc s RM  Lc s
RM  Lc s

(3.31)

Appropriately combining Eqs. 3.26b and 3.30, the transformed dot current I D is

I D 

MI M
L i t   MiM t  1  C d 1Z 1v1 t  1   C d 2 Z 2 v2 t  1 
s  D D  1

Z  LD s
Z  LD s
Z  LD s

(3.32)

Substituting Eq. 3.31 into Eq. 3.32, regrouping terms expressing the denominator in
terms of a polynomial in s, and fitting the expression into partial fraction form, the
transformed dot current ID l can be written as
4

An
n  0 s   n 

I D  

(3.33)

where
An 

M G







t   H  n   K1 n2  K 2 n c2 n2  d 2 n  e2  K 3   K 4  n RM  Lc n  n
4

a1   n   m 

(3.34)

m 0
m n

The initial conditions are contained in the K n constants given by

K1  M LciM t1   MiD t1   Lc LDiD t1   MiM t1 

(3.35a)

K2  RM LDiD t1   MiM t1 

(3.35b)

K3  Cd 1R1v1 t1   Cd 2 R2v2 t1 

(3.35c)

K4  R1R2Cd 1Cd 2 v1 t1   v2 t1 

(3.35d)

The denominator fits the polynomial form with its simple poles

a1 s 4  b1 s 3  c1 s 2  d1 s  e1  a1 s  1 s   2 s   3 s   4 
where
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(3.36)





a1  Lc LD  M 2 R1R2Cd 1Cd 2









(3.37a)



b1  RM LD R1R2Cd 1Cd 2  Lc LD  M 2 R1Cd 1  R2Cd 2 



c1  RM LD R1Cd 1  R2Cd 2   Lc R1R2 Cd 1  Cd 2   LD   M 2

(3.37b)



(3.37c)

d1  Lc R1  R2   RM R1R2 Cd 1  Cd 2   LD RM 

(3.37d)

e1  R1  R2 RM

(3.37e)

Other constants associated with the Eq. 3.34 are

c2  R1R2Cd 1Cd 2

(3.38a)

d2  R1Cd 1  R2Cd 2

(3.38b)

e2  1

(3.38c)

0  0

(3.38d)

Upon multiplying I D s; t 1  by e  st 1 and taking the inverse transform, the time varying
current induced into the EM-dot sensor in the time interval is t 1  t  t
4

i D t    An e n t t 1 

(3.39)

n 0

From Eqs. 3.23, 3.25a, 3.31, and 3.33, the transformed current I M can be
expressed in partial fraction form as

I M 

5
Q0
Bn


2
s
n0 s   n 

(3.40)

where

Q0  

G
t Lc 5
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(3.41a)

B0  

Bn 

B5 

G t  H  5
Lc 52

n
M
An
Lc  n   5 

(3.41b)

for n  1,2,3,4

G t   H  5
M
 K 5 
2
Lc
Lc 5

4

 

m 0

5
Am
5 m 

(3.41c)

(3.41d)

The added simple pole and constant because of the test stand coil current generated by an
external source are, respectively,

5  RM Lc
K 5  iM t1  

(3.42a)

M
iD t1 
Lc

(3.42b)

The time varying test stand coil current generated by the external voltage source
and loaded down by the presence of the EM-dot circuit network and a matching resistor
in the test stand circuit is
5

iM t   Q0 t  t 1    Bn e n t t 1 

(3.43)

n 0

Equations 3.39 and 3.43 are needed to determine the initial conditions linking each time
interval as indicated in Eqs. 3.35a,b and 3.42b.
Respectively, the sensor’s output channel voltages in the transform domain, V1
and V2 , are obtained from Eqs. 3.28, 3.29, and 3.39 yielding in partial fraction form
4

An
1

~
s  ~k
n 0 C dk  n   k s   n 

Vk  

 1

 Cdk

4


An
 vk t 1 
k n 


 ~
n 0

(3.44)

where the added simple poles associated with the dot output network yields in magnitude
the inverse RC time constant of that channel network given by
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~k   1 Rk Cdk

(3.45)

The instantaneous output channel voltage of the dot in the time interval t 1  t  t  yields
4

An
e  n t t 1  
~
n  0 C dk  n   k 

v k t   
 1

 C dk

 ~
An
 v k t  1  e  k t t 1 

~
n  0  k   n 

4

(3.46)

As suggested by Eq. 3.5 up to an overall constant, the instantaneous current passing
through the solenoid may be recovered by integrating the difference between the channel
voltages over time from zero to t. The instantaneous time-accumulated arithmetic
difference between the EM-dot channel voltages is
t

v~B t    v1    v2  d 
0

m  1 t m

t

  v1m    v2m  d   v1    v2  d 
m 1 t m 1
2

t 1

 2
 4 
 e n tm  1   1
Anm
k 1

  



1



~   


C



m 1  k 1
n

0
dk
n
k
n

  C dk


 1 


~
 e k tm  1  
Anm

 



v
t

km m 1  
~
~

n 0  k   n 
  k  

(3.47)

4

where tm  tm  tm1 . For compactness in expression, the second integral with limits
between t  1 and t in Eq. 3.47 has been dropped and the maximum value of the
summation index m has been increased by one with the understanding that t  is to be
replaced by t since t1  t  t  where  is an integer greater than or equal to one. Based
on Eqs. 3.4 and 3.5, the time varying magnetic field stimulating the dot may be
determined.
For calibration purposes, Eq. 3.6 is employed to back out the source voltage from
the EM-dot measurement in B-dot mode. The source voltage Vs was obtained by
connecting the output of a high voltage pulser directly to the oscilloscope by way of a
long transmission line to minimize multiple bounce effects over the calibration period.
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Special high voltage pulse attenuators from Barth Electronics, Inc. were used. Two
attenuators were connected in series, the first one model# 2237-HFNFP is rated at 10 kV,
26 dB, 50 ps rise time, and 400 ns FWHM (full width half maximum) pulse, and the
second attenuator model# 142-HMFP-26B is rated at 2.5 kV, 26 dB, 10 ps rise time, and
400 ns FWHM pulse. The attenuators isolate the scope from the line. The recorded
source voltage Vs is then applied to the B-dot model with the estimated values of the test
stand and dot loop inductances, stray capacitances, and the scope resistances. The
instantaneous time-accumulated arithmetic difference between the EM-dot channel
voltages as obtained in Eq. 3.47 is then compared to the source voltage Vs. A comparison
between the two signals is provided in Figure 3.9. Good agreement is observed.
The calibration theory developed at this point requires knowledge of the source
voltage, the inductance of the test stand, the matching resistance RM, and the mutual
inductance. In experiment, it is difficult to monitor the source voltage while performing
the calibration study. Therefore, one argues based on statistics that the output voltage of
the pulser is generated the same way each time the pulser is activated. A level of
uncertainty exists. A similar argument may be posed for the test stand inductance. In
order to achieve fast rise times, the test stand coil requires fewer turns. The size and
number of turns with gap opening for the EM-dot sensor makes it difficult to obtain and
accurate representation of the coil self-inductance. This also provides a level of
uncertainty for the self-inductance of the coil and the mutual inductance of the system.
These uncertainties are removed in the calibration process when one measures the coil
current directly. If the solenoid current is directly monitored, then the property of the
source supplying the current, the coil inductance, and the value of the resistor RM
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incorporated for some level of matching are not required. Further, one associates the
mutual inductance to an experimentally determined scale factor sometimes define as a
comparison factor.

Figure 3.9 The coupling coefficient is varied until the two curves overlap yielding RMM1

=1 s-1. The source voltage, Vs, is the voltage generated by the Bournlea pulser as

measured in a matched load seeded with scope spectral noise which includes an
oscilloscope generated 2.5 GHz signal. Parameters are RM =R1 = R2 = 50 Ω, Cd1 = Cd2 = 1
pF, Lc = 76nH, and LD = 2.65 nH.

For clarity, although the theory does not explicitly require a matching resistance,
knowledge of the matching resistance is required in experiment to obtain the coil current.
Let the piecewise representation of the solenoid current in the time domain over the time
interval t 1  t  t  be given as
G

i M t     t  t  1   H   ut  t  1   ut  t    i M t ut  t  1   ut  t  
 t 
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(3.48)

Consequently, Eqs. 3.24b,c characterize the time domain circuit model in Figure 3.8.
The corresponding relations in the Laplacian domain are given by Eqs. 3.26b and 3.30
which when decoupled leads to Eq. 3.32. Substituting the Laplace transformed test stand
current I M s; t1  into Eq. 3.32 and rearranging in partial fraction form, the transformed
dot current is given by
3

An
n 0 s   n 

I D  

(3.49)

where
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(3.50)

The simple poles are given by
3

a1 s 3  b1 s 2  c1 s  d1  a1  s   m 

(3.51a)

o  0

(3.51b)

m1

~k  

1
Rk Cdk

(3.51c)

where all remaining connecting relations are

a1  LD R1R2Cd 1Cd 2

(3.52a)

b1  LD R1Cd 1  R2Cd 2 

(3.52b)

c1  R1R2 Cd 1  Cd 2   LD

(3.52c)

d1  R1  R2 

(3.52d)
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b2  R1R2Cd 1Cd 2

(3.53a)

c2  R1Cd 1  R2Cd 2

(3.53b)

d2  1

(3.53c)

Multiplying Eq. 3.49 by e  st 1 and taking the inverse transform yields the time varying
dot current
3

i D  t    An e n t t 1 

(3.54)

n 0

Equation 3.54 is required to determine the initial condition at each time interval for the
EM-dot current as suggested by Eq. 3.50.
Equation 3.29 provides the channel voltage of the EM-dot in terms of the
transformed dot current. Substituting Eq. 3.49 into Eq. 3.29 and manipulating into partial
fraction form yields

Vk s, t 1  

 1k 1
Cdk

3


n 0

An  1
1  vk t 1 



~
s   n s  ~k  s  ~k
n k 

(3.55)

where if k=1 then k =2; if k=2 then k =1. Further,  0  0 . The instantaneous channel
voltage of the EM-dot at time t where t 1  t  t  is

An
 1

vk t  
e t t
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Cdk n0  n   k
k 1

3

n

 1





 e k t t 1   vk t 1 e k t t 1 
~

~

(3.56)

Continuity in the channel voltage is preserved at the lower limit in time. Further, through
Eq. 3.50 knowledge of the initial condition of the dot current in each time interval is
required in determining the output channel voltages of the dot. The instantaneous timeaccumulated arithmetic difference between the EM-dot channel voltages evaluated at
time t is given by
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v km t m 1  ~k tm t m 1 
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where for compactness in notation, the time integral from t  1 to t is omitted. Instead,
the summation over the integer space from 0 to   1 has been extended to  with the
understanding that integrated voltage difference is valid for t 1  t  t  and hence t  is
replaced by t .
The test stand inductor coil current and the output channel voltages are measured.
The coil current is calculated based on the measured voltage across a known resistance in
series with the coil. This current is used in the B-dot model as the primary current. The
output channel voltages of the dot based on the primary current are integrated according
to Eq. 3.57. The comparison between the primary current and the instantaneous timeaccumulated arithmetic difference between the EM-dot channel voltages is displayed in
Figure 3.10. It is observed that Eqs. 3.24b,c and Eqs. 3.55-3.57 are independent of the
test stand coil inductance and matching resistance since the test stand coil current is
known. Consequently, without the need to measure the self-inductance of the test stand,
the mutual inductance M is used as a scaling factor as suggested by Eq. 3.57 and Eq.
3.50. This is further supported by Eq. 3.5 when the stray capacitance effects and the selfinductance of the EM-dot are negligibly small. A single scaling factor (effective mutual
inductance value) may be found that allows the measured coil current and the
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theoretically obtained instantaneous time-accumulated arithmetic difference between the
EM-dot channel voltages, Eq. 3.57, yields very good agreement over all time as displayed
in Figure 3.10.
An alternative approach may also be used to deduce an appropriate source voltage
based on the measured test stand current. The measured current is modeled as a current
source in series with the test stand matching resistor, RM, and coil inductance, Lc. A large
resistor RN is artificially placed in parallel with the current source. The resistance should
be at least three orders of magnitude larger than the resistance of the test stand network,
RM. Performing a Norton to Thevenin source transformation, the Thevenin voltage is the
source voltage vs(t) in Figure 3.8 and the resistance RM in Figure 3.8 is the sum of the
actual matching resistance in the test stand circuit RM plus the Thevenin resistance RTH =
RN. Knowing the modeled source voltage (Thevenin voltage) and new matching
resistance, Eq. 3.47 and Eq. 3.6 may be used to predict the modeled source voltage based
on theoretical modeling of EM-dot in B-dot measurement mode. Figure 3.11a shows
good agreement using this technique. The calculated current in the primary coil from the
voltage model, Eq. 3.43, can be compared to the measured current. If the two currents
are almost the same or differ by a certain maximum percentage, that means the Norton
resistance, RN, is adequate enough to represent the Thevenin equivalent circuit. Figure
3.11b shows the measured current in the primary inductor versus the calculated current
after the transformation from a current source to a voltage source has been performed.
The current is calculated from Eq. 3.43. Both currents are nearly identical.
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Figure 3.10 The mutual inductance M is varied until the primary current and the
theoretical instantaneous time-accumulated arithmetic difference between the EM-dot
channel voltages obtained from Eq. 3.57 overlap yielding M-1=1 A/V-s. The primary
source current IM typically measured at the test stand coil has been low-passed filtered.
Parameters are RM =25 Ω, R1 = R2 = 50 Ω, Cd1 = Cd2 = 1 pF, Lc = 76 nH, and LD = 2.65
nH.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.11 Transformation from a current source to a voltage source to show the
versatility of the B dot models. a) The current measured at the test stand primary coil, IM,
multiplied by a large resistance (RN = 1 MΩ) and the weighted theoretical instantaneous
time-accumulated arithmetic difference between the EM-dot channel voltages obtained
from Eq. 3.47 overlap. (b) The measured current in the primary coil of the test stand and
the calculated current in the same loop after the transformation from Norton to Thevenin
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are identical. This shows that RN = 1 MΩ was large enough for the transformation. The
circuit parameters are the coupling coefficient M-1=1 A/V-s which is identical to that
predicted for Figure 3.11 using Eq. 3.57 based on the measured primary current that has
been low-passed filtered. Parameters are RM =25 Ω, R1 = R2 = 50 Ω, Cd1 = Cd2 = 1 pF, Lc
= 76 nH , and LD = 2.65 nH.
The scaling factor is not known a priori in experiment. Therefore, for
comparison, the peak value on the conditioned EM-dot signal is scaled nearly equal to the
time equivalent peak value in the reference signal. Equivalently from a theoretical and
simulation point of view where one requires a scaling factor to generate an EM-dot
signal, the scaling factor itself is varied through an iterative process until the conditioned
theoretical and/or simulated EM-dot signal overlaps with the reference signal. Based on
Eqs. 3.5 or 3.6, the scaling factor for signal overlap in B-dot mode occurs when M 1  1
or RM M 1  1 respectively. This implies that families of scaling values exist with a oneto-one correspondence between the scaling factor and the conditioned EM-dot signal.
One of these values uniquely characterizes the EM-dot in the calibration process.
If M 1  1 or RM M 1  1 , then other effects such as stray capacitances, inductances, and
loss effects become significant and must be taken into consideration either in the
calibration scheme or in processing and interpreting the EM-dot signal.
Consider a typical calibration study where the EM-dot is located in the insertion
aperture of the B-dot test stand with the tip of the sensor wire (not the dielectric coating)
flush with the inside conducting wall of the loosely wound solenoid. The measured
scaling factor is M-1= 9.6x109 A/V-s. Since M  K Lc LD where Lc = 76 nH and LD =
2.65 nH then K=0.0073. The reference signal from the experiment has been used as the
reference signal in the theoretical study. Because the detailed theory exactly agrees with
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the reference data and because the EM-dot in experiment tracks the entire history of the
measured signal from the B-dot test stand based on Eq. 3.5, one should be able to deduce
the arithmetic voltage difference between the EM-dot channels. In B-dot mode, the
channel voltages are 180o out of phase so that the channel voltages add in absolute value.
The experimentally measured voltage difference is on the order of volts about the peak of
the pulse. From Figure 3.10, the peak reference current is about 32 A at t=~15 ns. The
peak value of the instantaneous time-accumulated arithmetic difference of the EM-dot
channel voltages is I M max M  3.33 nV-s. The curve is modeled as a parabola.
Consequently, the channel voltage difference is in the form of an equation of a line.
Performing a time shift such that the line representation passes through the origin, the
difference voltage may be approximately expressed as v1 t   v2 t   Vt / T where

T  6 ns is the shifted time to the peak and V  v1 t   v2 t  is the difference of the
channel voltages at the peak minus the zero contribution at the shifted origin. Integrating
over time and setting equal to I M max M , the difference in the channel voltages at the
shifted peak time is V  2I M max M / T . The EM-dot channel voltage difference at the
peak is about 1.1 V which is close to what is recorded in experiment using a 200
mV/division and a 500 mV/division vertical scale sensitivity on the TDS 6604 Tektronix
oscilloscope. The inverse problem shows good agreement with calibration experiment.

3.4.2 D-Dot Mode
The D-dot model with test stand is illustrated in Figure 3.12 which corresponds to
Figure 3.7c with inclusion of the stray capacitances, Cd1 and Cd2 (Cd12 in Figure 3.12), as
shown in Figure 3.2. The capacitance Cd couples the electrical field supported by the
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parallel plate test stand to the EM-dot sensor in D-dot mode. The loop inductances, Ld1
and Ld2, of the dot have been neglected in this model. The electrical effect of a half turn
loop is assumed to be negligible compared to the stray capacitances and test stand loading
effect (matching resistor RM and test stand plate capacitance C0). In effect, the test stand
parallel plate capacitance does not include the region occupied by the dot sensor since it
is already accounted for in Cd. As illustrated in Figure3. 1b, the ground shield at the dot
end of the coaxial cable is directly connected to the ground side of the dot test stand.
Therefore, the stray capacitance takes into consideration the loading effect of the ground
conductor onto the sensor wire. Since the diameter of the sensor wire is small and is
located a few wire diameters away from the planar ground plate, its effect is anticipated
to be insignificant compared to the stray capacitance between the sensor wire and ground
of the EM-dot. Even so, in practice, the geometry and proximity of all electrodes may
significantly influence the measurement which may provide a false impression of what is
being measured. By adjusting the stray and coupling capacitances, this model allows one
to enhance the theory taking into consideration electrode geometries that do not fit the
parallel plate approximation.

Figure 3.12 Simplified circuit model of the D-dot as suggested in Figs. 3.7b,c where the
stray capacitance Cd1 and Cd2 as shown in Figure 3.2 have been added. The inductive
effects of the loop have been omitted in this model.
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Define v p t  to be the piecewise representation of the voltage drop across the
parallel plate test stand as depicted in Figs. 3.1b and 3.12. The piecewise representation
of the governing Kirchhoff’s current laws over the  th time increment, t 1  t  t  , yields

dv p t 
d v p t   vo t 
 v p t   v s t 
 C0
 Cd

 ut  t  1   ut  t    0
R
dt
dt
M



(3.58a)

 d vo t   v p t 
dv t  v t 
 C d 12 o  o  ut  t  1   ut  t    0
Cd
dt
dt
R12 


(3.58b)

v0 t   v1 t   v2 t  

v1 t   v2 t 
2

(3.58c)

where the source voltage v s t  is given by Eq. 3.23. Equation 3.58c is the instantaneous
arithmetic mean output channel voltage of the EM-dot. With the aid of Eqs. 3.23 and Eq.
3.25a, Eqs. 3.58a,b are placed in the Laplacian domain. An expression for the
transformed output voltage and the transformed plate voltage is obtained from Eq. 3.58a
and Eq. 3.58b respectively as
 1
 C 
1
Vo s, t  1   
 1  o V p s, t  1  
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d
M
d
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 C  v t 
1
Vo s; t 1   v p t 1   1  d12  o 1
s
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(3.59a)

(3.59b)

Substituting Eq. 3.59b and the transformed Eq. 3.23 into Eq. 3.59a, the EM-dot output
transformed voltage may be expressed as
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(3.61)

aD  R12Cd cD

(3.62a)

bD  C0  Cd RM  Cd  Cd 12 R12 cD

(3.62b)

where
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(3.62c)
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(3.62d)
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hD2  R12 Cd v p t 1   Cd  Cd 12 vo t 1  cD

(3.62e)
(3.62f)

It can be shown that  D1 and  D2 are real negative values.
With the aid of partial fractions, Eq. 3.60 can be re-expressed as

~
 ADn
ADn 
Vo s, t 1    


s   Dn 
n  0  s   Dn
2

(3.63)

where
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   Dn H 
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 aD 2
  Dn   Dm 

(3.64a)

m 0
mn

~
n 1 d D Dn  hD 2
ADn 
 D2   D1 
n!
n

~
It is noted that 0!=1 (implying AD0  0 ) and  D 0  0 .
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(3.64b)

Multiplying Vo s, t 1  by e st1 and taking the inverse transform, the instantaneous
arithmetic mean output channel voltage within the time interval t 1  t  t is

vo t  

v1 (t )  v2 t  2
~
  ADn  ADn e Dn t t1 
2
n0





(3.65)

The instantaneous time-accumulated arithmetic mean of the output channel voltage of the
EM-dot in D-dot mode where time t lies within the time interval t 1  t  t is
m
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~  e Dn t m t m1   1
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(3.66)

This expression has been written in compact form where the summation with index m
would normally extend from 1 to   1 and a second integral contribution would be
evaluated from t  1 to t. Here, the summation with index m has been extended to l with
the understanding that t  is to be replaced by t. Consequently, the integral contribution
over the time interval between t  1 and t is omitted since its contribution has already been
addressed in the compact notation.
To determine the initial conditions needed in Eqs. 3.62e and 3.62f, the voltage
drop across the parallel plate test stand, v p t  , is required. The transformed test stand
voltage is determined from Eq. 3.59b with the aid of Eq. 3.63 and manipulated into
partial fraction form yielding
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1
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Multiplying Vp s, t 1  by e st1 and taking the inverse transform, the instantaneous
voltage drop across the parallel plate test stand for time t contained in the interval

t 1  t  t is
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(3.68)

It is desired for the EM-dot to track the voltage across the D-dot test stand.
Therefore, as suggested by Eq. 3.16 and, under appropriate conditions, Eqs. 3.18a-c, Eq.
3.66 and Eq. 3.68 are proportional to each other. From Figure 3.12, electrically this
occurs if the coupling capacitance between the EM-dot and the upper plate, Cd, is large
compared to the stray capacitance Cd12, so that the voltage drop is nearly across the stray
capacitance and Cd acts more like a short over the frequency range of interest. This
scenario may not be practical in some calibration procedures. In this case, Cd and Cd12
are to be small compared to the test stand capacitance Co so to act more like an open
circuit over the frequency range of interest. In particular, over the bandwidth of the pulse
that drives the test stand. Although comparing the instantaneous time-accumulated
arithmetic mean of the output channel voltage of the EM-dot to the test stand voltage
does not involve the loading effect of the test stand capacitance, the source voltage that
drives the plate voltage is loaded down by both the EM-dot and D-dot test stand. To
minimize the loading effect of the test stand, one desires its capacitance to be as small as
possible thereby decreasing the time constant of the plate so that the test stand appears
nearly like an open circuit.
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For calibration purposes, the voltage across the test stand plates may be directly
monitored. In this case, the plate voltage is known and knowledge of the matching
resistance and the test stand capacitance are not required. Consequently, in principle, the
circuit may be mismatched without loss in generality in the calibration process.
Therefore, under these conditions, only Eq. 3.58b and

G

v p t     t  t  1   H  ut  t  1   ut  t  
 t 


(3.69)

need to be considered in the modified circuit model. Taking the Laplacian of Eq. 3.69 and
appropriately substituting into Eq. 3.59b, the transformed arithmetic mean output of the
channel voltages of the dot in partial fraction form is
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(3.70)

where the pole, related to the time constant of the dot coupled to the test stand, is

D  

1
R12 Cd  Cd 12 

(3.71)

Multiplying Vo s, t  1  by e  st 1 and taking the inverse transform yields the
instantaneous arithmetic mean output of the channel voltages

vo t  





Cd
G
e D t t 1   1
 vo t 1 e D t t 1 
Cd  Cd 12
 D t 

(3.72)

valid within the time interval t 1  t  t . The instantaneous time-accumulated arithmetic
mean of the output channel voltages yields
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(3.73)

where it is understood that t is to be replaced by t when t 1  t  t . The validity of Eq.
3.72 and Eq. 3.73 are checked in the limits of the simple model characterized by Eq.
3.18a. Since the plate voltage is measured, Eq. 3.18a is re-expressed as

v p t   vs t   iM t RM . Due to the complexity of the plate voltage without loss of
generality, the time duration considered is t 1  t  t  . For this time duration, the piecewise instantaneous arithmetic mean voltage v o is linked to the channel voltages of the
dot by way of Eq. 3.65. Setting the stray capacitance Cd 12  0 , the initial
condition vo t 1   H  and  D  1 R12Cd  1  12 . Initially in time, the coupling
capacitance is uncharged; Vcd(0+)=0. Equation 3.72 or appropriately Eq. 3.72 and Eq.
3.73 are directly substituted into Eq. 3.18a. Upon simplification, one recovers the plate
voltage over the specified time duration as given by Eq. 3.69 exactly.
Based on Eq. 3.16, one can proportionally relate the integrated sum of the channel
dot voltages directly to the coupling capacitor displacement voltage. This implies that the
proportionality constant, 12-1, may be used as an effective scaling factor to force an
equality between the coupling voltage and the integrated sum of the channel dot voltages.
Here, 12 is the time constant associated with the product of the unknown coupling
capacitance and the known resistive loading effects of the dot channel terminations
(typically 50  oscilloscope channels). Equations 3.16 and 3.18a are identical if viewed
appropriately. If the voltage drop across the stray capacitance associated with the sensor
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wire and the ground is small, one can approximate the coupling capacitor displacement
voltage as the plate voltage of the test stand. This is anticipated if the coupling
capacitance is much smaller than the stray capacitance. If this is not the case, then the
voltage drop across the coupling capacitor can be expressed in terms of the difference
between the voltage drop of the test stand and one-half the sum of the EM-dot channel
voltages. Figure 3.13 relates the theoretical instantaneous time-accumulated arithmetic
mean of the output channel voltages given by Eq. 3.73 directly to the voltage drop of the
test stand vp(t). Guided by Eq. 3.16 and Eq. 3.18a, only the unknown coupling
capacitance is varied until the curves are aligned. Realistic numbers characterizing the
D-dot test stand are used in the theoretical study leading to Figure 3.13. By varying the
unknown coupling capacitance used as single scaling factor, the time integrated sum of
the EM-dot channel voltages can be scaled to be nearly identical to the plate voltage.
This implies that under the parameter conditions of this test stand, the voltage drops
across the stray capacitances are negligible. Consequently, the voltage drop across the
coupling capacitor is nearly equal to the plate voltage.

Figure 3.13 The value of the coupling capacitance is varied until the plate voltage and
the instantaneous time-accumulated arithmetic mean of the output channel voltage given
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1
by Eq. 3.73 overlap  12
 1 s 1 . The plate voltage Vp is a typical measured voltage across

the parallel plate test stand seeded with scope noise containing a 2.5 GHz scope
generated signal. Parameters are RM = 50 Ω, R12 = 25 Ω, Cd12 = 2 pF, and C0 = 2.24 pF.
Similar to the B-dot discussion, the scaling factor is not known a priori in
experiment. Therefore, for comparison, one scales the peak value on the conditioned
EM-dot signal to be nearly equal to the time equivalent peak value in the reference signal.
Based on Eq. 3.16, the scaling factor for D-dot measurements will yield  121  1.
Consequently, there are families of scaling values that exist with a one-to-one
correspondence between the scaling factor and the conditioned EM-dot signal. One of
these values uniquely characterizes the EM-dot in the calibration process. If  121  1 then
the simple model needs to be adjusted by accounting for other effects such as stray
capacitances, inductances, and loss effects either in the calibration scheme or in
processing and interpreting the EM-dot signal.
Consider a typical experimental case where that the EM-dot is in the D-dot test
stand about 0.06 cm below the inside surface of the grounded plate electrode mounted
inside the insertion aperture of the grounded plate. The aperture radius is 4.6 mm. The
1
measured scaling factor is  12
 8.2x1012 s-1 which for 50  scope channels yields a dot

coupling capacitance Cd=4.9 fF. The reference signal from the experiment has been
used as the reference signal in the theoretical study. Because the detailed theory exactly
agrees with the reference data and because the EM-dot in experiment nearly tracks the
entire history of the measured signal from the D-dot test stand based on Eq. 3.16, one
should be able to deduce the arithmetic mean voltage between the EM-dot channels. In
D-dot mode, the channel voltages are in phase so that the channel voltages add in
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absolute value. Experimentally, the dot channel voltages were measured on the
oscilloscope’s 20 mV/div scale. From Figure 3.12, the maximum reference (plate)
voltage is about Vpmax =1400 V at t=~15 ns. The peak point of the instantaneous timeaccumulated arithmetic mean of the EM-dot channel voltages is V p max 12  1.71x10 10 Vs. The curve is modeled as a parabolic curve. Consequently, the arithmetic mean of the
channel voltages is in the form of an equation of a line. Performing a time shift such that
the line representation passes through the origin, the arithmetic mean may be
approximately expressed as v1 t   v2 t  2  V t / T where T  6 ns is the shifted
time to the peak and V  v1 t   v2 t  2 is the arithmetic mean of the channel
voltages at the peak minus the zero contribution at the shifted origin. Integrating over
time and setting equal to V p max 12 , the arithmetic mean of the channel voltages at the
shifted peak time is V  2V p max 12 / T . The EM-dot channel voltage arithmetic mean
at the peak is about 57 mV which is close to what is recorded in experiment. The inverse
problem shows good agreement with calibration experiment.

3.5 Comparison among Models and Theories
A full PSpice model of the sensor with test stand is compared with the developed
theories. If the EM-dot measurements are dependent on the experimental setup, other
coupling effects may become significant. A more complex theory or PSpice model to
interpret the meaning of the measurable values may be required. Some of the parameters
employed in the simulation and theories are briefly discussed prior to the comparison.
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The exposed, active portion of the sensor that senses the time varying field is
typically a half turn circular wire. The inductance of a half turn circular wire can be
approximated as [106].

Lhalf 

d  

d
w2
3
w
w2 


A
ln



B

C

D


2   w 12d 2 2 
3d
6d 2 

(3.74)

where µ is the permeability of the medium encircled, d is the average diameter of the
half turn, w is the wire thickness, and the empirical parameters are A = 0.5, B = -0.25, C =
0.315, and D = -0.063. A typical EM-dot has an average loop diameter of d = 3 mm,
with an active wire diameter of w=0.51 mm insulated with a non-magnetic dielectric
insulation that has a diameter Ddiel=1.68 mm. The EM-dot inductance as computed from
Eq. 3.74 is Lhalf  LD  2.65 nH .
The calibration coil consists of Nc = 4 turns with a total effective length of lc =
17.39 mm (excludes dielectric thickness at both ends), and a coil radius rc = 4.58 mm
which gives a coil cross sectional area AD   rc2  6.6 10 5 m 2 . Therefore, based on
the ideal, closely wound, infinite-in-extent solenoid approximation, the test stand coil

N c2 AD
inductance for calibrating the EM-dot in B-dot mode is Lc  
 76 nH .
c
In D-dot mode, the coupling capacitance, Cd, between the ungrounded test stand
plate and the EM-dot’s wire sensor or equivalently the time constant, 12 =Cd R12, is used
as an overall scaling factor. Similarly, in B-dot mode, the mutual inductance, M,
between the EM-dot and the B-dot calibration test stand is used as an overall scaling
factor. These parameters are varied until an optimum fit is obtained between the
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appropriate test stand measurable and the instantaneous time accumulation of the mean or
difference of the dot channel voltages.
Stray capacitances are estimated based on a parallel plate approximation.
Simulations with the PSpice modeling code suggest that the circuit is insensitive to stray
capacitances extending from 0 pf to 5 pF yielding a 1% change or less. Increasing the
stray capacitance to about 25 pF yields a 5% change. In all cases, typical D-dot test stand
parameters were used.
PSpice simulations and the detailed theory agree exactly when treating the EMdot in B-dot and D-dot modes.

3.5.1 B-Dot Comparison
PSpice simulations were forced to agree with the detailed theory by choosing
scaling factor M-1 where M is now considered as an effective mutual inductance. The
detailed theory is approximate on its own right since it requires computation of the EMdot inductance and estimates of the stray capacitance. The simplified theory is an
approximation since we used the simple solenoid model to determine the coupling effect
and have neglected all self-inductive effects. Consequently, only the relative forms of the
signal signatures are compared at this time. Note that because the inductor is loosely
wound, it is not an isolated inductance and as a result, other coupling effects not
considered in formulation may affect absolute measurement in practice. It has been
demonstrated that both theoretical simulations and PSpice simulations yield identical
results resulting in the same effective mutual inductance scaling parameter.
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An analytical expression for the scaling factor, M-1, is determined within the
validity of the detailed theory. Integrating Eq. 3.24b over time and substituting out the
dot current using Eq. 3.24c yields a general expression for the scaling factor
1

M

dv t 

LD C d 1 1  C d 2
dt

i t   i M 0
 t M
 v1 t   v2 t  dt

i M t   i M 0
 v1 t  v 2 t   t
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  v1 t   v 2 t  dt
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R2  0
 R1

.

(3.75)

0

Physically, the contribution of the first two bracketed terms in the denominator are a
consequence of the self magnetic flux due to the presence of stray capacitance Cd 1 , Cd 2 
resulting from displacement currents and to the loading effects of the oscilloscope

R1 , R2  resulting from conduction currents.

Because of the asymmetry in the currents

measured by the EM-dot in B-dot mode, v1 t   v2 t  add in absolute value. Since the
stray capacitance and EM-dot inductance are small in general and the scope resistance is
at least 50 , the two bracketed terms in the denominator are typically negligible
compared to the instantaneous time-accumulated arithmetic difference between the EMdot channel voltages for most realistic stray capacitance and dot inductance effects.
Equation 3.75 simplifies to Eq. 3.5.
The modeled circuit is illustrated in Figure 3.8. All simulations were performed
using typical calibration parameters of the B-dot test stand: RM =R1 = R2 = 50 Ω, Cd1 = Cd2
= 1 pF, Lc = 76 nH, and LD = 2.65 nH. Based on experimental measurements for a
particular source stimulus seeded with spectral noise from an oscilloscope including a
prominent 2.5 GHz scope signal, the primary current to the test stand coil (reference
signal), IM, has a bandwidth from DC to the first zero point of 148 MHz. Beyond the
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zero point above the noise level, two peaks exist with peak frequency fp and near first
null bandwidth (FNBW) of [fp1=165 MHz, FNBW1= 59 MHz] and [fp2= 2.5 GHz,
FNBW2=40 MHz]. The FNBW1 has a null point at 148 MHz. The spectral magnitude of
the oscilloscope generated 2.5 GHz signal is smaller than that at 165 MHz. The signal to
noise ratio at the 2.5 GHz peak is greater than two.
The scaling factor (M-1) is determined by comparing the input current coil to the
instantaneous time-accumulated arithmetic difference between the EM-dot channel
voltages. Figures 3.14a,b illustrate the effect of stray capacitance between the EM-dot
and the B-dot test stand using both a PSpice simulation and the complex theory for a
stray capacitance of 100 pF and 1 nF. For values lower than 100 pF, the EM-dot signal
approaches the coil signal. In all cases, the scaling factor which best fits the conditioned
EM-dot data to the coil current is constant; M-1=1 A/V-s. It is observed that when a stray
capacitance exists, a high frequency component is superimposed on the desired low
frequency signature representing the actual test stand coil signal. When there is no stray
capacitance, an exact fit between the curves is observed. Increasing the stray capacitance
from zero Farads, the high frequency oscillation superimposed on the test stand signal is
frequency down-shifted. Further, the amplitude of the frequency down-shifted signal
increases. Refer to Figs. 3.14a-d and Table 3.1. For stray capacitance values less than 10
pF, a high resonant effect exists with slight amplitude deviation from the desired signal
signature. This suggests, within the validity of the test stand coil model, that the EM-dot
has the bandwidth to detect 2.5 GHz with little change in amplitude. Consequently, the
output of the EM-dot provides a good approximate representation of the test stand coil
current. At about 100 pF, the resonant frequency decreases and the high frequency signal
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is more prominent but does not distort the anticipated EM-dot signal significantly. At
about 1 nF, a well pronounced ”high” frequency signal with a center frequency of about
130 MHz rides on the anticipated signal signature that represents the coil current.

TABLE 3.1 The frequency characteristics of the EM-dot in B-dot mode for stray
capacitances between 0.01 pF and 1000 pF in increments of factors of ten. The coil
current IM is a typical measured current passing through the test stand coil sourced by the
Bournlea pulser under near ideal conditions seeded with oscilloscope noise containing a
prominent 2.5 GHz signal. The parameters and scaling factor for the B-dot test stand
with EM-dot are R1 = R2 = 50 Ω, effective resistance RM = 25 Ω, Lc =76 nH, LD =2.65
nH, and M-1=1 A/V-s.
Stray
Cap.
Cd1=Cd2
(pF)

Bandwidth
DC to first
zero point
(MHz)

Next peak
frequency,
FNBW1,
S/N ratio*
(MHz,MHz,
unitless)
165, 59,9

Next peak
frequency,
FNBW2, S/N ratio
(MHz,MHz,
unitless)

Next peak
frequency,
FNBW, S/N
ratio
(MHz,MHz,
unitless)
DNA

0 (ideal 148
2500, 40,3
case)
0.01
148
165,59,9
2500, 40, 3
DNA
0.1
148
165, 59, 9
2500,38,3
DNA
1
148
165,59, 9
2500, 38, 2.8
DNA
10
148
168, 59, 9
1317,75,1.7
2500,38,2.9
100
148
165, 62, 6
415, 86, 3.2
DNA
1000
154
166, 34,4.7 DNA
DNA
* S/N ratio – signal to noise ratio; FNBW1 has a null point at 148 MHz.

(a)

(b)

100

Peak ratio 2.5
GHz signal
relative to ideal
case; Ratio low
freq noise to
high freq. noise
1; 1
1:1
1:1
1:1
3.6 :0.6
Noise; DNA
Noise; DNA

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.14 The scaled EM-dot signature as obtained from both the complex theory and
PSpice simulation tool agree identically and are compared to the input coil current in the
time domain for a stray capacitance of a) 100 pF and b) 1 nF. The corresponding spectral
signature of the dot simulation is displayed in c) for 100 pF and d) for 1 nF cases. The
EM-dot signal approaches the input signal signature as the capacitance approaches zero.
The scaling factor in all cases is constant and of the same value. The spectral content of
the signal shifts to lower frequencies as the stray capacitance increases. Amplitude
oscillation increases as well. The higher frequency content of the signal not shown is in
the noise range. M-1=1 A/V-s.
3.5.2 D-dot Comparison
The EM-dot signature as obtained from the PSpice modeling code, the simplified
theory, and the complex detailed theory were forced to equal either the plate voltage or
the coupling voltage by choosing an appropriate scaling factor  121 as suggested by the
simplified theory [Refer to Eqs. 3.16 and 3.18a] or by a more complex relation where
stray capacitance effects are built into the scaling factor. The detailed theory is based on
some simplifying approximations, relies on computational estimates of the stray
capacitance, and omits for simplicity the dot’s self-inductance. The simplified theory is
based on the simple parallel plate approximation to determine the coupling effect. All
self-inductive and stray capacitive effects have been neglected. Therefore, after
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identifying an appropriate scaling factor for the different signal signatures, only relative
forms of the signals are compared. Absolutes cannot be determined at this point until the
actual voltage drop between the sensor wire and the ungrounded plate is measured. It is
also noted that the interaction region about the dot sensor wire may not be isolated due to
the geometrical size of the plate electrodes and their relative location to other conducting
surfaces. Further, at the high frequencies of the signal signature, the lumped capacitance
model loses its validity. Using the same parameters, all three techniques yield the same
scaling factor but the details in the complex theory and the PSpice modeling code suggest
how the physics behind the comparison can be affected. When examined appropriately,
all three techniques yield the same result. If the stray capacitance is small, then a direct
comparison with the plate voltage is also in agreement.
An analytical expression for the scaling factor,  121 , is determined within the
validity of the detailed theory. The instantaneous time-accumulated arithmetic mean of
the output channel voltages is compared directly to the voltage drop across the D-dot test
stand minus the voltage contributions due to stray capacitance associated with the EMdot in the test stand; vcd t   v p t   v1 t   v2 t  2 . By integrating Eq. 3.58b over time
with the aid of Eq. 3.58c yields

 121 

v p t   1  C d 12 C d  v1 t   v 2 t  2
1


t
C d R12
v1 t   v 2 t  dt
0
2

v p t   v1 t   v 2 t  2
t


0

v1 t   v 2 t  dt
2



v p t 

t



(3.76)

v1 t   v 2 t  dt

0

2

The value of the scaling factor is independent of the stray capacitance. If the ratio of the
stray capacitance to the coupling capacitance, Cd12/Cd, is negligibly small, Eq. 3.76
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simplifies to Eq. 3.16 and Eq. 3.18a. But, the effects of the stray capacitance must be
carefully considered on how the scaling comparison is made. Based on Eq. 3.76 with
discussions directed to the factor 1 Cd12 Cd  , the stray capacitance is significant when:
1) (first term in factor; 1) the instantaneous arithmetic mean of the EM-dot channel
voltages is comparable to the plate voltage as a consequence of the loading effects of
both the oscilloscope and the stray capacitance and 2) (second term in factor; C d 12 C d )
the stray capacitance is large compared to the coupling capacitance resulting in the
instantaneous arithmetic mean of the EM-dot channel voltages to be comparable to the
plate voltage. Therefore, when the stray capacitance effects are significant, a direct
comparison between the plate voltage and the instantaneous time-accumulated arithmetic
mean of the output channel voltages is no longer valid. A correction to the plate voltage
is required in order for the scaling factor to be independent of stray capacitive effects as
dictated by Eq. 3.76. Further, when the ratio of the stray capacitance to the coupling
capacitance becomes significant relative to one, Eq. 3.16 begins to lose its validity.
The modeled circuit is illustrated in Figs. 3.2 (excluding the transmission line
components) and 3.12. For comparisons with the complex theory, the EM-dot inductance
Ld1=Ld2=0. The circuit parameters of a typical D-dot calibration test stand with EM-dot
are RM = 50 Ω, R12 = 25 Ω (R1=R2=50 ), Cd12 = 2 pF (Cd1=Cd2=1 pF), and C0 = 2.24 pF.
The capacitance between the ungrounded electrode and the sensor wire, Cd, is dependent
on the dot location and construction. Typical values vary between 1 fF and several 100
fF.
Based on experimental measurements for a particular source stimulus seeded with
oscilloscope noise containing a prominent 2.5 GHz signal (Refer to Figure 3.15b), the
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plate voltage of the D-dot test stand (reference signal), Vp, has a bandwidth from DC to
the first zero point of 148 MHz. Beyond the first zero point above the noise level, two
peaks exist with peak frequency fp and first null bandwidth (FNBW) of [fp1=168 MHz,
FNBW1= 70 MHz] and [fp2= 2.5 GHz, FNBW2=63 MHz]. The FNBW1 has a null point
at 148 MHz. The spectral magnitude of the oscilloscope generated 2.5 GHz signal is
smaller than that at 168 MHz. The signal to noise ratio at the 2.5 GHz peak is greater
than two.
The scaling factor (  121 ) constant is determined by first forcing the instantaneous
time-accumulated arithmetic mean of the output channel voltages to be equal to the plate
voltage. If agreement was not established on a point–by-point basis in time over all time,
then the loading effect of the oscilloscope and the stray capacitance were assumed
significant and corrected for using Eq. 3.76. Figure 3.15a illustrates the effect of stray
capacitance between 1 pF and 1000 pF associated with the loading effects of the EM-dot
in the D-dot test stand using both a PSpice simulation and the complex theory. Each
curve presented represents three different overlapping curves. Two of the overlapping
curves, one from PSpice simulations and the second from the complex theory, represent
the instantaneous time-accumulated arithmetic mean of the output channel voltages of the
EM-dot times a scaling factor. This implies that there is good agreement between theory
and simulation. The scaling factor is independent of the stray capacitance. The third
overlapping curve is the plate voltage or the adjusted plate voltage as dictated by the
numerator of Eq. 3.76; v padjt   v p t   1  Cd12 Cd v1 t   v2 t  2 . The 1 pF stray
capacitance curve is the plate voltage of the test stand for all stray capacitance cases. The
10 pF stray capacitance curve is the adjusted plate voltage curve which slightly deviates
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from the actual plate voltage. It is observed that the adjusted plate voltage significantly
deviates from the plate voltage for stray capacitances greater than 100 pF. In all cases,
the scaling factor which best fits the conditioned EM-dot simulation to the adjusted plate
voltage is  121  1 s-1. As the stray capacitance increases, the rise and fall times of the
adjusted plate voltage gives rise to broadening of the pulse and a decrease in the
magnitude of the peak amplitude. This corresponds directly to the response of the EMdot in the D-dot test stand. As observed in Figs. 3.15b-d and Table 3.2 in the frequency
domain, an increase in stray capacitance results in an increase in spectral smoothening.
The well defined 2.5 GHz resonance loses its pronounced nature at higher stray
capacitance values. Beyond a certain threshold, the spectral power tends to increase
monotonically but not uniformly over the spectrum as the stray capacitance increases
once spectral smoothening is complete. This is accompanied with a decrease in the halfpower points in the low frequency bandwidth as observed in Figure 3.15d. For stray
capacitance values less than 10 pF, as long as the properties of the parallel plate test stand
are properly modeled, simulation suggests that the EM-dot has the bandwidth to detect
2.5 GHz with little change in amplitude implying negligible roll-off. Consequently, the
output of the EM-dot provides a good approximate representation of the plate voltage
when the stray capacitance effects are low.
Now consider the added effect of the self-inductance of the EM-dot sensor wire.
Typically, the self-inductance of a half turn EM-dot sensor is about 3 nH. For as high as
60 nH with the neglect of stray capacitance, the PSpice simulated instantaneous timeaccumulated arithmetic mean of the output channel voltages times a scaling factor equals
the plate voltage. Referring to Figs. 3.16a,b, when the half loop wire inductance is 600
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nH and 6 H, a significant 4.5 GHz and 1.3 GHz resonance superimposed on the plate
voltage exists. The scaling factor is independent of the self-inductance of the loop.
Further, the plate voltage requires no adjustment to changes in inductance for the
parameters examined. Similar resonant effects are observed when stray capacitance is
accounted for but with different amplitude variations. In these cases, oscillation results
about the adjusted plate voltage.
TABLE 3.2 The frequency characteristics of the EM-dot in D-dot mode for stray
capacitances between 0.01 pF and 1000 pF in factors of ten. The plate voltage Vp is a
typical measured voltage across the parallel plate test stand sourced by the Bournlea
pulser under near ideal conditions seeded with oscilloscope noise containing a prominent
2.5 GHz signal. The parameters and scaling factor for the test stand with EM-dot are C0
= 2.24 pF, R1 = R2 = 50 Ω, and  121 =1 s-1.
Stray Cap.
Cd1=Cd2 (pF)

Bandwidth
DC to first
zero point
(MHz)

Next peak
frequency,
FNBW1,
S/N ratio*
(MHz,MHz,
unitless)
168, 70,10
168,70,10
168, 70, 10
168,70, 10

Next peak
Next peak
Peak ratio 2.5
frequency,
frequency,
GHz signal
FNBW2,
FNBW, S/N relative to ideal
S/N ratio
ratio
case; Ratio low
(MHz,MHz, (MHz,MHz, freq noise to
unitless)
unitless)
high freq. noise
0 (ideal case) 148
2500, 63,2.8 DNA
1; 1
0.01
148
2500, 63,2.8 DNA
1:1
0.1
148
2500,63,2.8 DNA
1:1
1
148
2500, 63,
DNA
1:1
2.8
10
148
168, 70, 10 2500,50,2.5 DNA
10:1
100
147
171, 43, 3
DNA
DNA
DNA
1000
30
43, 30,2.2
DNA
DNA
DNA
* S/N ratio – signal to noise ratio; The FNBW1 has a null point at 148 MHz.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.15 A typical D-dot test stand assembly with EM-dot has a coupling capacitance
Cd = 0.01 pF, parallel plate capacitance Co=2.24 pF and an internal scope resistances R1 =
R2 = 50 Ω. The instantaneous time-accumulated arithmetic mean of the output channel
voltages of the EM-dot in the a) time domain for discrete stray capacitances Cd1= Cd2 of 1
pF, 10 pF, 100 pF, and 1000 pF is displayed. The corresponding spectral powers are
displayed for stray capacitances of b) 1 pF, c) 10 pF, and d) 100 and 1000 pF. For a stray
capacitance of about 10 pF and less, the conditioned EM-dot signal nearly equals the test
stand plate voltage. As the stray capacitance increases by factors of one order of
magnitude, the following effects are observed: the maximum peak voltage in the negative
sense decreases, the rise/fall time becomes longer and pulse broadening or pulse
spreading increases. When the plate voltage is adjusted by a subtractive quantity of

1 Cd12

Cd  times the instantaneous arithmetic mean of the dot channel voltages, the

modified plate voltage agrees exactly with the time accumulated EM-dot signature
yielding a scaling factor  121 =1 s-1 for each stray capacitance case. The scaling factor is
independent of the stray capacitance. As the stray capacitance increases, the spectral
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distribution becomes smoother. For stray capacitance with 10 pF or less, a definite 2.5
GHz resonant frequency is observed. At beyond about 100 pF, the 2.5 GHz resonant
frequency is in the noise.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.16 The EM-dot loop inductance effects for a) 600 nH and b) 6 µH respectively
results in a 4.5 GHz and 1.3 GHz ringing around the plate voltage denoted by the
oscillating line. The D-dot test stand parameters are RM = 25 Ω, R12 = 25 Ω Cd12 = 0 pF,
C0 = 2.24 pF. For loop inductances below 60 nH, no deviation from the plate voltage is
observed. Added loop inductance results in ringing around the plate voltage or, when
stray capacitance effects are included, ringing around the adjusted plate voltage. Half
turn EM-dots typically have a self-inductance of about 3 nH. Scaling factor  121 =1 s-1 .

3.6 Calibration of the EM-Dot
Guided by theory, the EM-dot is calibrated in B-dot and D-dot modes based on
experiment. The test stands were designed to minimize pulse broadening and internal
transmission line effects with relatively thick walls allowing the dot to be located
completely inside the air gap region of the test stand or completely internal to the
conducting walls of the test stand. A number of common factors need to be considered
when calibrating the EM-dot with a transient signal in B-dot mode and in D-dot mode.
Matching, time of flight, and shielding issues are particularly important both on the
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sensor side and the source side of the calibration test stand. Further, one desires
maximized coupling with minimum reflection over a wide bandwidth at the test stand.
As much care is needed in measuring a reference signal during the calibration process.
For example, reference output ports on signal generators may be designed with internal
bandwidth starved attenuators yielding a clean output reference signal that may not
exactly replicate the properties of the actual signal. Consequently, sampling the output
signal at the test stand proper is required.
The calibration studies were conducted with a Bournlea Pulse Generator type
3148. The 50  input impedance (when active) pulser supplies a 1.4 kV peak Gaussian
like pulse with a measured rise (fall) time of 4.2 ns and a pulse width of 24 ns to a 551.18
cm long 50  coaxial cable delay line with a velocity of propagation of about 70% of the
speed of light:


to a 50  ½ W resistor in series with an estimated 76 nH solenoid (B-dot
calibration test stand);



across a 2.24 pF parallel plate capacitor (D-dot calibration test stand).

Figures 3.9 and 3.13 respectively illustrates the pulse signature of the Bournlea pulser as
measured unfiltered in a matched load and across the D-dot test stand both accompanied
with noise internally generated in the TDS 6604 oscilloscope including a 2.5 GHz scope
generated signal. Figure 3.10 represents the low-pass filtered current measured at the Bdot test stand. The 2.5 GHz scope generated signal and much of the oscilloscope noise
where removed in the filtering process. Figure 3.17 illustrates the noise spectrum of the
oscilloscope compared to the spectrum of the measured test stand stimulus. Above about
200 MHz, the noise spectrum including the significant 2.5 GHz signal of the oscilloscope
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is nearly identical to the spectrum of the test stand source. Therefore, spectral signal
contributions above 200 MHz are generated internal to the oscilloscope and will no
longer be of interest in the calibration section of this chapter. This is in agreement with
the conservative bandwidth calculation of the Bournlea pulser based on the rise and fall
time of the signal up to a factor of about 2.5. It is noted from theory and modeling that if
the source stimulus of the test stand were to support a 2.5 GHz signal, the EM-dot will
respond to and tend to track the stimulus under appropriate loading conditions.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.17 Typical signal spectrums of the a) B-dot test stand and b) D-dot test stand
recorded by the TDS 6604 oscilloscope plotted on top of the internal noise generated in
the oscilloscope when the scope channel is terminated in a 50  load. Frequencies above
about 200 MHz (including the 2.5 GHz signal) are internally generated in the
oscilloscope and consequently not part of the test stand stimulus measurement.
A delay line with length larger than a pulse width was needed to minimize source
mismatch effects resulting from reflections at the termination points of the line due to
loading effects of the test stand system. Lead lines connecting the loads above to the
delay line are kept as small as possible and all lumped components are kept as close
together as possible. On the pulser side, the coaxial cable is terminated in a SMA to HN
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connector. A Stanford Research Inc., Four Channel Digital Delay/Pulse Generator,
Model DG535 was used to control the Bournlea pulser in single shot mode.
The reference signal (plate voltage or coil current) measured at the test stand is
significantly large. Two Barth Electronics Inc. high voltage, fast rise time attenuators
[Model# 2237-HFNFP {26 dB, 10 kV, 50 ps rise time, 400 ns FWHM pulse}; Model#
142-HMFP-26B {26 dB, 2.5 kV, 10 ps rise time, 400 ns FWHM pulse}] in a series
configuration is connected between the test stand or test stand circuitry and a long
reference signal transmission line. The line length equals the length of the lines
connecting the EM-dot to the oscilloscope. A four channel 6 GHz bandwidth, real time,
TDS 6604 Tektronix oscilloscope is used to measure the EM-dot signals and the test
stand reference signal. Because the reference signal of the test stand is large, extra
shielding around the reference signal transmission line was not required.
The signals generated at the EM-dot are relatively weak. The EM-dot signal
transmission lines required extra shielding to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio. Each
transmission line cable connecting the EM-dot to the real time oscilloscope was
encapsulated in its own adequately grounded copper tube yielding a tri-axial cable
configuration. Copper water pipes were used as ground shields in the calibration studies.
The ends of the copper pipes were extended with a few layers of aluminum foil covering
to allow for ease in placement and continuity grounding on both the oscilloscope and the
calibration test stand sides. For time of flight comparisons to be valid, the relative
lengths of the lines between the dot sensor wire and the oscilloscope channel were
professionally cut within a minimum acceptable tolerance.
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Once the dot signals have been generated, they are appropriately processed with a
math channel internally in the oscilloscope and/or externally processed with data
acquisition software. In some cases, the externally processed integrated signal will
exhibit a linear drift resulting in the pulse signature riding on a ramp function. A linear
voltage versus time line is fitted to the initial noise of the data where the integrated signal
is known to be zero. This is then subtracted from the time integrated processed data in a
point-by-point manner over the entire duration of the signal. Using external data
acquisition software, the integrated sensor signals were then shifted in time so the signal
signatures overlapped with the reference signal. Finally, the amplitude is adjusted until a
single calibration factor provides the best fit with the reference signal. Based on theory,
certain features of the signal should agree. These features are taken into consideration
when comparing signals in the curve comparison process.

3.6.1 B-Dot Calibration
The B-dot test stand consists of an 18.8 mm long (includes dielectric thickness at
both ends), 4.58 mm radius (cylindrical radius from solenoid axis to center of the coil
wire), four turn air-core solenoid coil connected in series with a 50  ½ W resistor. The
distance of separation between each turn is about 1.41 mm except at the central turn
where a 2 mm air gap opening exists between the dielectric jackets of adjacent turns
allowing for the insertion of the EM-dot sensor. The copper coil wire is 2.54 mm in
diameter with a 0.705 mm thick insulation yielding an overall diameter of 3.95 mm.
Assuming an ideal infinite in extent closely wound air-core solenoid, the calculated
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external self-inductance of the coil is 76 nH. Using an LCR meter, the measured
inductance ranges between 65 nH and 85 nH.
Figure 3.18 illustrates the calibration setup with stray capacitances excluded in the
model. The reference coil current is determined by measuring the voltage drop across the
known 50  resistor in series with the test stand coil (modeled as the primary of a
transformer). A 50  reference signal transmission line is attached across the resistor by
way of an attenuator. The attenuator between the line and resistor is not illustrated. The
reference current provides a direct measure of the bandwidth of the B-dot test stand. At
high frequencies, the test stand coil acts like a choke generating a reflected current at the
coil terminals that is out of phase by 180o relative to its incident stimulus. Complete
destructive interference at these frequencies yields a resultant zero measure of spectral
current. The RM =50  matching resistor is in parallel with the Zo =50  line impedance
yielding a 25  load in the calibration coil circuitry. The secondary side of the
transformer models the EM-dot. The dot channels are connected to two shielded 50 
coaxial lines. The copper tube shield is not shown in the circuit. Stray capacitances at
the EM-dot are not illustrated. The TDS 6604 oscilloscope is modeled as a 50  load
resistor in parallel with a 1 pF capacitor consistent with the load conditions of the actual
oscilloscope. In experiment, measuring the coil current relaxes the need for precise
measurements of the coil inductance. The exact mutual inductance between the
calibration coil and the dot is not known and is not required. Instead, a sampled voltage
signal signature is measured across a known resistor. During the duration of a single
pulse, the calculated increase in temperature of the resistor is a negligible 0.014 oK. The
change in resistance due to a change in temperature is negligible. Taking into
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consideration the loading effect of the input impedance of the oscilloscope, the coil
current is determined. Assuming an ideal solenoid geometry, the coil current is used to
determine the field internal to the test stand. If the EM-dot is embedded in the walls of
the calibration coil, then the signal signature is related to the magnetic field at the surface
of the test stand closest to the location of the EM-dot. If the dot is fully inserted in the air
gap region of the test stand coil, the measured signal is linked to the average field passing
through the EM-dot loop inside the loosely wound solenoid. This accounts for gradients
in the magnetic field on the order of the size of the sensor area. The dot sensor walls are
thick enough for the sensor as a whole to be embedded in the coil conductor walls at
limited depths from the inside wall of the solenoid. This experimental configuration
allows for shielded calibration studies. The EM-dot is orientation sensitive when
measuring the magnetic field. Once the dot is positioned in the test stand, its orientation
is adjusted until a maximum signal strength is measured.
Referring to Figure 3.18, the test stand is treated in the absence of the EM dot.
Assume the losses of the test stand coil may be modeled as a resistor R in series with the
coil inductance, Lc. The source and reference transmission lines are matched at the ends
opposite to the test stand. In the transient regime, the transit time of the source
transmission line is A and the input pulse introduced on the line is triangular with peak
voltage Vo and a rise and fall time To. Respectively, the coil current, i L t  , and the input
voltage transmitted to the reference line, VBt t  , are given by

i L t  

 RM

 Zo  
VBt t 
RM Z o

and
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(3.78b)

When RM = Zo, the test stand current simplifies to iL t   2 RM VBt t  . The first additive
bracketed term in each time interval of Eq. 3.78a is the recovered voltage stimulus
supplied by the source transmission line. The overall factor is a consequence of the
loading effects of the transmission lines, matching resistance and the losses of the test
stand coil. The quantity c is the time constant resulting from the combination of these
loads. The input voltage on the reference line, after a suitable delay, is the measured
voltage at the oscilloscope. The measured reference transmission line voltage is
proportionally related to the coil current over the entire duration of the source stimulus
since the reference voltage tracks the coil current exactly. The bandwidth of the test
stand extends to the limits of modeling the test stand as lumped resistive and inductive
elements. When examining the response of the coil current to the source stimulus
assuming the characteristic impedance of the lines are identical and RM = Zo, the second
additive bracketed term in Eq. 3.78a is to be small compared to the first yielding a
condition on the rise and fall time To given as
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To   c 

2Lc
3Z o

(3.79)

Let To  10 c . The bandwidth of the test stand based on a comparison to the source
stimulus using a first order circuit approximation employing the 10%-90% rule is

BW  0.0525 Z o Lc

(3.80)

Based on these conservative constraints, the calculated bandwidth is about 35 MHz.
Although the estimated bandwidth of the test stand is about a factor of 6 smaller than the
experimentally measured bandwidth of the Bournlea pulse (~200 MHz), the test stand
with EM-dot appears to adequately track the 200 MHz bandwidth pulse driving the test
stand. The calculations provide guidance on how to increase the frequency response of
the test stand which is critical in finding the roll-off frequency of the EM-dot used in Bdot mode.

Figure 3.18 B-dot test stand circuit diagram. Transmission lines with a 50 
characteristic impedance are used to isolate the experiment from loading effects at the
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ends of the line. Further, they are used to minimize noise pick-up at the oscilloscope.
The oscilloscope channels are modeled as a 50  load resistor in parallel with a 1 pF
capacitor. To measure the primary coil current, the scope input is placed directly across a
50  load in the test stand circuit by way of attenuators (not shown) and a 50  line.
This circuit diagram does not show the stray capacitance effects between the EM-dot and
the test stand.
In the calibration process, a comparison factor is determined by scaling the
instantaneous time-accumulated arithmetic difference between the measured EM-dot
channel voltages to nearly equal the measured primary current at their peak current points
measured at the same point in time. According to theory, fitting the conditioned output
response of the dot to the input stimulus at a single point in time, the two responses
should match over the entire history of the input stimulus. This comparison is
quantitatively and qualitatively examined on a point-by-point basis and on an overall
measure. Once the comparison factor is determined, a calibration factor is calculated to
relate the conditioned EM-dot signal directly to the magnetic field internal to the test
stand as suggested above. Using Eq. 3.75 as suggested by Eqs. 3.5, 3.24b and 3.24c, the
comparison factor is intimately related to the scaling factor; CCFB=M-1.
As shown in Table 3.3, calibration studies have been performed with the EM-dot
sensor loop completely inserted in the test stand, with the sensor wire grazing the test
stand surface, and with the outer most edge of the dielectric shield encapsulating the
sensor wire grazing the test stand surface. Here, the test stand surface is to mean the
inside surface of the coil at the copper wire. Therefore, in positioning the EM-dot, one
compensates for the insulator thickness covering the solenoid. Figure 3.19a illustrates an
optimal fit between the coil current and the time integrated difference between the
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channel voltages of the EM-dot. With a single comparison factor (equivalent to the
scaling factor), both signal signatures closely agree point–by-point in time. This
agreement is 100 % repeatable as long as there is no undesired external coupling between
the test stand and nearby objects. This implies that the stray capacitive effects and dot
sensor inductive effects are negligible. As anticipated, the comparison factor decreases in
value as the EM-dot is inserted further in the machine up to the point that the entire
sensor area is exposed to the field stimulus of the coil.
With the aid of Eq. 3.4, a calibration factor, KCFB, is determined which relates the
ratio of the instantaneous time-accumulated arithmetic difference between the EM-dot
channel voltages to the magnetic field internal to the calibration coil. Assuming the coil
is an ideal solenoid, the calibration factor is

o N

K CFB 

c

CCFB .

(3.81)

If the field is deduced by other techniques such as modeling codes or experimental
measurement at a particular point in the test stand, the calibration factor may be
appropriately adjusted. Consequently,
t

Bn t   K CFB  v1 t   v2 t  dt .
0
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(3.82)

Table 3.3 Comparison factors and calibration factors for various sensor area insertion
depths inside the B-dot calibration test stand.
Insertion

Area

Area

Tip of wire

CCFB

KCFB

overlap

overlap

sensor

[A/V-s]

[m-2]

internal

internal

relative to

to test

to metal

inside metal

stand

wall

wall of

(mm2)

(mm2)

solenoid
(mm)

Tip of wire sensor extends

3.53

0

1.81

9.4 x 108 2.72x105

0.283

3.25

0.795

4x109

1.16x106

0

3.53

0

9.6x109

2.77x106

into coil area about a radius
of the dot insulation
Sensor wire at the inside
edge of the coil surface
Dot tip and sensor area in
coil wall
As illustrated in Table 3.3, the comparison factor has been determined for
different insertion depths of the EM-dot in the B-dot test stand. The range of comparison
factors differ by about a factor of 10. The range varies by a factor of 2.4 when the tip of
the EM-dot sensor wire is positioned near the inside coil surface relative to the insertion
side of the test stand. As anticipated, the measured dot signal will be stronger when the
sensor area overlaps the internal area of the calibration test stand. Removing the EM-dot
from the air core region of the coil into the copper walls of the coil, the maximum
strength of the magnetic field detected decreases. This is a consequence of current
distributions and skin depth effects in the walls of the solenoid coil. This implies that the
comparison factor (and calibration factor) is location dependent in the experimental
setup. When measuring absolute values, the sensor may need to be calibrated with
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respect to a holder that fixes the surrounding structure about the sensor dot to minimize
the change in loading effects of the experiment and calibration test stand. Alternatively,
since the calibration factor of the EM-dot is position dependent, the dot may need to be
calibrated at a particular insertion depth in the test stand that is equivalent to the insertion
depth in the experiment. Modeling tools may be required to account for capacitive and
inductive effects that are not built into the calibration test stand.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3.19 The sensing area of the EM-dot is inserted inside the copper walls of the Bdot calibration test stand where the furthest most tip of the copper sensor wire away from
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the EM dot’s ground jacket is flush with the inside metallic wall of the coil. The
comparison factor is varied until the peak point on each curve measured at the same point
in time nearly overlap. Subfigure a) compares the calibration test stand reference signal
to the conditioned EM dot signal in B-dot mode (instantaneous time-accumulated
arithmetic difference between the EM-dot channel voltages). Because the scope noise
increases as the bandwidth of the scope increases, a point-by-point comparison is made in
b) between the original conditioned EM dot signal in B-dot mode of (a) and the 95%
confidence interval of the reference signal. It is observed that the EM dot signature is
well within the confidence interval over the entire duration of the signal. The parameters
of the calibration test stand are RM = 25 Ω, R1 = R2 = 50 Ω, Lc = 76 nH, and LD = 2.65 nH.
The comparison factor for this calibration is CCFM = M-1 = 9.6x109 A/V-s.
The performance of the EM-dot to the test stand signal may be measured by using
a standard deviation of the point-wise difference between two wave shapes normalized to
the peak amplitude[100]. Let x(t) be the known reference signal and y(t) be the dot
generated conditioned signal. The discrete points composing the two signals are given by
{x1(t1), x2(t2), x3(t3), …) and (y1(t1), y2(t2), y3(t3), …) respectively. The standard deviation
normalized to the peak amplitude is given by



1 N 
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 yk  xk 
 
 100%  100% 
y
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k
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N k 1 
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2

max  x 

(3.83)

The overall percent error based on a point-by-point comparison between the B-dot test
stand signal and the EM-dot signal signature in B-dot mode is 1.1% . A smaller error
may be obtained if the data of the reference signal is smoothed with a Stineman function.
The function provides a geometric weight to the current point to arrive at a smoothed
curve leading to an overall 0.42% error. This implies that the conditioned reference
signal is no longer adequate if one needs to examine the high frequency response of the
EM-dot. Although these single numbers provide an overall measure of the EM-dots
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performance to produce the reference test stand signal, it does not provide a direct pointby-point error comparison.

A second measure of performance is based on a point-by-point comparison
between the instantaneous time-accumulated arithmetic difference between the EM-dot
channel voltages (conditioned EM dot signal in B-dot mode) and the 95% confidence
interval of the mean filtered reference test stand signature. This comparison technique
avoids weighting (normalizing) the data to a peak magnitude. Such weighting results in
substantial loss of the pulse characteristic away from the peak. Further, the confidence
interval technique bounds the vertical noise error of the signal. Oscilloscopes are
broadband instruments. It is well known that the higher the bandwidth of the
oscilloscope, the greater the vertical noise in most situations at full bandwidth [34].
Random noise is typically unbounded implying that as more data is collected, the utmost
peak-to-peak error will grow theoretically. Therefore, conservatively, the noise
characteristic of the test stand reference signal is determined over a representative 20 ns
duration over the front end (approximately the first 25%) of the reference signal where
the signal is known to be zero. Figure 3.19a provides the reference test stand signal with
noise and the conditioned EM dot signal. It is difficult to determine the comparison
between the two signal signatures since the compressed time scale and compressed
amplitude scale erroneously suggests that the two signals and identical. Assuming that
the noise is Gaussian over the representative 20 ns duration examined (scope bandwidth
is 6 GHz), a =0.015 A mean and a =0.34 A standard deviation is computed. The 95%
confidence interval of the noise is ± 2σ = ± 0.68 A. Butterworth filter of 8th order with a
cut off frequency at 400 MHz has been used to smooth the input (reference) signal. The
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dashed lines in Figure 3.19b demarcate the confidence interval about the Butterworth
filtered reference signal. The Butterworth filtered signal is adjusted until the noise
portion of the curve is nearly zero. In the same manner, the noise signature of the
conditioned EM dot signature is also adjusted to be approximately zero. After the
comparison factor is determined by forcing the peak amplitude of the conditioned EM dot
signal to the peak amplitude of the reference signal, it is observed that the EM dot in Bdot mode fits well within the 95% confidence interval over the entire duration of the
pulse measurement. Consequently, the EM-dot in B-dot mode can track the reference
signal within the bandwidth constraints of the signal over the entire history of the signal.
This is significant for it is possible to match the signal over the initial rise or initial fall
time to the peak but lose the ability to track the signal beyond the peak. That is, error in
the measured signal signature accumulates from zero over the initial part of the stimulus
signal to its peak value resulting in a loss of resolution at some point beyond the peak as
the signal decreases back to a near zero level.

3.6.2 D-Dot Calibration
The D-dot calibration test stand is a geometrically and electromagnetically small,
air dielectric, parallel plate capacitor with thick walls. Electromagnetically small implies
that relative to the bandwidth of the signal signature exciting the test stand, the test stand
may be treated as a lumped circuit element. The 1.2 cm thick, 5.1 cm x 5.1 cm area,
parallel plate electrodes separated by 1.1 cm allows for approximate parallel plate
uniformity of the field near the EM-dot minimizing fringe and radiation effects. Treating
the test stand as an ideal parallel plate capacitor, its calculated and measured capacitance
are respectively 2.09 pF and 2.24 pF. In order for the field concentration to be contained
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mainly between the plates, the test stand is isolated from external metal objects by at least
ten times the distance of separation between the plates.
Figure 3.20 illustrates the electrical circuit of the D-dot calibration test stand with
a source transmission line connected between the source and the test stand, the sensor
transmission lines between the EM-dot and the oscilloscope, and the reference plate
voltage line between the calibration test stand and the oscilloscope. All transmission
lines are 5.51 m coaxial lines with a 50  characteristic impedance. Only the sensor
transmission lines are contained in carefully grounded copper tubing with double layered
aluminum foil wrapped around the coaxial wire that extends beyond the copper tubes
typically allowing flexibility for connection purposes. The signals on the source and
reference transmission lines are well above the noise level so a triaxial configuration was
not necessary. The loading effect of the oscilloscope is modeled as a 50  resistor in
parallel with a 1 pF capacitor. Because the two sensor transmission lines are in a parallel
configuration, the two lines are treated as a single line with appropriate combination of
line and load parameters. A 50  tee connects the source transmission line directly to the
parallel plate test stand. The remaining port of the tee connects the reference
transmission line to the test stand by way of a high voltage, fast rise time, 26 dB
attenuator. This allows for direct monitoring of the voltage across the parallel plate test
stand providing a direct measure of the bandwidth of the D-dot test stand. At high
frequencies, the test stand parallel plate capacitor acts like a short generating a reflected
voltage at the coil terminals that is out of phase by 180o relative to its incident stimulus.
Complete destructive interference at these frequencies yields a resultant zero measure of
spectral voltage. The wires connected to the test stand are kept as short as possible. The
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dielectric covered sensor wire of the EM-dot is inserted into a 4.6 mm diameter hole
centralized in the grounded electrode of the test stand. This electrode is grounded to the
shielding of the source transmission line at the tee junction. The outer shield of the EMdot (semi-rigid copper shield) and tri-shielding material (typically aluminum foil) is
electrically and physically attached to the ground electrode of the test stand. Care is
taken to insert the EM-dot normal through the hole centralizing the sensor wire of the dot
in the hole so to maintain as much geometrical symmetry as possible in dot placement.

Figure 3.20 D-dot test stand circuit. The source, reference, and EM-dot sensor
transmission lines connect the pulser and external oscilloscopes to the test stand and the
EM-dot sensor appropriately. Stray capacitances are not illustrated in this diagram. The
oscilloscope load is treated as a 50  resistor in parallel with a 1 pF capacitor. The two
sensor transmission lines from the EM-dot are in a parallel configuration and are treated
as a single line with appropriate load in the figure.
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The bandwidth of the test stand is estimated in the absence of the EM-dot. First,
consider the transient response of the transmission line with load being bandwidth
limited. The load is the capacitance of the test stand, Co (2.24 pF) in series with small
resistive effects R representing losses of the wires and plate electrodes. A tee is used to
connect the source and reference transmission lines directly to the D-dot test stand. Each
port of the tee has a characteristic impedance of Zo=50  All lines are matched to the
connecting tee. Referring to Figure 3.20, the D-dot test stand system consists of a test
stand load (R in series with Co) connected in shunt with two transmission lines. A
triangular voltage pulse with peak voltage Vo and a rise and a fall time To propagates on
the source transmission line with transit time A towards the test stand. The transmission
line ends opposite to the test stand are matched resulting in no reflection from the source
and oscilloscope. The voltage transmitted to the input of the reference line, VDt t  , is the
measured voltage with appropriate delay. Assuming the characteristic impedance of the
source and reference lines are Zo, the voltage across the test stand capacitance is given by
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(3.84a)

for  A  t   A  To

(3.84c)
for  A  To  t   A  2To

where

c 

1
2R  Z o Co
2

(3.84d)

is the time constant of the test stand in the presence of the two transmission line loads and
resistive losses. The second additive term on the right hand side of Eq. 3.84a is a
consequence of the dissipation effects in the plates and wires. The first bracketed term in
each time interval of Eq. 3.84b is the time delayed recovered source stimulus transmitted
to the reference transmission line. The remaining terms of Eq. 3.84b equivalent to Eq.
3.84c are also a consequence of the loading effects of the system. To force all loading
effects of Eq. 3.84b and Eq. 3.84c to be small compared to the recovered source stimulus,
a comparison in terms yields a condition on the rise time (and fall time); To   c . Let

To  10 c . The bandwidth based on the response time of the ideal test stand relative to
the source stimulus using a first order circuit approximation and the 10%-90% rule is

BW 

0.07
Co Z o  2R 

(3.85)

A bandwidth limitation also results in the ability to make a measurement. The desired
signal is vc t   VDt t  . The correction term that deviates from this desired signal is given
by 2R VDt t  Z o . Forcing the second additive term in Eq. 3.84a to be one order of
magnitude small imposes the approximate bandwidth condition

BW 

0.7
Co Z o  22R 

(3.86)

In the latter case, the maximum deviation in the reference measured signal and the test

stand response is VDtMAX
 2RVo Z o  22R. This implies that the smaller the loss, the

closer the measured reference voltage matches the voltage drop across the ideal test
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stand. In all cases, the exponential terms have been assumed either one or zero which
best suits the approximation of the term. It is reasonable to assume that resistance of the
test stand with thick walls, R, is much less than an Ohm. Therefore, as a worst scenario
using R=1 , the bandwidth predicted by Eqs. 3.85 and 3.86 are respectively 600 MHz
and 4.34 GHz.
Second, consider that the test stand is bandwidth limited based on its ability to be
treated as a lumped parameter. From a transmission line point of view, Eq. 3.1 is
employed as an estimate where D is the diagonal distance along the plate surface (7.2 cm)
from corner to corner yielding a conservative upper frequency limit of f =104 MHz. This
implies that transient loading effects do not dictate the bandwidth of the test stand. Since
the experimentally determined bandwidth of the Bournlea pulse extends to about 200
MHz, the test stand may be treated as a lumped element with the understanding that the
conservative simultaneity approximation is not satisfied for frequencies greater than 104
MHz. The predicted Bournlea bandwidth of 83 MHz is within the limits of the test stand
bandwidth. For faster rise times, the frequency response of the test stand is limited and
will lead to pulse broadening. Pulse broadening has been observed with earlier designs.
The instantaneous time-accumulated arithmetic mean of the output channel
voltages is compared directly to the voltage drop across the D-dot test stand minus the
stray capacitance contribution of the EM-dot in the test stand as suggested by Eqs. 3.16
and 3.18a. A comparison factor is determined by forcing the peak voltage point of the
conditioned dot signal to nearly equal the peak voltage point of the reference test stand
signal measured at the same point in time. The comparison factor CCFD is identical to the
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D-dot scaling factor -1; CCFD =-1. If the stray capacitance cannot be neglected, then the
comparison factor is related to the more exact scaling factor as given in Eq. 3.76.
Calibration studies have been performed with the EM-dot sensor wire partially
inserted in the air gap of the test stand, with the sensor wire grazing the test stand surface,
and with the outer most edge of the dielectric shield encapsulating the sensor wire
grazing the test stand surface. Refer to Table 3.4. Here, the test stand surface is the
inside surface of the grounded electrode of the parallel plate capacitor facing the
ungrounded plate. Typically, Figure 3.21 illustrates an optimal fit between the voltage
drop across the test stand plates and the instantaneous time-accumulated arithmetic mean
of the channel voltages of the EM-dot. With a single comparison factor (equivalent to the
scaling factor), both signal signatures closely agree point–by-point in time. This
agreement is 100 % repeatable as long as there is no undesired external coupling between
the test stand and nearby objects. This specifically implies that the voltage drop across
the stray capacitance is negligibly small for the EM-dot sensor examined in the D-dot
calibration test stand. As anticipated, the comparison factor decreases in value as the
EM-dot wire sensor is inserted further in the test stand. Introducing the ground elements
of the EM-dot in between the parallel plate electrodes of the test stand results in field
distortion which affects what is measured in the calibration process requiring the
assistance of modeling tools. Therefore, the latter situation is not considered here.
With the aid of Eq. 3.15 once a comparison factor is attained, a calibration factor,
KCFD, is determined which relates the plate voltage to the electric flux density internal to
the parallel plate calibration test stand on the test stand surface as given by
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K CFD 

o
d cd

CCFD

(3.87)

If the field is deduced by other techniques such as modeling codes or experimental
measurement at a particular point in the test stand, the calibration factor may be
appropriately adjusted. Consequently,
t

Dn t   K CFD 
0

v1 t   v2 t  dt
2

(3.88)

(a)

(b)
Figure 3.21 EM-dot tip is inserted inside the copper walls of the ground plate of the Ddot calibration test stand where the furthest most tip of the copper sensor wire from the
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EM dot’s ground jacket is 0.58 mm below the surface of the ground plate in the insertion
hole. The comparison factor is varied until the peak point in the conditioned output
signal of the EM-dot nearly matches the peak point in the reference signal of the test sand
at the same point in time. Subfigure a) compares the calibration test stand reference
signal to the conditioned EM dot signal in D-dot mode (instantaneous time-accumulated
arithmetic sum of the EM-dot channel voltages). Because the scope noise increases as
the bandwidth of the scope increases, a point-by-point comparison is made in b) between
the original conditioned EM dot signal in D-dot mode of (a) and the 95% confidence
interval of the reference signal. It is observed that the EM dot signature is within the
confidence interval of the reference signal over much of the duration of the signal. The
response time of the EM dot appears to be a little slow compared to the initial portion of
the fall time of the test stand signal. Beyond the peak, the EM dot does show some
unexplained deviation from the reference signal at about the 45 ns time but falls within
the confidence interval prior to and beyond this time. The parameters of the calibration
test stand are R1 = R2 = 50 Ω, C0 = 2.24 pF. The comparison factor for this case is
1
CCFD   12
 8x1012 s 1 .

Table 3.4 Comparison factors and calibration factors for different dot tip insertion depths
inside the D-dot calibration test stand. The distance of separation between the facing
surfaces of the parallel plate electrodes is 1.1 cm.
Insertion

Dot tip (wire insulation) grazing

Sensor

Distance from

CCFD

KCFD

sector

top of sensor

[s-1]

[A/V-m2]

internal to

to ungrounded

test stand

electrode

0

1.158 cm

8x 1012

6439

0

1.158 cm

8.2 x 1012

6600

0.75 mm

1.025 cm

2.4 x 1012

1932

the edge of the electrode surface
(4.9 mm dia hole) Thick plate
Dot tip (wire insulation) grazing
the edge of the electrode surface
(4.6 mm dia hole)
Dot tip (wire insulation) inserted
fully inside the test stand (4.6 mm
dia hole)
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In Table 3.4, the comparison factor has been determined for different insertion depths of
the EM-dot in the D-dot test stand. The range of comparison factors and calibration
factors differ by about a factor of less than four. As anticipated, the measured dot signal
will be stronger when the sensor wire alone extends further into the calibration test stand.
Due to skin depth effects, the strength of the electric field detected by the sensor wire
decreases as the EM-dot is moved from the air gap region between the parallel plate
electrodes to the insertion aperture of the grounded electrode. Consequently, the
comparison factor (and calibration factor) is location dependent in the experimental
setup. When measuring absolute values, the sensor may need to be calibrated with
respect to a holder that fixes the surrounding structure about the sensor dot to minimize
the change in loading effects of the experiment and calibration test stand. Alternatively,
since the calibration factor of the EM-dot is position dependent, the dot may need to be
calibrated at a particular insertion depth in the test stand that is comparable to that in
experiment. Modeling tools may be required to account for capacitive and inductive
effects that are not built into the calibration test stand.
The overall performance of the EM-dot to the test stand signal is determined by
the normalized standard deviation given by Eq. 3.83. The overall percent error between
the EM-dot signal signature in D-dot mode and the D-dot test stand signal is about 1.3%.
A second measure of performance is based on a point-by-point comparison
between the instantaneous time-accumulated arithmetic sum of the EM-dot channel
voltages (conditioned EM dot signal in D-dot mode) and the 95% confidence interval of
the mean filtered reference test stand signature. The noise characteristic of the test stand
reference signal is determined over a representative 20 ns duration where the reference
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signal is to be zero. Figure 3.21a provides the reference test stand signal with noise and
the conditioned EM dot signal. Slight deviations between the two signals may be
observed especially at the 45 ns time. Although not apparent, other deviations are within
an acceptable error level as to be shown within the 95% degree of confidence in the
reference signal. Assuming that the noise is Gaussian over the representative 20 ns
duration examined (scope bandwidth is 6 GHz), a =-0.89 V mean and a =8.9 V
standard deviation is computed. The 95% confidence interval of the noise is ± 2σ = ±
18 V. A Butterworth filter of 8th order with a cut off frequency at 400 MHz has been
used to smooth the measured reference test stand voltage signal. The dashed lines in
Figure 3.21b demarcate the confidence interval about the Butterworth filtered reference
signal. The Butterworth filtered signal is adjusted until the noise portion of the curve is
nearly zero. In the same manner, the noise signature of the conditioned EM dot signature
is also adjusted to be approximately zero. After the comparison factor is determined by
forcing the peak amplitude of the conditioned EM dot signal to the peak amplitude of the
reference signal, it is observed that the EM dot in D-dot mode fits well with the 95%
confidence interval over much of the duration of reference signal. The response time of
the EM dot appears to be a little slow compared to the initial portion of the fall time of
the test stand signal. Beyond the peak, the EM dot does show some unexplained
deviation from the reference signal at about the 45 ns time but falls within the confidence
interval prior to and beyond this time. Although not as accurate as the EM-dot in B-dot
mode, the EM-dot in D-dot mode still closely tracks the entire test stand signature within
acceptable limits.
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CHAPTER 4
UNLV NEPP Machine Operation (Experimental Setup)

4.1 Introduction
The dense plasma focus (DPF) or, equivalently, the non-equilibrium plasma pinch
(NEPP) in the latter quarter of the twentieth century has led to a number of novel
application driven experiments in material science, biology [107], space science, high
density physics [8, 18-21], fusion studies [21, 108], neutron and x-ray production [29,
109-111], industrial applications [112-114], and environmental science fields. The ion
acceleration properties towards the end chamber wall of the device have allowed for
plasma ion implantation and thin film deposition technologies to grow from this device
[115-121]. Another application is based on the radiation emitted from the pinch under
appropriate conditions. The hard x-ray emission over very small time scales (tens of
nanoseconds) has been successfully applied to biological radioscopy [24, 122]. Other low
energy soft x-ray sources have been built. They have demonstrated high resolution but
the hot spots in the plasma responsible for the radiation in the pinch region are not
stationary but move away from the anode [123]. Electrode lifetime in each of the three
stages leading to useful radiation output is crucial for repetitive processes. A fine ceramic
insulator made of alumina replacing the conventional Pyrex glass insulator in the
ionization stage increased the reliability/lifetime of the dense plasma focus (DPF) without
maintenance by an order of magnitude [114]. Some compact DPF devices are capable of
generating electrons and ions with energies of several hundred keV and above using the
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typical device charging voltage of 20-50 kV. The advantage of compactness and
possibility of high-beam energy was a motivation to study the operation of the DPF
devices as a compact electron accelerator [18, 58, 59].
Application driven, the device adopted at UNLV is to be used for electron
production generation. For this purpose, a Mather type dense plasma focus (DPF),
denoted as the non-equilibrium plasma pinch (NEPP), has been built in a collaborative
research effort with K-Tech Inc. The experimental setup is shown Figure 4.1.
HV power supply for
the capacitor bank

HV power supply
For the trigger TL

Switches control and
signal monitoring

NEPP machine

Pumping system

Ground stick

Figure 4.1 UNLV NEPP experimental setup.
The device consists of a solid anode surrounded by a cage consisting of 16 rods
which act as the cathode. The length of the anode is 28 cm and the radius is 3.7 cm. The
length of the cathode is 36.5 cm and the radius is 6.2 cm to the inside most surface of the
cylinder just grazing the rods. The rod itself has a 6.4 mm diameter.
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The filling gas inside the chamber will be either hydrogen or helium. Potential
chamber pressures will range between 1 and 10 Torr. A capacitor bank consists of fifteen
5 μF capacitors charged in a parallel configuration. The charging voltage ranges
between 15 and 20 kV using a high voltage (HV) power supply. Respectively, the
capacitors then release energy between 8.4 kJ and 15 kJ to the electrodes symmetrically
through a radial transmission line (RTL) to drive the plasma pinch, as shown in Figure
4.2. Another HV power supply energizes a transmission line system used to trigger sparkgap switches, as discussed later in Sect. 4.5.
In the original design, each of the six spark gap gas switches were connected to all
fifteen capacitors in a parallel configuration by way of a solid annular ring. To reduce the
risk of damaging the spark gap switches resulting potentially from switch pre-fire, the
ring that is attached to the fifteen capacitors has been divided into three equal sections
separated with a 2 cm air gap and ends wrapped in Mylar insulation to prevent
breakdown. Therefore, each section consists of five capacitors and two spark gap
switches. In case of pre-fire only one third of the entire capacitor bank energy (the
energy of five capacitors) will pass through the spark gap switch instead of the energy of
the whole capacitor bank, as depicted in Figure 4.3. Under normal operation all spark
gap switches fire simultaneously each releasing one-sixth of the bank energy
symmetrically to the radial transmission line and finally to the load at the end.
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Capacitor bank (5μF ×15)

Relays

Air tank

Short circuit
protection inductor

DC blocking
capacitors

Helium
(Hydrogen) tank

HV power
supply
remote
controller

Pump
(a)

Anode

Borosilicate
glass (Insulator)

Cathode

Vacuum chamber
Ion gauge controller
Pump

Charge dump
resistor

(b)
Figure 4.2 UNLV NEPP machine. (a) Top view, and (b) cross-sectional view
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One section of three. Each section contains
five capacitors and two spark gap switches

2 cm air gap. Ends are covered
with Mylar insulation
Figure 4.3 Top view shows the air gap between each section.

4.2 1D Model of the Plasma Focus Dynamics [7, 124]
In essence, the NEPP, also denoted as a dense plasma focus, consists of a three
stage process [43] in a conducting coaxial cable container terminated in a cylindrical
cavity used to accelerate and radially pinch a plasma. These stages in sequential order
are: 1- The breakdown and take-off phase, where ionization and breakdown of the filling
gas takes place within a region containing an insulator surface. There is very little known
about the theory and physics of this phase [24, 32-34]. As the plasma builds up due to the
presence of the insulator, the current becomes stronger yielding a magnetic force that
initiates the plasma motion down the stalk. 2- The rundown phase is initiated at the point
where the current sheath is completely formed in the previous stage and evolves as the
sheath is accelerated axially upon lift off. Theories of this phase exist [124, 125]. 3- The
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pinch phase is when the current sheath reaches the end of the central electrode and
collapses radially inward onto itself. A theory for this phase has been suggested assuming
the pinch length of the plasma is constant [126]. Models have been developed to simulate
the dynamics of the NEPP at different phases [30]; however, the physics of the three
phases of the NEPP is difficult to accurately model [31].
The pinch phase is not completely understood. Models are not reliable for the
description of this phase [10]. This research effort concentrates on measuring and
heuristic modeling of the pinch phase based on sampling the current generated at the
pinch. The pinch typically produces copious number of electrons and part of this work
will focus on managing the generated electrons for application.
In the past, a slug model has been used to model the pinch phase in the plasma
focus (PF) [7]. In this model a shock front will separate out from the current sheath and a
finite thickness plasma layer will result. This layer will be propelled radially inwards by
the magnetic J  B Lorentz force. When this model is used with structure it prevents a
zero-radius column from being generated in the pinch phase [124]. Recently, more
detailed models based on a magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) theory with the snowplow
approximation have been developed [24]. In the simplest model, a zero-dimensional
MHD equation for the run down stage has been solved to calculate the focus current in
the Mather type plasma focus. In the pinch phase, a cylindrical oscillator linearized about
the Bennett equilibrium has been assumed [127]. Another model is based on a lumped
parameter description of the plasma focus [6, 128, 129]. In this approach, momentum
balance and family of velocity and mass density distributions instead of the compressible
MHD equations have been introduced for pinch modeling.
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More complex models such as two-dimensional MHD simulations have been used
to characterize the dynamics of the plasma focus [24]. For the modeling results to be in
good agreement with experimental results, the current sheath in the plasma focus
evolution should be described by the non-ideal MHD model [130]. MHD (and fluid
theories in general) depends on the assumption that the plasma is strongly collisional, so
that the time scale of collisions is shorter than the other characteristic times in the system.
When that condition cannot be met, or when we are interested in smaller spatial scales
relative to the Debye length, it may be necessary to use a kinetic model.
Typically, most MHD models are not or may not be valid at the instant current
sheath stagnation occurs near the pinch axis [24]. In particular, all MHD models are
based on averaging of two or more fluid species treated as a single fluid. This means that
those multi-species should be interpenetrating for the averaging to be statistically valid.
In the pinch phase, a large current generates a magnetic field that tends to compress the
ionized gas within. This ionized gas is assumed to be plasma in nature implying that it is
quasi-neutral. A potential difference drives this current. Since the pinch is finite (ideally
a finite cylinder), the fields driving the current tend to partially penetrate the ends of the
of the plasma column resulting in the extraction of a particular charge species.
Consequently, charge separation results and in a small macroscopic region external
(possibly internal) to this plasma column, resulting in a skewed or non-existent averaging
of a multi-fluid species. Consequently the averaging process inherently built into the
MHD model is not valid. Stated differently, charge separation is not allowed in the
classical MHD model.
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A recent model has been developed by S. Lee to simulate the dynamics of the
dense plasma focus at different stages [131]. The model code couples plasma and current
sheath dynamics, radiation losses, thermodynamic effects with circuit equations. The
code simulates any Mather-type plasma focus device by fitting the computed current
waveform to a measured current waveform [31].
The current at the pinch phase constitutes of sheath current and pinch current. The
total current waveform in a plasma focus discharge is usually measured using a
Rogowski coil, an easy measurement researchers use to scale the yield performance of
the plasma focus. However, the pinch current the quantity that should be measured
because it directly powers the emission processes [30]. The reason many researches use
the total current instead of the pinch current is that although the former quantity is easily
measured, the later quantity is very difficult to measure even in large devices where it is
possible to place magnetic probes near the pinch [30]. The pinch current is one of the
least measured plasma focus quantities and often misunderstood. Attempts have been
made to measure the pinch current by placing magnetic probes near the pinch to measure
the sheath current [30], or by using a hollow anode with large aperture at the end of the
anode [58-60]. These measurements are not only inaccurate and perturb the pinch but
sometimes unfeasible as well especially is small plasma focus devices where there is no
space for placing magnetic probes [30, 61].
For simplicity and to give insight about modeling the NEPP dynamics, we
provide the detailed analysis developed by S. Lee in this section. The snowplow model
has been shown to be the simplest and effective theory quantitatively describing both the
axial and the radial pinch phases. The focus may be considered as a device which
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operates in two distinct phases: 1) an axial acceleration phase in which the characteristics
of the device is very similar to an electromagnetic shock tube, and 2) a radial
compression phase in which the plasma behavior may be approximated to a compression
plasma pinch with a length which increases as the radius decreases. The two phases as
well as the simplified circuit model are shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4 Dense plasma focus model: (a) axial acceleration phase, (b) radial
compression phase, and (c) equivalent circuit of the plasma focus tube [124].
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A one-dimensional model developed by S. Lee was used to initially characterize
the dynamics of the NEPP. This model was extended to estimate electron production in
the pinch.
For completeness, S. Lee’s model [7, 38, 124] is presented in Section 4.2 and its
subsections and applied to the UNLV NEPP.

Extensions of the model are also

presented with resulting estimates [30, 131].

4.2.1 The Axial Phase (Snowplow Model) [124]
For the axial phase, when the current sheath is at position z on the longitudinal
axis, all of its accumulated mass is also at position z, as shown in Figure 4.4a. This is an
approximation which does not give rise to any fundamental problem in the axial phase.
Sometimes a phenomenological mass shedding factor is introduced to account for mass
loss due to gas molecules escaping the sheath or left behind while it is propagating down
the structure.
The equation of motion can be written by considering that the current sheath
scoops up (snowplows) all the mass it encounters [124]. Thus at a position z, the mass
entrained by the sheath is:





m  0  b 2  a 2 z

(4.1)

where  0 is the gas density and is assumed to be constant. Here, the current sheet of the
sheath is modeled as a flat, annular disk with inside radius ‘a’ and outside radius ‘b’. The
rate of change of momentum of the sheath is:

d 
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(4.2)

where the right hand side is the force exerted by the self magnetic field of the current
sheath integrated over the whole current sheath between r  a to r  b . In this equation,
the axial position of the sheath (or, equivalently, the current sheet), z, and the circuit
current, I, are in general functions of time. To determine the current I, the equivalent
circuit shown in Figure 4.4c can be used. In this circuit, C0, L0, R0, are the fixed

~
capacitance, inductance, and resistance of the external elements and R and L are the
~
plasma resistance and inductance respectively. It is assumed that R0 and R are
negligibly small, one can use Kirchhoff’s voltage law to write the voltage equation for
the circuit. Thus:
t

d
L0  L I   V0  1  Idt
dt
C0 0

(4.3)

where the plasma inductance may be written as a function of z:
L


b
z ln
2
a

(4.4)

Substituting from Eq. 4.4 in Eq. 4.3 one obtains:
t

dI

dt

 Idt

 dz b
I ln
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b

z ln 
 L0 
2
a


V0 

0



(4.5)

Equations 4.2 and 4.5 are the two governing equations determining the dynamic behavior
of the sheath location, z, and sheath current, I.
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4.2.2 The Radial Compression Phase [124]
In the radial phase, however, if the snowplow model is used a nonrealistic zero
radius compression will result unless the compression is correctly terminated by an
energy balance principle. However, if a slug model with structure is used, a shock front
will separate out from the current sheath (magnetic piston) and a finite thickness plasma
layer will result. This layer will be propelled radially inward by the J z B force. As the
plasma layer collapses inwards the whole column elongates since the compression is
open ended at one end. In the slug model when the shock hits the axis, the piston stops
and a quasi-equilibrium is formed. However, a check with energy balance indicates that
the piston will continue to move a little so that the final quasi-equilibrium radius should
be determined by energy balance. The radial compression phase can be separated into
two orthogonal motions: 1) radial sheath and shock motion, and 2) axial sheath and shock
motion.
The geometry of the compressing column in the radial shock motion is shown in
Figure 4.4b. At a given time t the magnetic piston has moved to the position rp from the
anode outer radius a, driving a shock front ahead of it at position rs. All gas encountered
by the shock front in its journey from a to rs is now contained between rs and rp. This
forms a slug of plasma. Because of the diverging streamlines through the region bounded
by rs and rp, conditions through the slug are in general functions or r and may not be
considered to be uniform from one value of r to another at any given time t. However
because the shock front is assumed to be thin the planar shock jump equations hold
across the shock front.
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In the radial phase the magnetic piston is known to be highly supersonic and
therefore the sound speed in the slug is large compared to the particle speed. Under these
conditions one may make the assumption that the one quantity that may be taken as
uniform across the slug is the pressure P. Thus, this pressure P may be related by the
shock jump equations to the shock speed v s  drs dt as

P

2
 0v s2
 1

(4.6)

where γ is the effective specific heat ratio of the plasma. At the magnetic piston, one may
equate the pressure P to the magnetic pressure PB so that

P  PB 

I 2
8 2 rp2

(4.7)

Substituting Eq. 4.6 in Eq. 4.7 and simplifying one obtains

vs 

drs
   1 I

dt
 0 4 r p

(4.8)

where the negative sign indicates a radial inward motion.
In the axial shock motion, the axial shock propagates in the z-direction because
the compression is open at one end. Further one may assume that the pressure driving the
radial shock is the same as that driving the axial shock. Thus, the length of the radial
compression zf increases during compression and this is one of the major factors
responsible for the high compressions in the plasma focus. Therefore, one may write:

dz f
dt



drs
dt

(4.9)

The circuit equation for the system in the pinch phase can be written in the same fashion
as in Eq. 4.3 based on the resultant inductance
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L


b 
b
z 0 ln 
z f ln
2
a 2
rp

(4.10)

where both zf and rp vary. Thus, the circuit equation may be written as [124]:
t

0 Idt


b 
b
 dz f
b
 z f drp

 dI
z 0 ln 
z f ln   I
ln  I
 V0 
L0 
2
a 2
rp 
2 dt
rp
2 rp dt
C0


 dt

(4.11)

Equations 4.8, 4.9 and 4.11 are insufficient to define the problem since there are
four variables rs, rp, zf and I to be determined as a function of time. The fourth equation
may be obtained by applying the adiabatic expansion law to a fixed mass of gas in the
slug at any given instant. For this we write
PV   constant

(4.12)

or

 dV
V



dP
0
P

(4.13)

where V is the volume of the slug given as





V   rp2  rs2 z f

(4.14)

To eliminate V from Eq. 4.13 one needs to differentiate Eq. 4.14 to obtain dV as a
function of drp , drs and dz f . To do this one needs to consider very carefully that the
differential quantities drp , drs and dz f are applied to a fixed mass of gas. For example
when the piston moves by drp no new mass of gas is introduced into the corresponding
new volume V+dV. However when the shock front moves from rs to rs  drs it adds into
the new volume V+dV a new mass of gas. This new mass of gas is compressed by a ratio

  1   1 and will occupy part of the increase in volume, so that the actual increase
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in volume available to the original mass of gas in volume V does not correspond to the
increment drs but to a reduced increment 2drs   1 . This also applies to the increment
dz f . To apply the adiabatic law of Eq. 4.13 to the slug model one needs to write the

differential of Eq. 4.14 in the following form



2
2
dV  2  rp drp 
rs drs  z f  rp2  rs2
dz f
 1
 1







(4.15)

Dividing Eq. 4.15 by Eq. 4.14 one obtains



2
2
2 rp drp 
rs drs  z f  rp2  rs2
dz f
 1
 1
dV



V
rp2  rs2 z f









(4.16)

The fractional pressure term dP P from Eq. 4.13 can also be eliminated by writing from
Eq. 4.6 and Eq. 4.8

 dI drp 
dP 2dvs


 2 
 I

P
vs
r
p 


(4.17)

Substituting Eq. 4.16 and Eq. 4.17 into Eq. 4.13 and rearranging one obtains the adiabatic
law in the following form [124]

2 rs drs rp  rs2  dI
1 rp

1 2

drp   1 rp dt I  rp  dt   1 z f

dt
  1   1   rs2 rp2

 rs2  dz f
1  
 r 2  dt
p 


(4.18)

Lee’s model has been extended to guesstimate electron production in the pinch
region. The number of electrons produced in the pinch as a result of thermal activation
leading to collisions among neutral atoms and hence to ionization is given by

 
N ep   o  mo   a 2  rp2 v pave l Tsp
 m 
2
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(4.19)

where o is an approximate (treated as a constant) thermal activation cross section for
ionization among similar atoms, l, and rp are respectively the pinch length and the pinch
radius when the shock wave reaches the anode axis, vpave is the radial sheath velocity
averaged over the radial compression time, and Tsp is the estimated stagnation time of
the pinch. This time is approximated as the time it takes the shock wave to propagate the
distance from the anode axis to the radial sheath located at rp assuming the radial shock
speed vs(rs=0) on the axis of the anode is constant or

Tsp 

rp

(4.20)

vs rs  0

As the shock wave reaches the sheath, it is assumed that the Rayleigh-Taylor
instability becomes significant resulting in a disruption of the confinement and
thermalization processes of the gas. This time, Tsp, is the pinch duration and is assumed
equal to the electron beam pulse duration. Neglecting space charge effects in the pinch
and assuming that the anode-cathode potentials are maintained by the currents contained
in the plasma sheath conduit, an estimate of the flux of electrons entering the electron
beam waveguide through the orifice in the diaphragm separating the dense plasma focus
source from the electron beam waveguide is

 e  0.25nep





1

 8KT p  2
sin 2  o 

  me 

(4.21)

where nep is the number of electrons per unit volume produced in the pinch, Tp=Te is the
temperature of the gas in a thermal Maxwell Boltzmann equilibrium resulting from
stagnation, and o is the critical velocity acceptance angle relative to the aperture (hole)
axis. The angle of acceptance characterizes the radius of the hole in the diaphragm and
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its depth. The larger the hole, the poorer the approximation is since particles impinging
on the aperture off-hole axis will have a different velocity orientation constraint. Upon
passing through the aperture of radius Ri, the thermal speed of the electron becomes the
drift speed of the charge. Consequently, the electron beam current may be expressed as
1
1
2
2
eN
sin

8
KT
2


~
ep
o
p
I eb  0.25

  R i 
L
  me   r 
 p 

if R i  rp
if R i  rp

(4.22)

Because the pinch is open ended and since electric fields internal to the pinch have been
neglected, a correction factor Feb to the electron beam current is developed so that under
most optimal conditions, no more than half of the electrons will enter the waveguide.
Consequently,

~
I eb  Feb I eb

(4.23)

The thermal speed has been estimated as the electron beam velocity upon exiting
the pinch. Therefore, the average energy of a single electron in the beam in eV units is

Ee 

0.5me
e

 8KT p 


  me 

eV

(4.24)

from which a beam voltage may be determined. A non-relativistic approximation was
assumed and was verified when numbers were computed. It was anticipated that the
stagnation time of the pinch was the most important parameter in electron production in
the pinch. As a result, to increase the stagnation time, it was deemed reasonable that the
average pinch velocity be somewhat minimized.
Based on governing equations in the axial and radial compression phases
accompanied with the current NEPP device specifications, a one dimensional MATLAB
code has been used to simulate the sheath position, current, and voltage in both axial and
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radial compression phases for hydrogen and helium gas fills. The simulation for
hydrogen filling gas is shown in Figure 4.5. Figure 4.5a shows normalized sheath
position and normalized current waveform versus normalized time τ in the axial phase.
The current in that phase is flattened out and reaches a peak value of 0.76I0 at τ ≈ 1.4.
The slight dip in current after τ = 1.6 corresponds to the radial collapse phase. Figure 4.5b
shows that a significant characteristic voltage change occurs near the sheath stagnation
point (τ = 1.641). Figure 4.5c shows the radial positions of the piston sheath and shock
wavefront in the pinch evolution. The shock wave separates from the sheath during
compression. The code anticipates a beam current ~ 330 kA at the pinch.

(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 4.5 The evolution of the pinch (Filling gas is hydrogen) (a) sheath current and
axial position in the axial acceleration stage. (b) Near the sheath stagnation point, a
significant characteristic voltage change occurs. (c) The sheath and shock wave positions
in the radial compression phase are related in time.

The one-dimensional simulation for helium filling gas is shown in Figure 4.6.
Figure 4.6a shows normalized sheath position and normalized current waveform versus
normalized time τ in the axial phase. The current in that phase is flattened out and
reached a peak value of 0.8I0 at τ ≈ 1.4. The slight dip in current after τ = 2 corresponds
to the radial collapse phase. Figure 4.6b shows that a significant characteristic voltage
change occurs near the sheath stagnation point (τ = 2.04). Figure 4.6c shows the radial
positions of the piston sheath and shock wavefront in the pinch evolution. The shock
wave separates from the sheath during compression. The code anticipates a beam current
~ 200 kA at the pinch.
From the previous two cases we deduce that for both hydrogen and helium as a
filling gas the current sheaths in the axial acceleration phase almost have the same value
and reach the end of the anode at the same time. The radial collapse for hydrogen occurs
much faster than helium. The induced voltage at the stagnation point for hydrogen is
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much higher than the induced voltage for helium, which leads to higher beam current for
hydrogen at the pinch.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4.6 The evolution of the pinch (Filling gas is helium) (a) sheath current and axial
position in the axial acceleration stage. (b) Near the sheath stagnation point, a significant
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characteristic voltage change occurs. (c) The sheath and shock wave positions in the
radial compression phase are related in time.

4.3 NEPP Machine Firing
The NEPP machine can be thought of as a source (capacitor bank) that delivers its
energy to a load (plasma sheath/plasma pinch). The energy should be transferred to the
plasma with minimum losses and as fast as possible when required. This is called firing
the machine. The UNLV NEPP machine has been designed in such a way that the energy
transferred from the capacitor bank to the plasma suffers low losses and minimum delay
by employing a radial transmission line (RTL) structure between the source and the load.
A 15 kJ capacitor bank, when charged to 20 kV, is connected to the RTL through high
voltage spark-gap (SG) switches. The L-3 Communications Titan spark-gap switches
(model# 40264) are pressured with dry air. The switch ratings are 25 kV to 100 kV,
depending on the switch filling pressure, and 100 kA maximum current. For a 20 kV
operating range, the required pressure is close to 15 PSIG (for 15 kV operation the switch
chamber gas pressure is about 13 PSIG). To fire the switch, a voltage range between 60
and 80 kV with at least a 10 ns rise time pulse is applied across electrode pins inside the
switch to break down the air and hence provides a path for the energy to flow from the
capacitor bank to the radial transmission line. The jitter is expected to be less than 2 ns in
this case. The energy should be transferred symmetrically to the load; therefore, six
spark-gap switches have been equally distributed around the RTL, as shown in Figure
4.7. For proper operation, the switches have to be cleaned and calibrated on a regular
basis, at least once every one thousand shots. The cleaning procedure starts by removing
the plastic housing, cleaning the housing and the metal plate including the pins with
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alcohol. The calibration can be done by using a high voltage power supply and a lead
after cleaning the metal plate that hosts the pins and before putting it back in the housing.
The high voltage lead is attached to the irradiation pin’s end while the ground lead is
attached to the center electrode. The voltage is increased until it reaches 900V ±50V. If
the recorded breakdown voltage in the atmospheric pressure is outside this range, the
center electrode pin has to be adjusted using a small slotted screwdriver until the right
breakdown voltage is achieved. The pins should be buffed to remove any debris and the
whole assembly is put back in the housing. The switch has to be tested for any leak by
increasing the pressure inside up to 100 PSIG ± 5 PSIG and observing for any air bubble
while the whole switch is immersed in alcohol.
Six high voltage (HV) (100kV DC/30 kV AC) coaxial cables are used to fire the
six SG switches. The center wire (hot wire) of each coaxial cable by way of an isolation
capacitor is connected to the trigger pin of a SG switch, while the transmission line
ground also by way of an isolation capacitor is connected to a common point for all SG
switches. The HV power supply that energizes the six lines in a parallel configuration is
set to a voltage between -30 kV to -35 kV. The lines are slowly charged through a 50
MΩ resistor. Upon firing, the common end of the coaxial TL is grounded and a pulse
with the exact value of the charging voltage but at opposite polarity propagates down the
lines towards the switches. At the other end of the lines and at the trigger pins the voltage
doubles and the voltage between the trigger electrodes can be given from the expression

Velect  VC 2  2  VTL where Velect is the voltage difference between the trigger electrodes,
VC is the capacitor bank voltage and VTL is the charging voltage of the coaxial TL taken
with its polarity. This 60-80 kV pulse is sufficient to break down the air inside the spark-
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gap switch and hence creates a conducting medium for the capacitor bank to release its
energy to the radial TL and hence the anode-cathode structure. Pre-firing has catastrophic
consequences on the spark-gap switch because the current passing through it will exceed
switch rating. Because all the fifteen capacitors constituting the capacitor bank are
connected in a parallel configuration via a metal ring, a pre-fired spark-gap switch will
experience a current flow that well exceeds its 100 kA rating resulting in a minor
explosive condition.
One section of three. Each section contains
five capacitors and two spark gap switches
Spark gap
switch (1/6)
Metal ring

Radial
transmission
line (RTL)

2 cm air gap. Ends are covered
with Mylar insulation

Figure 4.7 Top view of the UNLV NEPP machine showing the RTL and six spark-gap
switches. In the figure, the ground side of the charged transmission line isolated by a
capacitor is connected to an outside shield over the capacitor bank that is externally
grounded. This ground shield is isolated from the radial transmission line by a large
isolation inductor. Experiments have shown that when the machine is fired, the ground
side of the transmission line when connected directly to the radial transmission line
resulted in far better performance than when connected to the ground shield. This is a
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consequence of the isolation property of the large inductor. So unlike illustrated in the
figure, the ground side of the transmission line is attached to the top side (hot side) of the
radial transmission line.
To minimize pre-fire damage, the connecting ring was segregated into three equal
sections. Each section isolates a set of five capacitors connected to two spark gap
switches. In this new geometry the energy flows through one switch in case of pre-firing
has been cut to one third, while maintaining the same performance under normal
operation (six switches fire simultaneously). In the pre-fire state, the rating of the spark
gap switch is still exceeded.
The three sectors are shown in Figure 4.7. A large enough air gap separates each
adjacent sector to avoid any sparking and hence energy flow form one sector to another
in case of pre-firing. The ends of each sector were chamfered to avoid sharp edges and
hence possible breakdown points; also the ends were covered with one layer of Mylar (2
mm thick) for extra isolation.
The complete circuit diagram of the UNLV NEPP machine is shown in Figure
4.8. For simplicity, only one spark gap switch in each section sector is shown. In order
to maintain isolation among sectors during charging, isolation switches are used to charge
each sector’s capacitor bank of five capacitors separately in a sequential order. The
sequence of operation of the mechanical switches is provided as well.
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TL×2

1 nF

4.5 MΩ
1 nF
50 MΩ

SW 3

Section 1

50 MΩ

SW 4
20 kV
(Bank HV)

SG×2

25 µF

1/3 Main C-Bank

TL×2

1 nF

SW 1
4.5 MΩ
1 nF

50 MΩ

SW 2

50 MΩ

50 MΩ

SW 3
SW 5

Section 2

SW 3
35 kV
(TL HV)

25 µF

SG×2

1/3 Main C-Bank
SW 7

Dump R
1.5 kΩ

TL×2

Plasma Choke
(Load) Coil

1 nF

4.5 MΩ
1 nF
50 MΩ

SW 3

50 MΩ

Section 3

SW 6

250 Ω

SG×2
25 µF

1/3 Main C-Bank
Ground stick

TL → Transmission Line
SG → Spark Gap Switch
SW → Switch (Relay)
Figure 4.8 Complete circuit diagram of the UNLV NEPP machine. For simplicity, only
one spark gap gas switch is shown in each section (sector).
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Switching Sequence for Charging and Discharging the NEPP:
Sequences:
Note: SW on  Power on, SW off  Power off
Note: SW 1, 2 & 7: on  open circuit, off  short circuit
1. All Switches off
2. SW 1 on (relay 1 is open circuit)
3. SW 2 on (relay 2 is open circuit)
4. Power supply on
-

New power supply charge main capacitor bank, 15 kV

-

Old power supply charge transmission lines, 35 kV

5. SW 3 on (isolate ground)
6. SW 4 on (charging first 1/3 main C-bank)
7. SW 4 off (floating)
8. SW 5 on (charging second 1/3 main C-bank)
9. SW 5 off (floating)
10. SW 6 on (charging third 1/3 main C-bank)
11. SW 6 off (floating)
12. SW 1 off (charging transmission lines)
13. SW 1 on (floating)
14. SW 7 on (power supply floating)
15. SW 2 off (fire)
16. SW 3 off (discharge all capacitors)
17. Power supply off
18. SW 7 off
19. SW 1 off
20. SW 5 on
21. SW 5 off
Furthermore, simulations based on a parallel plate rectangular TL approach have
been performed to estimate the current flow through each switch under normal operation
and failure cases. The idea is to divide the RTL into three identical sectors and then to
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two subsectors where each subsector is connected to one spark-gap switch. Each
subsector is then approximated as three rectangular planar TL connected in series. These
steps are shown in Figure 4.9. The rectangular planar transmission line is shown in Figure
4.10 and the calculations are provided. The values for the transmission line parameters
for each subsection are shown in Figure 4.11.
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r1=7 cm
r2=20.5 cm

Radial transmission line
(RTL)

3 sections

120o
r1=7 cm

Divide one
section into
2 subsections

r2=20.5 cm

1 subsection

3 Radial TLs
in series
60o

Rectangular
approximation

20.5 cm

Rectangular
planar TL

3.9 cm

Zo1

3.9 cm

Zo2

3.9 cm
16 cm

Zo3
11.5 cm

Figure 4.9 Conversion steps from RTL to an equivalent rectangular planar TL.
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d
l
w
l

Figure 4.10 Rectangular planar TL.

A planar transmission line is assumed provided that d << w and d << l so that the
fringe effect can be neglected. Expressions for the line parameters are
1- Capacitance per unit length C   w d F/m,
2- Inductance per unit length L   d w H/m,
3- DC Resistance per unit length R  1 wt Ω/m, where t is the plate thickness. The DC
resistance formula is adequate since discharge is a DC pulse in nature; therefore the
majority of the frequency content of the pulse is near DC.
20.5 cm
C1  1.5  10 9 F / m,

3.9 cm

L1  2.45  10 8 H / m
R1  7.3  10 6  / m, Z o3  4.05

C2  1.17  10 9 F / m,

3.9 cm

L2  3.14  10 8 H / m
R2  9.35  10 6  / m, Z o 2  5.19
C3  8.4  10 10 F / m,

3.9 cm

L3  4.37  10 8 H / m
R3  1.3  10 5  / m, Z o 3  7.22

16 cm

11.5 cm

Figure 4.11 Dimensions and values of TL parameters of the equivalent planar
rectangular TL.
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Neglecting losses, the characteristic impedance and the velocity of propagation of
the TL can be expressed respectively as

Z0  L C  d w   , v  1

LC  1



Here, the aluminum plate electrodes have a conductivity, thickness, and distance of
separation of  AL  3.5 107  1m 1 , t = 1.91 cm, and d = 4 mm respectively. The
dielectric constant of Maylar is  r  3.3 .
The operation of the NEPP machine is simulated using PSpice where the machine
is divided into three identical parts or sections. Each section consists of 25 μF capacitor
bank (5 μF × 5) connected in series with two parallel spark-gap switches. Each switch is
connected in series to a three cascaded sections of transmission lines (RTL model). At the
beginning and end of each line, subsection transmission lines are connected to represent
coupling between subsections. The last subsection transmission lines in a sector (section)
are connected to the same point where the plasma load and choke coil are connected in
parallel. The plasma load is modeled as a resistance in series with a time varying
inductance. The values of the inductance versus time are imported from the 1-D
MATLAB code for the DPF discussed in Section 4.2. Because the plasma resistance is
uncertain and dynamic, it is assumed to be short circuit to account for a worst case
scenario extreme. The circuit is shown in Figure 4.12. The simulation results for the
voltage drop across the capacitor bank and the current passing through each switch are
given in Figure 4.13. The forward voltage across the capacitor bank is within the range,
while the reverse voltage exceeds the recommended value (-6 kV) for a short period of
time. The ringing in the voltage is due to the bouncing effect due to inductive-capacitive
nature of the source, load, and the length of the transmission lines, namely RTL and
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plasma tube.
Equivalent circuit for
the capacitor bank
charged up to 20 kV

Spark gap switch

1
tclose= 0.6 µs

Leq = 3 nH
topen= 0.5 µs

topen= 2 ps

2

tclose= 3 ps
V0= 20 kV

Ceq = 25 µF

0.1 µΩ

tclose= 0.6 µs

Plasma resistance

1

2

Radial Transmission Line Model

Model represents a time
varying inductor to simulate
the plasma breakdown

Figure 4.12 PSpice model of one section (sector) of the NEPP machine. TL parameter
values are based on the RTL sectorization values shown in Figure 4.11.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.13 Voltage and current waveforms (a) Voltage drop across the capacitor bank
(b) Current through each spark-gap switch.

4.4 UNLV NEPP Parameters measurement
Common methods for measuring the parameters of the DPF in both the run-down and
pinch phases were introduced in Section 2.4. In this section, the dot sensor as well as the
Rogowski coil sensor used for the UNLV NEPP machine are introduced.
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4.4.1 EM Dot sensor
The passive, wideband, symmetric, time integrating, patented UNLV EM-dot sensor,
Figure 4.14, measures the change in the electric field and the change in the magnetic field
simultaneously over time at one point in space [132, 133]. The time-integrated device is
sensitive enough to monitor open circuit to short circuit transitions and vice versa as
characteristic changes occur. Typically, one device does the job of two or more devices.
Monitoring transitions in the fields indirectly monitors transitions in the voltages and
currents in a circuit. EM dot sensors are discussed in detail in chapter 3.
Sensing head
(Diameter ~ 6 mm)

Solder forcing a well
defined bounded region
and common connection

SMA connectors to
the oscilloscope
(a)

(b)
Figure 4.14 UNLV patented EM-dot sensor, (a) artistic view of the sensor showing the
effective area, (b) typical size of the sensor.
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4.4.2 Rogowski coil
The Rogowski coil is built in the UNLV’s NEPP machine at the base of the radial
transmission line as shown in Figure 4.15. The coil measures the time varying magnetic
field generated by the current flowing radially inward on the radial transmission line to
the gas filled coaxial structure where plasma generation, acceleration and pinch result.
The toroidal radius of the coil is 25.064 cm and consists of 62 turns total (39.37 turn/m).
The poloidal radius of the coil (i.e., the central radius of an isolated turn) is 1.502 mm.
The radius of the wire used to construct the Rogowski coil is 80 µm. The inductance of
the coil is 393.3 pH and the coil sensitivity is 2.543 109 AV-1s-1. The loop sensitivity is
defined as S 

1 dI
, where V is the induced voltage at the ends of the loop and dI/dt is
V dt

the rate of change of the current threading the toroidal coil area. Assuming that the
current rate of change reaches values as high as 3 MA/µs or equivalently

dI dt  3 1012 A/s , which is a typical value observed over a large number of shots,
one estimates the induced voltage at the ends of the loop to be ~ 1.2 kV, therefore a high
voltage attenuator is needed between the sensor and the oscilloscope. A high voltage
attenuator with an attenuation value of 26 dB followed by 20 dB low voltage attenuator
should lower the voltage by a factor of 200 and the estimated output voltage will be 6 V
maximum.
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Rogowski coil

Figure 4.15 The position of the built-in Rogowski coil in the UNLV’s NEPP machine.
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CHAPTER 5
Experimental Results

5.1 Introduction
The NEPP is a machine that transforms a static energy, basically energy stored in
a capacitor bank, into a dynamic energy in the form of an intense pulse of relativistic
electrons and fast ions beams, x-rays and potentially neutrons. The focus of this thesis is
to study and model the pinch and extract and manage the electron beam from the pinch
for diverse applications. The operation of the machine has been investigated for near
optimal operation. The discharge region of the machine consists of a solid anode
encapsulated in a squirrel cage cathode based on a Mather type configuration immersed
in a 99.99% pure uniform gas environment. Both helium (He) and hydrogen (H2) are
used as filling gases tested over a range of pressures (0.1 Torr up to 5 Torr) and a range
of charging voltages (10 kV up to 20 kV). The optimum conditions for a strong and
repeatable pinch were found with a He gas fill at a pressure ~ 1.5 Torr and a charging
voltage ~17 kV. In literature, the pinch current is a very difficult quantity to measure [30,
31, 131]. Other’s have attempted to measure the pinch current based on the x-ray
emissions from the pinch or by measuring the time generated magnetic field making use
of magnetic probes in or just external to the pinch region. The difficulty with these forms
of measurement is the inability to segregate the pinch contribution from the sheath
contribution [30, 31]. In this research effort, the pinch current is measured directly
without perturbing the pinch dynamics significantly. To perform this measurement, an
electron beam management device that captures, isolates, and transports the beam from
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one environment to another, and potentially emits or releases the beam without the need
for a focusing magnetic field has been developed. The pinch is accessed through a small
hole (5 mm in diameter) at the pinch end of a hollow anode. As evidenced by the
energetic pinch’s ability to selectively polish the anode end, the diameter of the anode
hole is small compared to the pinch diameter projected onto the anode surface. When
hollow anode experiments are compared to that with a solid anode, all plasma focus
phases, including the pinch sub-phases, are the same except the pinch dynamics are
slightly perturbed due to the existence of the hole at the center of the anode. It is noted
and will be pointed out later that depending how the electron beam management device is
employed, some discharge due to end effects does exist throughout all phases but it
appears to be small in magnitude. Within the realm of repeatability of experiments, the
presence of the hole shows minimal effect on the pinch dynamics and the total pinch
current. When the sampled electron beam at the pinch enters the hole, it is collected by
the electron beam management device centered within the hollow anode. The end of the
device releasing the collected electrons, referred to as the needle, can be either floating or
grounded. When the needle is grounded, the time evolution of the pinch current is
sampled. Grounding does force a potential difference internal to the hollow anode that
results in some discharge effects. As an engineering application with proper loading
effects, the floating needle in its especially loaded container has the potential to self-field
emit (field emission) the accumulated beam electrons captured from the pinch.
In this chapter the experimental results are presented and supported by simple
ancillary theories and numerical models.
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5.2 Solid Anode Results
The NEPP machine was initially designed, operated, and tested using a solid
copper anode, as shown in Figure 4.2b. Figure 5.1 displays the rate of change of the total
current dI dt NEPP directly measured by the NEPP Rogowski coil embedded in the
NEPP’s radial transmission line and its time integrated counterpart, the total current

I NEPP .

Here, total current implies the sum of the current contribution due to the

sheath and the pinch. The first few high amplitude ripples on the dI dt signal are due to
the loading effects of the spark gap switches and mismatch at the terminations of the
radial transmission line. The peak at t = 3.9 µs is due to the pinch. The sudden change at
the dI dt signal (negative spike) which corresponds to the sharp decrease of the NEPP
current is due to the change of the sheath structure from the radial collapse through the
radial stagnation phases of the pinch, as will be discussed in a subsequent section.
It is interesting to note that the average speed of the plasma sheet from the point
where it breaks down until it reaches the end of the anode can be estimated from the
figure as vave  d  t  9 10 4 m/s , where d  0.18 cm is the anode length that extends
from the glass insulator to the flat end, and t  2 106 s is the time difference between
the pinch and the initial breakdown. This value of the average velocity is very close to the
estimated value from the 1D MATLAB code based on Lee’s model discussed in detail in
section 4.2. Also, this velocity is very close to the measured sheath axial velocities found
in literature for a wide range of plasma focus machines with similar parameters, namely
geometrical dimensions, peak currents, pressure, and energies with deuterium (D2) used
as a gas fill [7, 24, 24, 134]. Information regarding the capacitance of the capacitor bank,
bank energies, external inductance and external resistance are not provided. Numerous
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efforts in literature have treated the dense plasma focus as a neutron source. Deuterium
(D2) is widely used because of its high yield of fast neutron pulses and protons as
byproducts of the fusion D-D reaction [24]. Therefore, it is common in archived literature
for the gas fill to be deuterium. Typically, the heavier noble gasses are used for ion,
electron, and x-ray production. Helium is not commonly used. However, both He and D2
have almost the same atomic mass. Therefore it is anticipated that both gasses have the
same particle and beam dynamics when subject to the same conditions, i.e. pressure,
charging voltage, and machine dimensions.

I
dI/dt

Figure 5.1 Rogowski coil signal of the UNLV NEPP machine with solid anode for He at
1.0 Torr, capacitor voltage of 15 kV, trigger voltage of 30 kV, and spark gap switch
filling gas of 13 PSIG.
The machine was also tested for hydrogen at 1 Torr and charging voltage of 15
kV. The Rogowski coil signature and the time integrated signal are shown in Figure 5.2.
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The pinch occurs at t = 3.6 µs, which is slightly less than the time it takes helium to pinch
under the same conditions. This result is expected because helium atoms are heavier than
hydrogen atoms. The average sheath velocity for hydrogen can be estimated as

vave  d  t  1105 m/s , where d  0.18 cm is the anode length that extends from the
glass insulator to the flat end, and t  1.8 10 6 s is the time difference between the
pinch and the initial breakdown. Hydrogen usually gives a smaller pinch profile than
helium, and this may be due to the inhomogeneous nature of the ionized hydrogen gas.
Excluding electrons, an ionized hydrogen gas may contain mixture of positive ions
(atoms), positive molecules and unionized molecules (monatomic and diatomic
hydrogen) and therefore a mixture of masses. On the other hand, because helium is an
inert gas, again excluding electrons, ionized helium may contain mixture of ions, and
neutral atoms and therefore elements of nearly the same mass. It is well known from
particle kinematics that energy transfer to elements of the same mass is more efficient.
Because hydrogen has a relatively high property of forming diatomic hydrogen with
about twice the mass of ionized hydrogen, it stands to reason that the helium gas will give
rise to a more optimized pinch assuming the kinetic energy contained in the sheath is the
same. It is reported elsewhere that the difference in pinch strength may be also attributed
to atomic weight of the gas being used. Gases with higher Z number (He in our case)
form a sheath composed of heavier gas. Consequently, the heavy sheath has the tendency
to compress the neutral gas in the center more, producing a strong pinch constriction [49,
112].
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I
dI/dt

Figure 5.2 Rogowski coil signal of the UNLV NEPP machine with solid anode for H2 at
1.0 Torr, capacitor voltage of 15 kV, trigger voltage of 35 kV, and spark gap switch
filling gas of 13 PSIG.

5.3 Managing the Electron Beam
Initially, the equilibrium environment of the dense plasma focus including the
internal region of the anode is under constant pressure. As the sheath and pinch
formation evolves, based on the one-dimensional study in section 4.2 and experimental
results, large currents will be generated in a short burst of time. The unstable end effects
of the pinch and the potential difference between the pinch and surrounding electrodes
selectively extracts charge from the pinch. It is anticipated that electrons are directed
toward the anode and ions toward the cathode. It is desired to manage the electron beam
by capturing, isolating and containing, transporting, and then emitting or releasing the
electrons for use in high power microwave generation without the need for external
focusing lenses and for use as a sensor to study the properties of the pinch. The anode is a
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hollow copper cylinder with a copper cap at the pinch end of the electrode. The cap
contains a centrally located, relatively small hole to allow a sampled pinch environment
to pass into the anode. The small hole extracts a fraction of the pinch generated electron
beam (samples the pinch generated electron beam). It is hypothesized that the anode may
also be bombarded with energetic ions but to a smaller extent if the plasma is in a thermal
dynamic equilibrium. Because the extracted beam folds upon the same longitudinal
region of the anode as the acceleration region of the plasma discharge sheath, a focusing
field external to the anode cannot be applied without affecting the sheath physics external
to the anode. Further, the confined limited region and high voltage environment
contained internal to the anode, the moderate neutral gas density inside the anode, the
possible coupling to the dynamic sheath external to the anode, and the anticipated large
flux of high energy electrons predicted, prevent the use of field focusing elements and
electron channeling techniques to confine the extracted electron beam internal to the
anode. Experiment suggests that over the duration of the pinch through the stagnation
process, the average number of electrons impinging on the anode surface per unit time is
about 9.6  10 26 electrons/m2-s. A two-dimensional particle in cell code (MAGIC) was
initially made available for use to predict conditions when electron channeling was
favored. Relative to a set of parameters favoring electron channeling, increasing the
electron beam density, increasing the neutral gas density, or decreasing the electron beam
energy individually results in a sharp divergence of the beam just after it enters the orifice
of the anode. Respectively, this is a consequence of Coulomb repulsion forces of the
beam being stronger than the attractive channeling force, particle collisions (electrons)
with the neutral gas particle tend to dominate the far ranging electron channeling
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mechanism, or the beam energy is insufficient to initiate electron beam channeling in
conjunction with its natural self-focusing property (either self-magnetic field or inertial
force).
Alternatively, an electron beam management device that captures, isolates and
contains, transports, and emits or supplies the captured electrons was designed and
implemented in the anode structure. The beam management device is composed of a cup
with potentially a low secondary electron emission property and a high melting
temperature connected to a rod with a large work function at the surface and large
internal conductivity. The rod can be formed from a composite of two or more materials
or metals or be a single entity. The rod is in turn connected to a needle with a high
melting point, low work function, and high conductivity. The beam management device
is geometrically designed such that loading effects in the containing structure or
structures favor charge collection at the needle end minimizing breakdown (Paschen
breakdown and field emission) elsewhere in the system. To help minimize breakdown
losses, the rod and cup was, in part, wrapped in Dielectric Science HiK high voltage
insulation tape with an elastic 3M self fusing silicone electrical tape to cover the high
voltage HiK tape and hold it in place. On the capture side of the beam management
device, the metallic cup is centered about the hole internal to the hollow anode. Electron
production properties of the pinch are determined by the electrons, on the pinch side,
directed towards the anode and sampled by the small aperture in the anode. As the
sampled pinch charges (typically electrons) enter the aperture, space charge effects and to
a lesser extent image effects (if azimuthally non-uniform) result in electron loss to the
wall of the aperture. Further, as electrons enter the anode beyond the aperture walls,
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space charge losses to the inside wall of the anode just beyond the aperture also occurs.
The remainder of the electrons are captured by the cup of the beam management device.
Since the electron beam energies are assumed to be significant as suggested by the onedimensional codes, the electrons upon striking the wall of the cup are captured deep into
the cup with minimal anticipated secondary electron emission loss from the cup. A
relativistically correct one-dimensional beam space charge model with initial axial
velocity in the absence of a background neutral gas was numerically developed to
determine the fraction of the electron beam sampled by the anode aperture that enters the
cup. The model predicts that the beam diverges sharply unless the electrons have
relativistic initial velocities. Briefly, the localized relativistic beam code built on a
MATLAB platform relates the measured electron current at the cup of the electron beam
management device to the localized electron beam (localized current) in the pinch near
the aperture by varying the electron number (or beam energy) and the electron velocity in
an iterative fashion until the predicted cup current and collected cup charge agrees with
experimental measurement. The model is described in detail in Appendix B.
Partial attention of this thesis is directed towards a material approach using the
quantum nature (work function) of materials to contain charge and the classical nature
(conductivity) to transport the charge overcoming space charge effects. Models have
been developed incorporating the Fowler-Nordheim equations to characterize charge loss
and charge transfer. Simulation studies have been conducted with PSpice (nonlinear
circuit model), and a code based on a simple theory written in MATLAB.
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5.3.1 Floating Cup-Rod-Needle
The electron beam management device also referred to as the novel cup-rod-needle
device captures, isolates and contains, transfers, and emits or releases charge. The device
is composed of a number of metals with different work functions, conductivities, melting
temperatures, and secondary electron emission yields to prevent the emission of electrons
from some metal materials and to enhance the emission of electrons from other metal
surfaces while transporting charge in the device and minimizing degradation of the
device. Figure 5.3 displays the novel electron beam management device with cup and rod
in the anode of the NEPP and the rod and needle in a different adjoining environment.
With applications in mind, the adjoining environment is a high vacuum region contained
in a metal structure with similar geometries and pressures as that of high power
magnetrons in the absence of a biased magnetic field. Here, charge is captured by the
cup in the hollow anode and transferred through a vacuum barrier to a connecting cavity
for emission at the needle. Within the anode emission has to be minimum; therefore the
cup-rod structure is made of metal with high work function (Nickel 200/201 with work
function 5.01 eV and resistivity 9x10-8 Ohm-m). On the other hand, it is desired that
electrons are self-field emitted from the needle for electron source application to
microwave sources such as a high voltage magnetron; therefore the needle is made of
metal with low work function (Stainless Steel with work function 4.4 eV and resistivity
6.9x10-7 Ohm-m). For comparison, copper has a work function and resistivity of 4.65 eV
and 1.68x10-8 Ohm-m respectively. With proper design, the electrons collected by the
electron beam management device will redistribute in such a manner that electron
bunching in the device is favored at the needle end. As electron bunching increases at the
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needle end, the self generated Coulomb field accompanied with the bunch leads to field
emission which we term as self-field emission. Electrons are emitted from the metal
surface due to the high field that exists at the surface which overcomes the work function
of the needle.
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Figure 5.3 Magnetron connected to the anode of the NEPP device.
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Under a PSpice platform, a one-dimensional model incorporating field emission
from metal surfaces, Child-Langmuir space charge current density limit, breakdown
effects based on Paschen law for gases in those regions where field emission condition
exceeds the Paschen breakdown condition, inductances of the cup, rod, and needle, and
capacitive coupling effects between the cup-rod-needle device and the NEPP anode and a
mock magnetron cathode has been developed. The code assumes that the sheath has
reached the end of the anode and an electron beam has already been directed toward and
captured by the cup of the electron beam management device. Secondary electron
emission and space charge effects appropriately at and near the cup have been neglected.
The PSpice circuit model for the cup-rod-needle device is provided in further detail in
Appendix C. The distributed capacitance and inductance for a coaxial cylindrical
structure given by

2 0
F/m,
ln b a 

(5.1a)


ln b a  H/m
2

(5.1b)

C

L

is used to characterize the cup, rod, and needle with outer electrode in the electron beam
management device. Here, a is the outside radius of the inner conductor and b is the
inside radius of the outer conductor. Field emission physics is built in the code using the
Fowler-Nordheim current density equation as [135]

J

AE s2 Bv  y  3 2 Es 
e
 t 2 y

(5.2)

where A  1.5414 106 , B  6.8308 109 , t 2 ( y)  1.1 , Es is the normal electric field at
the metal surface, v( y)  0.95  y 2 , and y  3.79 105 Es1 2  . Also, the Child-
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Langmuir space charge current density limit is added. As an approximation, the formula
for the parallel plate case is used [135]
12

4 0  2e 
  V03 2 A/m2
J0 
2 
9b  a   me 

(5.3)

where e is the electronic charge, me is the electron mass, and V0 is the voltage difference
between the two cylinders. Refer to Appendix C for the code in the PSpice platform. For
better resolution each section of the device is divided into subsections. Numerical
solutions of the Child-Langmuir law for cylindrical geometry showed a close agreement
with the parallel plate geometry case when the cathode to anode radius ratio is small, as
shown in Appendix C. A current source is used to characterize the properties of the
electron beam. Since the electron beam management device is floating, the potential
difference between the device and the anode is not fixed. Two levels of input currents
are studied; both currents have trapezoidal profile with 200 ns duration. The first profile
has 1 kA maximum current, as shown in Figure 5.4a. Breakdown is prevented from the
cup and the rod structures, as shown in Figure 5.4b, c respectively. A portion of the input
current is emitted from the needle, as shown in Figure 5.4d. Voltage between the cup-rod
and anode is shown in Figure 5.4e, while voltage between the needle and the magnetron
cathode is shown in Figure 5.4f. Excess charges are appropriately distributed along the
beam management device based on loading effects and their energy is stored along the
device accordingly. The emission from the needle is delayed due to the time it takes the
charges to build up at the needle causing the field at the needle to rise to the field
emission levels. The magnetron cathode is either grounded or floating. Both cases give
almost the same emission results shown in Figure 5.4.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 5.4 PSpice simulation of the field emission behavior of the cup-rod needle
device for a maximum input current of 1kA. A trapezoidal-like input current profile is
assumed with 200 ns duration (a). The breakdown is prevented from the cup and the rod
structure, (b) and (c) respectively, while current is emitted from the needle (d). The
voltage across the cup-rod does not exceed the measured breakdown value of 450 V as
shown in (e), while voltage across the needle is large enough to cause breakdown as
anticipated (f).
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The second time-profile assumes a 100 kA maximum current, as shown in Figure
5.5a. Field emission is prevented from the cup and the rod structures, as shown in Figure
5.5b,c respectively. A portion of the input current is emitted from the needle, as shown in
Figure 5.5d. Voltage between the cup-rod and anode is shown in Figure 5.5e, while
voltage between the needle and the magnetron cathode is shown in Figure 5.5f. The
emission from the needle has much less delay than the 1kA case (Figure 5.4) because the
current is high enough to cause charge build up and emission quickly. The emission
results are the same regardless if the magnetron cathode is grounded or floating. The
oscillation appears to be the consequence of a resonance that is excited between the rod
and anode. The rod inductance is about 45 nH and the capacitance between the rod and
anode is about 2.2 pF. The resultant oscillation frequency neglecting other loading
effects is about 500 MHz. The oscillation frequency from the graph is about 150 MHz.
The resonance frequency differs by about a factor of roughly 3.5. All other loading
effects give rise to much higher resonant frequency effects.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 5.5 PSpice simulation of the field emission behavior of the cup-rod needle
device for a maximum input current of 100 kA. A trapezoidal-like input current profile is
assumed with 200 ns duration (a). The breakdown is prevented from the cup and the rod
structure, (b) and (c) respectively, while current is emitted from the needle (d). The
voltage across the cup-rod does not exceed the measured breakdown value of 450 V as
shown in (e), while voltage across the needle is large enough to cause breakdown as
anticipated (f).
The lumped circuit model presented in Figs. 5.6a,b (Refer to Table E.1 in
Appendix E for a complete description of each element in Figs. 5.6a and b) performs two
functions one to substantiate the field emission model of the electron beam management
device and the other to address the lack of Faraday shielding. A different perspective is
used to include coupling effects lacking in the field emission model. First, the circuit
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model helps substantiates the field emission model making use of the displacement
current acting as an effective electron beam with loading effects at the cup. This results
in a redistribution of displacement charge in the electron beam management device. The
switch side of the lumped circuit model (switch SW, capacitors Co, CCA, LTL, and RTL)
represents the effective transient nature of the pinch/sheath properties at the pinch end of
the anode. Unlike the previous model, no physical charge is transferred to the cup.
Instead, an effective charge is generated by displacement currents (capacitive coupling)
allowing one to, in part, models the coupling effect of the beam in a simple fashion.
Since this interpretation of the model suggests that the plasma or electromagnetic fields
are present at the anode end, inherently it assumes that the electron beam management
device is Faraday shielded by the anode. This assumption exists in the previous field
emission model. If properly poised, this technique could be used to model aperture
coupling of the electron beam/plasma or electromagnetic fields in the pinch region to the
cup by way of the aperture in the anode cap. This aperture coupling is based directly on
the size of the hole and the properties of the stimulus (electromagnetic coupling with
frequency considerations or beam coupling with charge loss considerations). It is
anticipated that if the hole is small enough, this coupling effect is negligible. To be
shown at a later point in this work, experimental evidence suggests that the aperture
radius employed in experiments considered only slightly perturb the dynamics of the
pinch and therefore coupling is weak. Consequently, coupling is not examined further
but may be of importance as the aperture radius is increased. Second, electromagnetic
end effects on the needle side of the rod can be examined again with the neglect of
electromagnetic transient delays. The mock magnetron structure is isolated from the high
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voltage side of the radial transmission line with a PEEK dielectric insulator. Therefore,
the electron beam management device is not Faraday shielded. The capacitor CRod takes
into consideration stray capacitive effects between the rod and other entities external to
the hollow copper anode. Other stray capacitive coupling effects may exist as well with
the rod. In this case, the switch side of the lumped circuit model represents the electrical
properties that would occur in the breakdown and lift-off region of the NEPP assuming
breakdown does not occur (worst case scenario). In particular, Co is the capacitance of
the capacitor bank, SW represents the ideal model of the spark gap switch, LTL and RTL
are the total inductance and total resistance due to the capacitor bank, radial transmission
line (RTL), and the spark gap switch. For safety reasons, Lchoke is the choke coil
inductance of the NEPP needed for discharging the machine after the pinch event. The
current source across the needle capacitance symbolically represents field emission.
Although, the cup-rod-needle is an electrically floating structure prior to
breakdown or emission, there is a voltage drop between the electron beam management
device and the NEPP anode and the magnetron cathode. The Paschen breakdown voltage
is dependent on the electrode shape, electrode distance of separation, the type of gas
environment, and the gas pressure. Paschen curve for different gasses is shown in Figure
5.7. For parallel plate electrodes, the breakdown voltage is very high for low pressuredistance product and it decreases with increasing the product reaching a minimum
breakdown voltage at the knee of the curve. Increasing the pressure-distance product
further, the Paschen breakdown voltage monotonically increases. This is known as
Paschen law [136]. Typically, the gas pressure environment in the needle region is so low
that field emission from the needle will result prior to gas breakdown. The gas
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environments at other regions of the electron beam management device are sufficient that
Paschen breakdown effects are favored in comparison with field emission effects. One
must design the electron beam management device with proper loading effects such that
there is sufficient charge build-up at the needle for self-field emission to occur prior to
exceeding the Paschen breakdown voltages at any other point along the device.
Feedthrough
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Figure 5.6 Cup-rod-needle structure with magnetron connected to the NEPP machine. A
cross section view of the NEPP machine with the magnetron with lumped circuit
elements is shown in (a). The equivalent circuit for the model in part (a) with field
emission represented by current source symbol is shown in (b). The needle is floating in
this case and the magnetron cathode is connected directly to ground to collect the current
emitted by the needle.
The breakdown between the anode and the partially insulated cup-rod in the
absence of the needle was tested for He at 1-2 Torr and the cup about 1 cm from the
outside wall (wall of the anode copper cap with aperture is 5 mm thick) of the anode cap
yielding a breakdown voltage slightly greater than 450 V. In this test, the needle was
replaced with a wire strap connected directly to ground. This threshold voltage is the
maximum absolute voltage before breakdown results in the cup-rod region of the electron
beam management device. Since the capacitance of the cup and the rod both relative to
the anode are in parallel in Figs. 5.6 a and b the voltage drop may not exceed this
threshold value.
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Figure 5.7 Paschen curve for different gases relates the breakdown voltage to the product
of the pressure and the distance of separation between two parallel plates based on
Townsend expressions for breakdown at low pressures [137].

The breakdown starts at the cup because the pressure times the distance is in the
order of 2 Torr-cm which corresponds to a breakdown voltage of 150 V, as shown in
Figure 5.7 for He gas. This voltage is the minimum value for breakdown between a
parallel plate structure when He is used as a filling gas. This value is a worst scenario for
the breakdown voltage between the rod-cup device and the anode wall. The discrepancy
in breakdown voltage between the measured value and the calculated value lies in the fact
that the Paschen breakdown curves were developed for the parallel plate case, while the
anode and cup-rod device have cylindrical structure. Also, the value estimated from
Paschen curve is a minimum value; however the breakdown voltage can be higher.
Voltages at different nodes in Figure 5.6b, are shown in Figs. 5.8a-e based on PSpice
simulations. The voltage at Point 1, Point 2, Point 3, and Point 4 relative to ground are
respectively the voltage drops across the capacitor bank (Figure 5.8a), across the anode
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(Figure 5.8b), across the needle (Figure 5.8c) and across the magnetron cathode (Figure
5.8d). The voltage difference between Point 2 relative to Point 3 is the voltage drop
between the anode and the cup which is equivalent to the drop between the anode and the
rod as shown in Figure 5.8e. The needle is floating in this case. The voltage drop across
the cup-rod structure is approximately 260 V which is less than the measured value
required for breakdown initiation in this region. On the other hand, the voltage drop
between the needle and the magnetron cathode, Figure 5.8c, is almost equal to the
capacitor bank initial voltage. The magnetron is in a very high vacuum (PMag < 10-6
Torr), therefore, the Paschen voltage required for breakdown is extremely large (VB > 1
MV), as anticipated from the Paschen curve. This implies that breakdown mechanism
will most likely be a consequence of field emission or self-field emission.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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(e)
Figure 5.8 PSpice simulation results for the NEPP/Magnetron equivalent circuit shown
in Figure 5.6b. Voltages at different nodes in Figure 5.6b, are shown in here. The voltage
at Point 1, Point 2, Point 3, and Point 4 relative to ground are respectively the voltage
drops across the capacitor bank (a), across the anode (b), across the needle (c) and across
the magnetron cathode (d). The voltage difference between Point 2 relative to Point 3 is
the voltage drop between the anode and the cup which is equivalent to the drop between
the NEPP anode and the rod as shown in (e).
The electron beam management device was tested with the needle present for selffield emission purposes supplying charge to a different gas environment. The cathode of
the magnetron is connected to ground using 10 AWG copper wire (Diameter = 2.59 mm,
length = 1.5 m) via feedthrough. Near the end of the wire on the ground side, a four-turn
loop is made to concentrate the magnetic field inside for current measurements using the
EM-dot. An external Rogowski coil with a sensitivity S  1.48  106 A V  s is also used
to measure the same current, as shown in Figure 5.9. The NEPP filling gas is He at 2
Torr, the capacitor bank charging voltage is 17 kV and the distance between the anode
hole and the entrance of the cup is 11 cm. Other dimensions of the machine are provided
in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9 Cup-rod-needle structure connected to the NEPP and the Magnetron. EM-dot
inserted inside a four-turn loop and an external Rogowski coil are used to monitor the
current captured by the magnetron cathode.
The NEPP Rogowski coil signal, the EM-dot signal in B-dot mode, and an
external Rogowski coil signal are shown in Figure 5.10. The EM-dot was able to detect
and respond to the presence of the pinch. The signal-to-noise level of the signal signature
generated by the external Rogowski coil is slightly greater than one when detecting the
presence of the pinch. The response time of the coil appears to be too slow for
meaningful detection. This justifies that the EM-dot is more suitable to measure fast
signals especially if the signal has higher frequency components to be resolved.
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Figure 5.10 NEPP signal as measured using the machine built-in Rogowski coil, the
magnetron signal as measured using the EM-dot signal, and the magnetron signal as
measured using the external Rogowski coil are shown in (a) for a distance of separation =
11 cm between the cup and the anode flat end. A comparison between signals measured
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for the cup current for two distances of separation between the cup and the anode flat cap
of 1 cm and 11 cm is shown in (b).

From Figure 5.10, the EM-dot signal in B-dot mode and consequently the
magnetron current is zero prior to the pinch. The oscilloscope waveform prior to the
pinch has a wide trace around the zero line due to internal noise in the oscilloscope since
the wide bandwidth oscilloscope is set to its maximum sampling rate at 10.0 GS/s. The
spectrum of the EM-dot is shown in Figure 5.11.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.11 NEPP signal spectrum (FFT). The signal is frequency rich up to ~100 MHz,
as shown in (a). The spikes in the GHz range are due to the oscilloscope internal noise.
The actual measured signal spectrum lies within a small band up to ~100 MHz as shown
in (b) from DC-300 MHz.

From Figure 5.11a, the EM-dot spectrum is frequency rich up to ~100 MHz. The
spikes that occur at DC, 1.25 GHz, 2.5 GHz, 3.75 GHz, and 5 GHz are due to the internal
noise of the oscilloscope. Figure 5.11b shows the details of the signal seen by the EMdot. The spectrum shows strong frequency component at 22.5 MHz. There are also
smaller peaks at 45 MHz and 95 MHz. The DC component is due to the scope internal
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noise. The undesired scope noise degrades the signal and causes false interpretation to the
data. For example, the current is evaluated by integrating the signal measured by the EMdot, shown in Figure 5.10. If scope DC noise signal is not removed, the current will have
a ramp-like nature which is not actually measured such as in the sections of the signal
(noise regions) where there is no field stimulus. Therefore, one has to remove as much of
the noise as possible before manipulating the measured data. One way to do that is by
using an appropriate filtering technique post acquisition. For example, the EM-dot signal
shown in Figure 5.10 and its spectrum in Figure 5.11, can be cleaned by using a bandpass filter (BPF). The filter has a lower cutoff frequency f L  10 MHz, and an upper
cutoff frequency fU  300 MHz. The signal has smoother characteristics after removing
the higher frequency components of the noise as shown in Figure 5.12a. The collected
current, which is the time integration of the EM-dot signal (Figure 5.12a), is shown in
Figure 5.12b. The current signal does not exhibit a ramp-like signature because the
undesired DC scope noise has been removed. In conclusion, the cup-rod-needle structure
did not breakdown prior to the pinch, and it was able to detect signal at the pinch. The
oscillation in the cup-rod-needle device signal is probably due to the capacitive coupling
effect between the needle and the grounded magnetron cathode. The cup was able to
capture portion of the beam, however the current was not large enough to give rise to
field emission. This can be attributed to the size of the hole at the end of the anode. A
larger hole diameter in the anode will potentially source more electrons to the electron
beam management device potentially allowing for charge build-up and self-field emission
to occur at the needle.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.12 NEPP signal after removing the noise (a) time domain signature showing
smoother signature compared to Figure 5.10, and (b) current collected by the cup.

5.3.2 Grounded Cup-Rod Structure
The electron beam management device can be used as a sensor to directly
measure the electron beam captured by the cup in the anode. The cup is located internal
to the anode about distance of 11 mm from the outside wall of the anode end cap
containing the aperture, and the needle is replaced by a wire strap connected directly to
ground, as shown in Figure 5.13. The sampled pinch current can be directly related to the
pinch current and other pinch parameters, as will be shown later in this chapter.
Dimensions for the experiment setup are provided in Table E.2 in Appendix E.
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Figure 5.13 Cup-rod structure with rod connected directly to ground. EM-dot inserted
inside a four-turn loop and an external Rogowski coil are used to monitor the current
captured by the magnetron cathode.
The NEPP Rogowski coil signal NEPP dI dt  and the signal monitored by the
EM-dot Magnetron B - Dot dI dt  are shown in Figure 5.14a. The EM-dot signal is a
consequence of the current collected by the cup, discharge current associated with
breakdown at any point on the electron beam management device, and displacement
current. For clarity, unless otherwise stated, the rod has been encapsulated in Dielectric
Science HiK high voltage insulation tape minimizing breakdown along the rod and
discharge to the rod proper. Also, the NEPP Rogowski signal and the magnetron EM-dot
signal are inverted upward for convenience. It is observed that the current starts prior to
the pinch as seen in Figure 5.14a. This is a consequence of grounding the electron beam
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management device to the cathode ground. One can vision the anode, cathode, and beam
management device as three infinitely long concentric cylinders with the inner and outer
cylinders grounded and the center cylinder at a high potential. As a result, the potential
drop between the electron beam management device and the anode is equal to the voltage
drop between the anode and cathode. As a result, gas breakdown will result inside of the
anode. In Figure 5.14b, the electron beam management device operation with the high
voltage HiK insulator covering the rod and the cup outer surface versus the operation
with no high voltage insulator added is shown. Both tests provide similar a signal
signature. Note that the loading effect is the same. This loading effect diverts a fraction
of the current that would normally pass through the sheath. The total current measured
by the NEPP Rogowski coil and the total electron beam management device current over
the duration of the experiment based on the data measured in Figure 5.14a is given in
Figure 5.14c. The instantaneous current diverted from the pinch due to the loading
effects of the electron beam management device is presented relative to the total current.
The measured discharge current is about 2% maximum of the total current measured at
the peak.
The EM-dot also displays a sharp deviation in the rate of change of current
collected at the time of the pinch. The pinch duration can be determined from the NEPP
Rogowski coil signal (dI/dt) and the NEPP current signal (I), as shown in Figure 5.14d.
Pinch starts just after the current reaches its peak and the dI/dt starts to rise. Pinch
dynamics involves larger changes to the current due to the change of inductance of the
sheath and generation of a pinch beam. This translates to an intermittent sudden change
on the dI/dt curve. This can be shown in Figure 5.14d. The current varies almost linearly
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within this region and it lasts for about 240 ns. This number is in agreement with pinch
durations for other machines with similar energy and peak current as the UNLV NEPP
[24].
Magnetron
EM-dot
Signal

NEPP
Signal
(a)
EM-dot
Signal with
Insulator

EM-dot Signal
No Insulator

(b)
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Magnetron EM-dot
current

NEPP Rogowski
coil current

(c)
t p  240 ns

NEPP I

(d)

NEPP dI/dt

Figure 5.14 NEPP signal and magnetron signal. Signal measured using the NEPP
Rogowski coil vs. current derivative signal of the charges collected by the cup as
measured using the EM-dot is shown in a) with insulated rod and b) without insulated
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rod. c) Illustrates the current from the time integrated data supplied in (a). In d) the
instantaneous smoothed NEPP Rogowski coil signal ( dI dt ) and the instantaneous NEPP
current are shown during the pinch phase based off of the signal signatures of (a).
To determine where breakdown is occurring in the anode, the cup was removed
and the rod was completely covered with high voltage HiK insulation tape. As observed
in Figure 5.15, initially, breakdown resulted inside the anode as anticipated. The tape
became charged to such a level that space charge effects prevented further significant
charge accumulation on the high voltage dielectric tape in all remaining phases up to and
through the pinch cycle. The EM-dot sensed the initial change in the displacement
current due to the charging effect. Beyond this initial point in time resulting in the build
up of charge, further charging ceased due to space charge effects resulting in a near zero
change in displacement current. Because no further current was measured, this suggests
that the breakdown leading to discharge does not occur at the insulated rod proper. When
the cup is replaced on the insulated rod and the external portion of the cup not facing the
hole in the anode is covered in insulation, the change in current measured in the electron
beam management device deviates significantly over time. This further suggests that
breakdown occurs between the inner surface of the anode and the exposed metal surface
of the cup. In effect, current that would have normally been supplied to the sheath
external to the anode has been partially diverted to the beam management device.
The loading effect of the cup-rod device breakdown current on the machine can
be calculated by comparing the total machine current to the machine current excluding
the cup-rod device current. The NEPP Rogowski coil measures the total current supplied
to the machine including the cup-rod device current because the rod is enclosed within
the Rogowski coil effective area. Therefore, the NEPP Rogowski coil signal shown in
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Figure 5.14a, after integration, represents the total current supplied to the machine. On
the other hand, the Magnetron EM-dot signal shown in Figure 5.14a, after integration,
represents the current collected by the cup-rod device only. Subtracting the magnetron
EM-dot signal from the NEPP Rogowski coil signal yields the signal supplied to the
NEPP machine only. The integration of the NEPP Rogowski coil signal and the
integration of the magnetron EM-dot signal subtracted from the NEPP Rogowski coil
signal are shown in Figure 5.16. In Figure 5.16 the solid line represents the total current
measured by the NEPP Rogowski coil, while the dashed line represents the current
supplied to the NEPP machine after excluding the cup-rod device current from the
measurement. The cup-rod device current loading effect is negligible on the NEPP
machine operation. Cup-rod device signals with and without the HiK high voltage
insulation on the rod and outer surface of the cup are nearly similar.
Reconsider the Paschen curve in Figure 5.7. The distance of separation between
the cup end and anode end, the cylindrical wall of the cup and the inside wall of the
anode, the cylindrical wall of the rod and the inside wall of the anode, and the outside
cylindrical wall of the anode and the inside wall of the cathode are respectively 6 mm, 13
mm, 22 mm, and 27 mm as ascertained from Figs. 5.3 and 5.13. Note that the wall
thickness of the copper cap containing the aperture on the anode is 5 mm thick. For a gas
pressure environment of between 1 and 2 Torr for the parallel plate Paschen curve given
by Figure 5.7, the operating points are about the knee of the curve for He. Noting that the
measured breakdown voltage between the cup and anode is about 450 V with the 6 mm
distance of separation between the cup and anode wall, it stands to reason that the
operating points for the cylindrical geometries may be more towards the left hand side of
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the knee. This would suggest that Paschen breakdown would favor breakdown between
the outside wall of the anode and the inside wall of the cathode over breakdown internal
to the anode. As breakdown between the anode and cathode evolves, the voltage across
the anode and cathode adjusts to a lower but significant value which is the same voltage
drop between the anode and electron beam management device. Based on the burn
signatures on the cup rim of the electron beam management device, it appears that the
discharge area is possibly due to arcing between the anode cap and the cup. Because the
cross sectional area of the arc is substantially smaller than the NEPP plasma sheath cross
sectional area, the resistive loading effect at the discharged arc is higher than at the
sheath. Consequently, more current passes through the plasma sheath relative to the
electron beam management device. This has not been directly measured but appears
reasonable since the cup current of the electron beam management device is about two
orders of magnitude smaller than the sheath current both in the acceleration stage as
deduced from Figs.5.14c .
Magnetron
EM-dot
Signal

NEPP
Signal
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Figure 5.15 NEPP Rogowski coil signal versus the EM-dot sensor signal. The cup is
removed and the rod is completely covered with the HiK high voltage tape. The
displacement current between the anode and the rod starts at firing the machine and goes
to zero after the insulator charged up. The displacement current is insignificant.

Figure 5.16 Loading effect of the cup-rod device current on the NEPP machine current.
Solid line represents the current measured using the NEPP Rogowski coil, while the dash
line represents the NEPP machine current after subtracting the cup-rod device current
measured using the EM-dot.
To verify that the current measured at the pinch is due to fast moving charges and
not due to the breakdown between the anode inner wall and the cup, a thin solid disk (2.2
mm thick) with a diameter slightly less than the anode diameter was used to block the
hole. With the metallic barrier in place, no signal was measured by the electron beam
management device, as shown in Figure 5.17. Therefore, the spike measured at about the
time of the pinch in the absence of the barrier is due to charge captured by the cup
centered about the anode aperture.
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Magnetron
EM-dot
Signal

NEPP
Signal

Figure 5.17 Signal measured using the NEPP Rogowski coil vs. the magnetron EM-dot
signal. The hole at the end of the anode is blocked using a flat copper disk. No beam
current is detected by the cup at the pinch.

During the evolution of the pinch, the electron beam management device supports
two inherent signal characteristics; an undesired discharge current and the sampled pinch
current. The dot signal at the pinch can be extracted from the total current by
interpolating the curve around the pinch and then subtracting the interpolated signal from
the original signal, as shown in Figure 5.18. The instantaneous current collected by the
cup is the time integral of the EM-dot signal in B-dot mode (Figure 5.18) is shown in
Figure 5.19a. The instantaneous time-accumulated charge collected by the cup as
obtained from the integral of the current in Figure 5.18 is shown in Figure 5.19b. These
information are required to estimate the actual pinch current profile by scaling the cup
current to the current at the pinch, as will be shown later in Section 5.3.3.
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Figure 5.18 Adjusted and smoothed EM-dot signal from the EM-dot around the pinch.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.19 Current collected by the cup as measured using the EM-dot is shown in (a).
This curve is basically the time integration of the signal shown in Figure 5.18. The timeaccumulated charge captured by the cup as a function of time which is the time
integration of the current shown in part (a) is shown in (b).
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Ideally, two main currents constitute the NEPP currents in the pinch phase. In
particular, a sheath current exists in the radial compression and stagnation phases at the
end of the anode, and a pinch current resulting from sheath compression and energy
transfer to the neutral gas in the pinch region. The loading effect of the cup-rod beam
management device slightly perturbs the NEPP machine current, as shown in Figure 5.16.
The total current waveform in a plasma focus discharge is usually measured using a
Rogowski coil; however, this measurement does not provide enough information about
the pinch current, as discussed in Section 4.2. The current collected by the cup is a
sample of the pinch current. The ratio of the pinch current to the current collected by the
cup depends on many factors such as the hole size, the distance of separation between the
anode cap and the cup, the electron density at the pinch, and the average velocity of the
electrons impinging on the anode. The average speed of the electron beam is established
using three independent techniques. The first technique is by using the NEPP Rogowski
coil signal to determine the energy delivered to the pinch, and consequently the energy
available to thermalize the gas in the pinch region and create a hot plasma spot. A
relativistic beam expansion code is developed and used to estimate the current that
reaches the cup, as described in Appendix B. This estimated current is then compared to
the measured current using the cup. When both values agree, the code provides a unique
beam initial velocity and a unique charge number at the pinch region. The second
technique to estimate the beam initial velocity is by calculating the energy required by an
electron beam to remove copper atoms from the anode surface by sputtering or
vaporizing processes. The third technique is by using a commercial code developed by S.
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Lee to estimate the plasma temperature at the pinch and consequently the beam initial
velocity. The code is described in detail in Section 4.2 and reference [30, 124, 131].

5.3.2.1 Initial velocity calculation based on the energy available at the pinch
The energy available at the pinch to thermalize the neutral gas in front of the
radial sheath and consequently to create a dense ionized plasma pinch can be estimated
from the energy supplied by the capacitor bank to the sheath. Due to losses in the system,
not all of the energy is transformed into sheath kinetic energy. A number of energy loss
mechanisms exist such as current shedding, heating the electrodes and the sheath,
radiation, energy storage in the magnetic field, and undesired discharge effects between
the grounded beam management device and the anode when the management device is
used as a sensor. A typical current profile as measured by the NEPP Rogowski coil is
shown in Figure 5.20a. The total instantaneous energy, WT  t  , supplied by the capacitor
bank to the NEPP as a function of time can be expressed as
t

t

0

0

WT  t    PT t  dt    iT t VC t  dt 

(5.4)

where PT is the instantaneous power supplied by the capacitor bank, VC is the
instantaneous capacitor bank voltage, iT is the measured instantaneous total current, V0 is
the initial charging voltage, and C0 is the capacitance of the capacitor bank.
From literature, sheath current in a typical dense plasma focus machine is a
fraction of the measured total current. The remainder of the current is a consequence of
discharge effects in the wake of the main sheath and is considered loss. This phenomenon
is known as current shedding [43, 125, 138]. The shedding fact has not been
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characterized for the UNLV NEPP machine, but it will be taken into consideration
throughout the analysis. On the other hand, the instantaneous capacitor bank voltage can
be calculated by knowing the initial charging voltage V0 , capacitance of the capacitor
bank C0 , and the measured total current. The sheath current ish is given in Eq. 5.5a, while
the capacitor voltage is given by Eq. 5.5b as

ish   I iT

(5.5a)

t

1
~ ~
VC t   V0 
iT t d t

C0 0

(5.5b)

where  I is the factor that accounts for the current shedding. This factor falls
between 0   I  1 . When  I  0 a plasma sheath has not formed yielding a zero sheath
current while  I  1 implies that all the current supplied by the capacitor bank passes
through the sheath. The sheath and the current shedding discharge phenomena can be
treated as two loads connected in parallel with the capacitor bank. Therefore, the energy
transferred to the system leading to evolution of pinch, Wsys (t ) , can be calculated by
substituting from Eq. 5.5a,b in Eq. 5.4 as
t


1

Wsys  t    Psh t  dt    ish t VC t  dt    I  iT t V0 
iT ~
t d~
t  dt  

C0 0
0
0
0


 I WT t 
t

t

t

(5.6)

where WT is the total instantaneous energy supplied by the capacitor bank.
The instantaneous capacitor bank voltage based on Eq. 5.5b is shown in Figure
5.20b. This voltage drops from the initial voltage of 17 kV to about 6 kV at the onset of
the compression phase around t p  3.75 s . Finally, the instantaneous accumulated
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energy supplied by the capacitor bank to the plasma load as given by Eq. 5.6 is shown in
Figure 5.20c. This energy ranges between 9300 J to 9900 J during the pinch.

(a)

(b)
End Point (tp)

Start Point (t0)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.20 NEPP instantaneous parameters. Total current as measured using the NEPP
Rogowski coil is shown in (a), while the capacitor bank voltage as given by Eq. 5.5b is
shown in (b). The energy supplied by the capacitor bank to the plasma load as a function
of time is shown in (c). The dashed parabolic curve in (d) is a curve fitting for the
rundown phase only, as indicated by the start point and the end point.
The total energy supplied to the sheath can be partitioned as mechanical energy of
sheath inertia, thermal energy loss due to electrode heating, energy loss due to radiation,
and energy stored in the electromagnetic field. The energy stored in the magnetic field
can be calculated by assuming that the sheath moves with an average velocity in the
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longitudinal direction, as discussed in Section 5.2, therefore the inductance increases
linearly with time. During the rundown phase prior to the pinch, the NEPP current can be
approximated by a parabolic curve as represented by the dashed line in Figure 5.20d. The
equation of the parabola that fits the current during the rundown phase can be expressed
as

 I peak 

2I peak
2
t  t 0 ,
ish  t    I iT t    I   2 t  t 0  
t
 t 


t0  t  t p

(5.7)

where I peak  4.85 105 A is the peak current at the pinch, t  2 μs is the time from the
initial breakdown (referred to as t 0 in Figure 5.20d) to the pinch (referred to as t p in
Figure 5.20d). The sheath is assumed to be moving with a constant velocity in the
rundown phase, therefore the inductance, L, formed by the anode, the cathode, and the
sheath increases linearly as

L t  

0
l
ln b a  t  t 0 
2
t

(5.8)

where  0 is the free space permeability, a = 3.7 cm is the radius of the anode, b = 6.4 cm
is the radius of the cathode, l = 0.18 cm is the length of the anode where the rundown
phase takes place. The induced voltage due to the increasing inductance, given by Eq.
5.8, is

Vsh t  

d
Lt ish t    0 lnb a  l d t  t 0 ish t 
dt
2
t dt

(5.9)

The energy stored in the magnetic field can be evaluated using Eq. 5.7 and Eq. 5.9 as
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t

t

WM  t    PM t  dt    i sh t Vsh t  dt  
t0

t0

0
l
d
ln b a   i sh t  t   t 0 i sh t dt  
2
t t
dt 
t

(5.10)

0

t
0
l 2
d
ln b a   I  iT t  t   t 0 iT t dt 
2
t t
dt 
0

where PM is the instantaneous magnetic power. The integral in Eq. 5.10 can be evaluated
at the pinch moment t p , and recalling that t p  t 0  t  2 s . The energy stored in the
magnetic field at time t p is
tp

WM  t p    PM t  dt    i sh t Vsh t  dt  
t

t0

t0

0
l
d
ln b a   I2  iT t  t   t 0 iT t dt  
2
t t
dt 
tp

(5.11)

0

23 0
2
ln b a l  I2 I peak
60

Evaluating the energy in Eq. 5.11 yields

WM  3.558 103  I2 J

(5.12)

For simplicity, the mechanical energy stored in moving sheath is calculated
assuming that the instantaneous time-varying velocity is treated as a constant making use
of the average velocity during the acceleration phase and the mass increases linearly with
time as
t

WMech  t    v sh t 
0

t

d
msh t vsh t dt   vsh2  d  M  0 A zt dt  
dt 
dt 
0

 M vsh2  0 A zt    M vsh2  0 A l   M vsh2 M sh

J

(5.13)

where msh is the instantaneous mass accumulated during the run down phase,  M is a
factor accounting for sheath mass losses during the rundown phase. Similar to current
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shedding, mass shedding is a number ranges between 0   M  1 , when  M  0 the
plasma sheath has lost all its mass and consequently no sheath, while  M  1 implies that
all molecules in front of the sheath have been accumulated. vsh is the sheath velocity in
the longitudinal direction and it is assumed to be constant,  0 is the ambient gas density
inside the chamber, A is the annular disk area between the anode and the cathode, z t  is
the longitudinal distance along the anode, l is the length of the anode, and M sh is the total
accumulated mass in the sheath at the end of the axial rundown phase prior to the pinch
assuming no mass shedding. This mass, M sh , is basically the total mass of the molecules
between anode, cathode, along the anode length l. Mass loss in the run-down phase can
be attributed to a number of factors including the canted nature of the sheath, therefore
not all molecules in front of the sheath are collected, some escape through the cathode
cage since it is made of thin bars.
The average sheath velocity is estimated as vsh  l t  9 10 4 m s , where

l  0.18 m is the length of the anode from the glass insulator to the flat end, and

t  2 106 s is the time from the breakdown phase until the end of the run-down phase.
The accumulated sheath mass at the end of the axial phase without mass shedding can be
calculated from the ideal gas law as M sh 

PV
M mol  4.95 10 7 kg , where P is the
RIG T

ambient pressure inside the chamber ( P  1.5 Torr  200 Pascal ), V  0.0015 m3 is the
volume between the anode and the cathode, RIG  8.314 J mol  K is the ideal gas
constant, T  300  K is the ambient temperature, and M mol  4.003 g mol is the molar
mass for He. Substituting those values in Eq. 5.13, one gets
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J

WMech  4.01103  M

(5.14)

Bremsstrahlung radiation is a source of loss. The energy radiated is determined
from a classical, non-relativistic, binary collision between a free electron and a free
stationary ion in the laboratory frame of reference with origin fixed at the ion. The
estimated electron velocity is ve  1.65 108 m s , as will be shown later in section
5.3.2.2, yielding a gamma factor   1.2 , implying the electron is weakly relativistic.
Therefore, a classical non-relativistic approximation is reasonable to estimate the energy
radiated through a Bremsstrahlung interaction in the pinch plasma gas. Therefore, a
classical, non-relativistic Larmor formula [139] expressed in terms of the energy radiated
in the MKS system as given by

Wrad 

e2
6  0 c

3

~ ~
 r t d t J
2
ei

(5.15)

where c is the speed of light,  0 is the free space permittivity, rei t  is the position of the
electron relative to the ion, and e is the charge of the electron. The radiation is based on
dipole radiation in the electron-ion collision process, the acceleration of the electron due
to the presence of the ion as dictated by Coulomb’s law is


rei2 t  



e2 Zi
1
m s2
2
4   0 me rei t 



(5.16)

where Z i is the atomic number and it is equal 2 for He, and me is the mass of the
electron. It is well known in binary collision theory between an electron passing a fixed
ion that the electron trajectory is governed by [140]

~
1 cos  t  

P02
rei t  P1
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(5.17a)

P 
 1   0 
 P1 
P1 

mr 

2

(5.17b)

e2 Zi
4   0 mr v 2

(5.17c)

me mi
m
me  mi  e

(5.17d)

~
where  t  is the angle from the apse line to a line connecting the origin to the
electron,  is the eccentricity of the trajectory described by a polar equation of a conic
with the origin at the ion being the focus, v is the charge velocity, m r is the reduced mass,
and mi is the mass of the ion. The rate of change in the angle from the apse line,

~
d t  dt , is [140]
~
P
d t 
 20 g
dt
rei t 

(5.18)

Define a change of variable given by

dt 

rei2 t  ~
d t 
P0 g

(5.19)

Using Larmor’s formula expressed in terms of the energy radiated, Eq. 5.15, applying the
change in variables, Eq. 5.19, in conjunction with Eq. 5.17a and Eq. 5.17c yields

Wrad 





tan 0 

P0
P1



5 v 5 me
tan 0 5    0  3  tan 2  0  3 tan 0
3
3Z i c



[J]

(5.20a)

(5.20b)

Let the lower value of the impact parameter P0 equals the Debye length, i.e.

P0  D   0 k BTe n e 2 where k B is the Boltzmann constant, Te is the temperature, and
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n is the electron or ion charge density at the pinch. Individually, the estimated number of
electrons and ions in the pinch is N  1.13 1017 as will be shown in Section 5.3.3. The
pinch radius is rp  0.0125 m, as shown later in this section. The pinch height is
undetermined and is anticipated to be between l p  0.01 m and l p  0.2 m . Other’s tend
to suggest that the pinch height is typically equal 0.8a, where a is the anode radius [7].
The length l p  0.2 m is approximately the distance between the anode the chamber wall.
Pinch temperature Te ~ 100 keV is associated with an electron speed ve  1.65 108 m s
required to remove surface copper atoms from the anode, as discussed in section 5.3.2.2.
The upper value of the impact parameter P0 can be taken as the pinch radius. The
estimated energy loss due to Bremsstrahlung radiation from free-free collisions is


WBrm  N e N i  Wrad

1  tan 1  D
 P1

2
1
  Ne Ni
Wrad sin   d ,
cos 2   cos1  1

r 

,  2  tan 1  p 

 P1 

(5.21)

Substituting numbers in Eq. 5.21, one obtains 0.0037  WBrm  0.33 J corresponds to

0.2  l p  0.01 m .
Another way to calculate the Bremsstrahlung losses is using the power density PB ,
and consequently the energy based on the temperature of the plasma expressed as [141]





PB  1.69110 38 Z i2 ni ne Te eV

12

WBrm  PB  V p  t p [J]
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[W/m3]

(5.22a)
(5.22b)

where ni ion number density at the pinch, ne electron number density at the pinch,

t p  240 10 9 s is the pinch duration, and Vp   rp2 l p is the pinch volume. Substituting
numbers in Eq. 5.22, yields 6.7 10 4  EBrm  0.0134 J for 0.2  l p  0.01 m .
Another source of loss is the heating of the plasma gas. This loss is expressed as

Pth 

N th 3 2 kT
t

W

(5.23)

As a crude estimate to this loss, the number of charges in the pinch is
approximately N th  N pinch  1.13 1017 , as will be shown later in this chapter. The
temperature T is the sheath temperature expressed in Kelvins and it is related to the

 

temperature in eV as: T  K 

eT eV
, where k B is the Boltzmann constant. Typical
kB

value of the sheath temperature is usually a few tens of eV. As a worst case estimate, let’s
assume T  1 keV . Therefore, the energy loss due to heating of the plasma gas is

Wth  Pth t p  3 2 N pinch e T eV  24 J

(5.24)

Another source of loss is the Joule heating loss to the electrodes. As a crude
estimate, the current is assumed to be constant and equals the maximum peak value of

I  I peak  4.85 105 A , as shown in Figure 5.20a. The electrode resistance can be
calculated by observing that the current travels all the way down the anode and then on
the other way down the cathode as the return path. This distance is twice the anode length
and consequently the resistance is twice the resistance of one electrode. The cathode
consists of thin (6.4 mm in diameter) copper rods, therefore it results for higher resistance
than the anode. The resistance of the cathode rods can be taken as the worst case
resistance of the anode-cathode structure. The resistance can be estimated as
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Rcu 

l
1
 1.04  10 5 Ω . Here, l  0.32 m is the current path length which
 cu Arod nrod

equals twice the anode length,  cu  5.96 107 Ω 1m 1 is the copper electrical
conductivity, Arod   rr2  3.22 10 5 m3 is the rod cross-sectional area, where

rr  3.2 10 3 m is the rod radius, and nrod  16 is the total number of rods. The energy
loss due to electrode heating is

WI 2 R  I 2 Rcu t  4.9 J

(5.25)

Other sources of loss such as the small energy loss due to the breakdown between
the anode and the beam management device (Figure 5.16), ionization loss of the plasma
and recombination gain, metastable de-excitation gain, and Bremsstrahlung losses due to
collisions with the electrode may be accounted for symbolically in Wk . The total
estimated energy required by the system leading to and through the pinch process is

W  WM  Wmech  WBrm  Wth  WI 2 R  Wk 
3.558  10 3  I2  4.01 10 3  M  0.33  24  4.9  Wk 

3.558 10 
3

2
I

 4.01  10 3  M  29.23  Wk

(5.26)

 J

The energy supplied to the system leading to the evolution of the pinch is given by Eq.
5.6. From the energy conservation principle, the energy supplied to the system should
equal the total energy absorbed by the system in Eq. 5.26. In other words

W  Wsys

(5.27)

Upon substituting from Eq. 5.6 and Eq. 5.26 in Eq. 5.27 and rearranging, the
unaccountable energy losses may be expressed as





Wk   I WT t p   3.558 103  I2  4.01103  M  29.23
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(5.28)

The instantaneous total energy WT t p  supplied by the capacitor bank at the pinch
moment t  t p can be found from Figure 5.20c and it ranges from 9300 J to 9900 J
during the pinch. Equation 5.28 can be investigated further to get an idea how the other
source of losses change with the current shedding and mass shedding factors. First from
Eq. 5.28, one notices that there is no local minimum or maximum for Wk as  M varies.
On the other hand, the maximum value for Wk when  I varies occurs when

Wk  I  WT t p   7.116 103  I  0 , or equivalently  I  WT t p  6.188 103 . Since
9.3  103  WT t p   9.9  103 during the pinch, that gives a number greater than 1 for  I ,
which is invalid since  I is a fraction of the total current and has to be less than or equal
to 1. Therefore, Eq. 5.28 does not have a local maximum (minimum). In other words, the
maximum (minimum) occurs at the boundaries specified by a space in  I and  M , this is
shown in Figure 5.21a. Also, from Eq. 5.28 it is obvious that not all values of  I and  M
are valid inside the region 0   I  1 and 0   M  1 , otherwise energy would be
negative which is invalid. The valid values for  I and  M are when Wx  0 , this region
is the shaded area shown in Figure 5.21b.
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Figure 5.21 Parameter space for energy losses. Energy losses when the current shedding
varies as 0   I  1 and mass shedding as 0   M  1 is shown in (a), and the shaded area in
(b) is the valid region for the parameter space for a positive energy losses.
In literature, current shedding is measured for various types of plasma focus
machines, and it is typically 25% to 35% of the total current [43, 125, 138]. Current
shedding was not measured in the UNLV NEPP device. For practical considerations, it is
anticipated that30% of the total current  I  0.7 is shedded. From Figure5.21b, the mass
shedding can be any value from 0 to 1, however from literature, mass shedding is usually
neglected because it does not have significant impact on the pinch dynamics.
The energy responsible for compressing and thermalizing the neutral gas through
collision effects in the pinch region is a consequence of the mechanical energy stored in
the sheath (inertial energy) plus the energy associated with the magnetic force resulting
from sheath currents and the sheath generated magnetic field. The sudden change in
momentum is transferred to energy consumed to compress and thermalize the neutral,
unschocked gas in the path of the sheath.
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In the pinch, the compressed (dense) gas has the potential to ionize and
thermalize. As a crude estimation of the energy required to fully ionize the He inside the
chamber, assume that the entire ensemble of gas molecules inside the chamber is allowed
to ionize. The gas available inside the chamber at ambient temperature T  300  K is

M Total  PVChamber RIG T  2.06 10 4 mole. The first ionization energy for helium is

EHe
 2.37 106 J mole , therefore, the energy required to fully ionize the gas is

M Total  EHe
 488 J . This energy is almost one order of magnitude less than the

mechanical energy carried out by the sheath. Therefore, fully ionized plasma pinch
approximation is plausible. Second, the ionization of He may be also possible since the

6
energy required to produce He++ from He+ is EHe
  5.25  10 J mole , therefore, the




6
total energy for second ionization per mole is EHe
 EHe
 EHe
  7.63  10 J mole . The

energy required to ionize the available He atoms inside the chamber

is M Total  EHe
 1.572 103 J . This energy is still within the energy range stored in the

fast moving sheath prior to the radial phase. This argument only considers the capability
for the sheath to ionize all of the gas molecules in the machine. The energy needed to
thermalize the gas is examined in Section 5.3.3 and 5.3.4.
From the conservation of momentum and energy, the energy per electron should
equal the energy per ion. This also comes from the assumption that electrons and ions are
in thermal equilibrium, i.e. Te  Ti . The electrons are anticipated to be relativistic;
however this is not the case for the ions since they are much heavier than electrons.
Consequently
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(5.29)

At the pinch, the energy can be approximated as



1
E pinch  N pinch E e  Ei   2 N pinch E e  2 N pinch 
 1me c 2  W
 1  v c 2

e



(5.30)

where W is the energy available at the pinch from the sheath. The electrons initial
velocity at the pinch is unknown and the total number of electrons N pinch is unknown, but
they are related to the energy supplied. One can use the developed MATLAB localized
relativistic beam code that relates the electron current at the cup to the localized electron
beam (localized current) in the pinch near the aperture by varying the electron number (or
beam energy) and the electron velocity in an iterative fashion until the predicted cup
current and collected cup charge agrees with experimental measurement (Appendix B).
The parameters of the code are varied until it gives the same current and charge collected
by the cup. The electron beam velocity from the code is ve  1.24  108 m/s . Electrons
available at the pinch are assumed to have Gaussian distribution.
The charge number density at the pinch can be determined by knowing the pinch
dimensions and the total number of charge available at the pinch estimated from the
measured current using the cup-rod structure. One way to determine the pinch radius is
by looking at the anode flat end. When the sheath reaches the end of the anode and starts
to collapse radially inward collecting and squeezing unperturbed gas on its way to the
center of the electrode. The sheath reaches the point where it cannot squeeze the gas
anymore and stagnates for tens of nanoseconds while thermalization is taking place. The
energy carried by the fast moving sheath is enough to fully ionize the initially
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unperturbed gas breaking it down into electrons and ions, as shown earlier. The energetic
electrons and to a lesser extent ions are attracted to the anode, and consequently have the
tendency to remove surface copper atoms from the anode surface. Removing surface
copper atom can be due to melting and vaporizing copper atoms or due to electron beam
sputtering, as will be discussed latter in Section 5.3.2.2. The process of removing surface
copper atoms by a fast electron beam possibly with ions leaves behind a polished, shiny
copper region. Those two regions can be easily identified by looking at the end of the
anode surface, as shown in Figure 5.22. From the figure, one can see clearly the pinch
region enclosed within the white circle. The measured pinch diameter is Dp  25.05 mm .
The dark region exterior to the white circle is due to the sheath. It is not clear but the thin
dark region encircling the pinch region and dark regions on the anode stalk may be due to
copper (II) oxide or cupric oxide (CuO) film growth on the copper surface due to ionized
oxygen atoms. Copper (II) oxide or cupric oxide is black in color. The NEPP chamber is
usually pumped down to 10-6 Torr before every shot, a vacuum level that is good enough
to clean the chamber from contamination before a new shot but not high enough to
remove all molecules such as oxygen and carbon dioxide. It is hypothesized that during
the rundown phase, the sheath is fast enough to collect the majority of the gas molecules
in front of it including carbon dioxide. During the radial collapse, the energy is strong
enough to decompose oxygen and carbon dioxide molecules and carry ionized oxygen
toward the anode. The ionized oxygen combines with copper to form CuO, which is a
black in color. This same process potentially occurs in the pinch region as well. There is
a difference. The anode is exposed to the pinch region for about 10% of the time total
dense plasma focus event duration. This implies the contaminants, that collect over the
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anode surface initially, are continuously being bombarded by He ions and electrons
causing the anode surface to increase in temperature leading to vaporization (sublimation
and/or evaporation) or to sputter resulting in the removal of the same contaminants over
time. It is possible that the He ions chemically react with the anode surface to terminate
loose or dangling copper bonds. The sheath on the other hand is not exposed to any one
section of the anode as long. Consequently, it is anticipated that the local anode
temperature is not as high as that in the pinch region. This in turn does not allow the
same type of self cleaning process to occur as observed in the pinch region. Therefore,
anode stalk attains a black-like color while the region on the anode cap exposed to the
pinch attains a copper metal luster.

Dh  5 mm

Dp  25.05 mm

Figure 5.22 Picture of the end of the anode showing the hole, the typical polished region
enclosed by the white circle, and the dark region due to sheath stagnation exterior to the
white circle. The polished region is almost circular in shape and off-centered from the
anode center line.
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The sheath thickness can be estimated by measuring the thickness of the dark
region, as shown in Figure 5.23. The average thickness of the sheath is 1.45 mm, which is
close to values measured in different plasma focus machines [48].

Tsh  1.45 mm

Figure 5.23 Picture of the end of the anode showing the hole, the typical polished region,
and the dark region due to sheath stagnation. The thickness of the dark region is
approximately 1.45mm.

The sheath thickness, scl , at the pinch can be calculated from the collisionless
skin depth expression based on the magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) assumptions [4]

scl  c  p 

c  0 me
e
n

(5.31)

where c is the speed of light, e is the electron charge,  0 is the permittivity of the free
space, me is the mass of the electron, and n is the number density inside the sheath. If the
sheath thickness is estimated to be 1.45 mm, therefore, based on Eq. 5.31, the sheath
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density is n  1.35 1019 m 3 . There appears to be no information in literature to
substantiate this value.

5.3.2.2 Initial velocity calculation based on the energy required to remove surface
copper atoms
The lustrous region at the end of the anode flat surface, as shown in Figure 5.23,
is due to removing surface copper atoms by energetic electrons and, possibly to a lesser
extent, energetic ions. Copper atoms that leave the anode surface travel toward and
collect on the chamber wall opposite to the surface of the anode end forming a thin layer
of copper. This observation can be used as a guide to estimate the electron beam energy
at the pinch. The electron energy can couple and break copper bonds by changing state
as in the case of vaporizing or by knocking out copper atoms from the surface as in the
case of sputtering. Sputtering could be due to energetic electrons [142] and ions.
Sputtering can be described qualitatively as follows: atoms at the surface of a crystal have
electronic bonds with other atoms and consequently they exhibit energy. This energy is
called Surface Binding Energy Esurf [143]. The surface binding energy is less than the
energy that bonds atoms inside the crystal since surface atoms have fewer bonds or if you
like dangling bonds. To remove a copper atom from the surface, enough energy is
required to break the electronic bonds. The minimum energy required to remove a surface
copper atom from its lattice site has to equal Esurf . This energy is approximately equals
3.52 eV for copper [144]. When electrons are used as the means to initiate the sputtering
process, it is commonly denoted as electronic sputtering. Typically, sputtering is a
collision process between an incident ion with a target atom to generate a sputtered atom.
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As a fair estimate, the sputter yield and the nuclear stopping power which statistically
characterizes the sputter event is dependent on the energy transfer function;

4mi mt mi  mt  where mi and mt are respectively the incident particle mass and the
2

target particle mass. When collisions occur between particles of nearly the same mass
(e.g., incident ion-target atom interaction) the energy transfer function is nearly one and
is large relative to when the mass differential is large (e.g., incident electron-target atom
interaction). Typically, sputtering is a near surface interaction effect.
In an electronic sputtering, when an electron hits a solid material, it transfers
energy to the atoms. The governing equations for this process assuming elastic scattering
are [142]

ESB    E sin 2  2



E  E0 1.02  E0 106

(5.32a)

 465.7 A

(5.32b)

where E is the energy transferred or effective energy transferred from the electron to a
single atom (eV) taking into consideration the effect of the angle of deflection,  is the
deflection angle of the electron beam after scattering, A is the atomic mass number, E0 is
the incident electron energy (eV), and ESB   is the surface binding energy required to be
transferred to the atom when undergoing a deflection angle  .
Consider the minimum electron energy to sputter an atom. Based on Eq. 5.32a,
the minimum electron energy results for head on collision implying an elastic deflection
angle of   180  . The surface binding energy and the atomic mass number for copper





are ESBEC  3.52 eV and A  63.546 respectively. Therefore, ESB   180o 

ESBEC  3.52 eV  E . Substituting in Eq. (5.32b) yields E0  93.6 keV . Now consider
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the collision process at the angle where the energy transfer to the single atom is the
average energy. The energy transferred to the atom averaged over solid angle is

ESB  E 4 as obtained from Eq. 5.32a. The average energy transfer occurs at a
deflection angle of 60o. One must now reweight the energy requirement transferred at the
atom to take into account a deflection angle of 60o. If the electron is required to deliver
3.52 eV to the atom which occurs at the deflection angle of maximum energy transfer

  180 o implying ESB   180o   ESBEC  E then the requirement of the surface
binding energy must increase at other deflection angles to take into consideration that less





energy is transferred upon interaction. Therefore, ESB  ESB   60o  ESBEC  0.25E
implying that the effective energy transfer needed to account for a 60o angle of deflection
is E  4ESBEC  14.08 eV . Therefore, upon substituting in Eq. 5.32b, the required
electron energy is E0  312.6 keV . This energy approaches the rest energy of the
electron implying that the electron (0.511 MeV) is weakly relativistic. Consequently, one
has to use the relativistically correct expression for kinetic energy to calculate the
electron velocity (Appendix B)



1

 1me c 2  E0


2
 1  ve c 


(5.33)

This yields ve  1.6 108 m/s for the head on collision case.
Another mechanism that can be responsible for removing copper atoms from the
anode surface is vaporizing. Vaporizing copper atoms takes place in three sequential
phases. First, the electron beam raises the temperature of the copper region until it
reaches the melting point. Second, more energy is supplied to change copper state from
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solid to liquid, known as the latent heat of fusion. Third, extra energy is supplied to
vaporize copper atom. The energy required to vaporize copper atoms can be calculated
from different heat required to change state per mole. Assume that the copper is initially





at room temperature 298  K , therefore the energy required to raise copper temperature





to the melting point melt 1357  K is





 

E1  mmol c T  63.55 g mole 0.385 J g  K  1059  K 
2.591 104 J mole

(5.34)

where mmol is the molar mass of copper,  c is the copper specific heat, and T is the
temperature difference. The latent heat of fusion for copper is

E2  1.303  104 J mole

(5.35)

The heat required to vaporize copper from liquid state to vapor state is

E3  3105 J mole

(5.36)

Therefore, the energy required to vaporize single copper atom is the sum of the three
energies divided by Avogadro number Av. This can be expressed as

Ecu 

E1  E2  E3 3.3894 105

 5.628 1019 J  3.518 eV
23
Av
6.022 10

(5.37)

The energy in Eq. 5.37 is very close to the surface binding energy for copper. This tells
us that removing surface copper atom can be due to sputtering, vaporization, or both.
Figure 5.24 displays the anode surface that has been conditioned by the plasma
pinch and sheath resulting in the removal of copper atoms after various shots. The anode
cap is sanded with fine silicon carbide sandpaper 600 grit (Average particle diameter =
25.8 µm) to remove all residual indications of a shot, cleaned with rubbing alcohol (ethyl
alcohol 200 proof) and a soft cloth to remove all grit particulates, and then installed in the
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machine. After a few shots (5-10 shots) the chamber cover is removed, pictures taken,
and the copper cap is cleaned again to be ready for the new set of shots. From the
pictures, one observes a granule-like surface within the pinch region. This phenomenon
is due to either sputtering of copper atoms from the surface due to the energetic electron
beam or due to vaporizing surface copper atoms, or both, as discussed earlier. One also
notices this effect at the hole walls inside the anode. This is due to electron beam
spreading once it enters the hole.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 5.24 (a) Hollow anode and squirrel cage cathode, (b) close up view of the picture
in part (a) showing the cleaning and etching process over tens of shots, (c) shot with
unstable pinch but electrons are energetic enough to clean the center area of the cap, (d)
unstable pinch, the fine dark region around the shiny area at the center is believed to be
due to sheath stagnation at the pinch, (e) hole diameter is 5 mm, and (f) hole inside wall
is shiny due to bombardment of energetic electrons at the pinch.
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5.3.2.3 Initial velocity calculation based on the slug model
A model code has been developed by S. Lee to simulate different phases of the
plasma focus operation [30]. The code computes a current waveform using four model
parameters. The parameters are changed until the computed waveform fits to the total
current waveform measured with the machine’s Rogowski coil [30]. The code utilizes the
snowplow model to characterize the sheath in the axial phase, and the slug model is used
to characterize the radial compression phase, as discussed in section 4.2. The code
incorporates different mechanisms at the pinch phase, such as radiative loss, and plasma
self-absorption [30, 31]. Upon entering the machine parameters in the code, such as gas
type, pressure, charging voltage, capacitance, inductance, electrode geometry, the code
gives information about axial and radial speeds, tube voltage, and plasma temperature. In
this section, the code is used to estimate the plasma temperature at the pinch. The code
parameters are changed until a best fit is attained, as shown in Figure 5.25.

Fitted curve using
Lee’s model

NEPP measured
current

Figure 5.25 Fitted curve to the measured NEPP current using Lee’s model [30, 31].
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The code parameters that give best fit for the test case considered are L0  34 nH,

C0  77  F, a  3.7 cm, b  6.4 cm, z0  17 cm, r0  11m, P0  1.8 Torr,
f m  0.093,

f c  0.55, f mr  0.002,

f cr  0.65, where L0 is the external stray

inductance, C0 is the capacitance of the capacitor bank, a, b, z 0 are the anode radius,
cathode radius and anode length respectively, r0 is the external resistance, P0 is the initial
fill pressure, f m and f c are factors that account for the mass shedding and current
shedding due to all physical and machine processes in the axial phase and, likewise, f mr
and f cr for the radial phase.
From the code, the average plasma temperature at the pinch is Tp  3.45 108  K .
It is assumed that the temperature of the pinch is the temperature of the electron specie.
Therefore, for a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, the average thermal electron speed
maybe be calculated from averaging over all thermal energies taking the square root of
the average of the speed squared [145]. Therefore, the root mean square speed is given by

vrms  ve2

12



3kT
 1.25 108 m s .
me

The averaged electron speed can be calculated assuming Maxwellian distribution of
speeds to yield [145]

vave  ve 

8kT
 1.155  108 m s .
 me

Relative to the root mean squared speed, the average thermal speed is about 8% smaller
in value. Consequently, the root mean square speed is used in calculating the speed of
the gas with an understanding that the average speed may be about 8% smaller.
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5.3.3 Pinch Current Calculations
The three different techniques for estimating the electron initial velocity discussed
in the previous subsections show good agreement in estimating the electron beam initial
velocity. Electron average energy is 50.3 keV, based on the relativistic beam expansion
MATLAB code (Appendix B). The other two techniques, namely the copper surface
polishing (Section 5.3.2.2) and Lee’s code (Section 5.3.2.3) give similar electron
velocities. Electrons generated at the pinch with relativistic velocities have been reported
[8]. Electron energies generated at the pinch of several hundreds keV have been reported
as well for plasma focus machines with similar energies to the UNLV NEPP machine
[58, 60, 108]. Therefore, the estimated initial velocity using the three different methods
can be used as an input parameter to the beam expansion code written in MATLAB
(Appendix B) to calculate the number of electrons available at the pinch. With uniformity
along the pinch axes, the following two charge distributions in the pinch region are
assumed: a cylindrical Gaussian distribution profile and a cylindrical uniform distribution
profile. In general, fluid characteristics can be described mathematically using a

 
distribution function in phase space, f  r , v , t  , for the  species, and it has units s3/m6.
The distribution function can be considered as a continuous function of its arguments. In
general, the velocity distribution function is a six or seven dimensional phase space of
phase points each describing the state of a unique  specie particle in configuration


space. The phase space is composed of three configuration space axes r , three velocity

space axes v , and time t (which could be envisioned as an axis). Knowing the

 
distribution f  r , v , t  , one can deduce all physical macroscopic variables for that species
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[145]. Assume that the electrons generated at the pinch can be described through a
separable distribution function given as

 


f r , v   f1 r  f 2 v 

(5.38)

The time dependency has been dropped for simplicity and it will be determined
later from the experimental results. The charges generated at the pinch come from heating
up the pinch region by transferring momentum from the fast moving sheath to the
initially neutral unshocked gas in front of the sheath. Once the sheath stagnates, the hot
gas inside the pinch region has the time to thermalize. Therefore, it is plausible to assume
that the pinch reaches a quasi-equilibrium state where the electron velocity distribution
can be expressed as a Gaussian distribution. Therefore, the velocity distribution function
can be expressed as
32

 mv 2 

 m   2 k B T 

 e
f 2 v   A 
 2 k B T 

(5.39)

where A is a constant, m is the electron mass, k B is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the
electron temperature. The number density (#/m3) can be expressed as


 
nr    f  r , v d 3 v 
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(5.40)

Consider that the electron gas profile is modeled as a Gaussian distribution in
pinch cross section but is uniformly distributed along its axial direction of length  . Let
the density expressed as

n r ,  , z  

NT
2 2 

e r

2

2
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2

(#/m3)

(5.41)

where N T is the total number of charges available at the pinch,  is a characteristic
length, and  is the standard deviation with units of meters. In this analysis, 95% of the
total number of charge exists within the pinch radius, as shown in Figure 5.26. The
derivation is provided in Appendix B.

Danode

D95%

Figure 5.26 Charge number density has a Gaussian distribution with 95% of the total
charges are contained within the pinch region.
The total number of charges at the pinch can be determined using the beam
expansion code described in Appendix B. The measured beam peak is offset from the
center of the anode, as shown in Figure 5.22 with the crossed lines. The code takes into
consideration this offset. The initial velocity estimated earlier ve  1.24 108 m s is used
as an input to the code. The distance from the hole outer edge at the anode surface from
the pinch side to the cup surface inside the anode is 11 mm, and the hole diameter is 5
mm. The number of charges contained within a pinch radius rp  1.25 cm , as estimated
from Figure 5.22, is assumed to be 0.95  N pinch . The code gives the same values for the
average current measured by the cup and the total charge collected by the cup, when the
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total number of charges available at the pinch is N pinch  1.13 1017 . The pinch duration
is t p  240 ns (Refer to Figure 5.14d), therefore the average pinch current is

I pinch 

N pinch e
t p

 0.753  10 5 A

(5.42)

The average current measured by the cup and the total number of charges collected by
the cup are

I cup  131.3 A

Qcup  3.18 10 5 C

(5.43a)
(5.43b)

respectively.
A comparison factor that relates the pinch current to the current measured by the
cup can be simply calculated by dividing Eq. 5.42 by Eq. 5.43a resulting

G 

I pinch
I cup

 573.75

(5.44)

This comparison factor is multiplied by the measured cup current as a function of time,
shown in Figure 5.19a, to give the temporal evolution of the pinch current. In Figure
5.27, the total current measured using the NEPP Rogowski coil is compared to the
deduced pinch current making use of Eq. 5.44.
At this point, there is enough information to determine the thermal energy in the
pinch. The energy required to thermalize the gas molecules in the pinch is obtained by
substituting the electron velocity at the pinch ve  1.24 108 m s and the estimated
number of particles at the pinch N pinch  1.13 1017 into Eq. 5.30 to yield

Wth  1.82  10 3 J
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(a)
Total Current

Pinch Current

Figure 5.27 NEPP current versus pinch current for the Gaussian distribution case. Total
current measured using the NEPP Rogowski coil is compared to the pinch current.
The NEPP Rogowski coil measures both the sheath current and the pinch current,
therefore it is informative to estimate the sheath current only. This can be seen on Figure
5.28.

dI/dt No Pinch

dI/dt Pinch

Figure 5.28 NEPP Rogowski coil signal at a shot when the machine gave rise to pinch
and one without pinch. Excluding the time duration where pinch occurred in one of the
shots, it is observed that both signals have similar characteristics.
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Figure 5.28 displays two NEPP Rogowski coil signal signatures from two
different independent shots. In one shot, a plasma pinch was observed. In the second
shot, pinch did not occur. Both shots were conducted with the same voltage and pressure
conditions. Both signals measured have similar characteristics. The only major difference
is the pinch in one shot. This observation suggests that when the machine pinches, the
total rate of change in the current at the pinch can be separated from the pure axial
motion effects. All compression effects are coupled to the axial effects since the current
passing through the sheath is the same current responsible for both effects.
Consequently, the pinch dynamics whether in the compression or stagnation stage are
linked directly to the axial effects of the sheath. Neglecting vortex flow effects that could
potentially occur in the pinch and assuming cylindrical symmetry, a simple one
dimensional model can be used to clearly show the coupling effect between the
compression effects and axial effects. For generality, the voltage across the sheath v sh t 
is known and the sheath may be characterized as a set of resistor-inductor values in series
one representing axial motion effects Ra t , La t  and one representing radial
compression effects Rc t , Lc t  . It is desired to determine the rate of change in current
passing though the sheath dish t  dt . This can be shown mathematically as follows:
assume that the voltage across the sheath at any time is vs t  . This voltage is related to
the total sheath current and the tube and sheath inductance as

vsh t  

d Lt ish t 
d i t  
d Lt 
 Rt ish t   Lt  sh   Rt  
ish t 
dt
dt
dt 


From Eq. 5.45 the rate of change of the sheath current is given by
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(5.45)
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where, in the axial stage there is is no pinch. The initial conditions Lc t o   Rc t o   0
may be imposed if t o represents the initial time at any point before the initiation of the
compression stage of the pinch process. If t o exceeds this time, then the initial
conditions on the compression parameters are not zero. Without significant loss in the
physics being posed, the axial and the compression resistances are assumed negligible.
As long as the axial and radial inductive effects are not zero simultaneously, the neglect
of the current limiting resistances allows for delineating the differences in the physical
processes and the coupling effects. Equation 5.46 simplifies to
d i sh t 
v sh t 
d La t   Lc t  t
1


 v sh t  dt 
dt
La t   Lc t  La t   Lc t 2
dt
t0

La t 0   Lc t 0  i t  d La t   Lc t 
dt
La t   Lc t 2 sh 0

(5.47)

In the axial phase, all compression phase terms are zero. Therefore, Eq. 5.47
simplifies to
t
d ish t  vsh t 
L t  d La t 
1 d Lc t 

 2
vsh t  dt  a2 0
ish t 0 

dt
La t  La t  dt t0
La t  dt
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(5.48)

This relation characterizes that portion of the curve to the left and to the right of the pinch
effect. In particular, the compression effects are not possible to the left of the curve
designated as the breakdown, lift-off and run down phases. Now consider the portion of
the curve that initializes the compression stage or finalizes the pinch-stagnation phases
(both knees of the curve in Figure 5.28 associated with the initial rise and final fall of the
signal about the pinch duration). In this region, compression effects are forming.
Therefore, one assumes that La t   Lc t  , Ra t   Rc t   0 , and

dLc t 
dL t 
.
 a
dt
dt

Employing a binomial expansion, Eq. 5.47 simplifies to
t
d ish t  vsh t   Lc t  
1 d Lc t   d La t  dt
Lc t  

2
1 

1 
 vsh t  dt 
dt
La t   La t   L2a t  dt  d Lc t  dt
La t   t0

La t0   Lc t0  d Lc t  1  d La t  dt  2 Lc t   i t 

 sh
L2a t 
dt  d Lc t  dt
La t  

(5.49)

Although not explicitly imposed, Lc t o   0 just before the compression stage. The term
has been retained to allow for initial times to be after the initiation of the compression
stage. Equation 5.49 contains information of pure axial effects and axial-compression
effects. We now allow Eq. 5.48 to represent the pure axial effects during the pinch
duration. This is equivalent to interpolating the two curves outside of the pinch duration
in Figure 5.28 over the pinch duration. This leads to the representation of that portion of
the discharge that would have not resulted in a pinch also shown in the figure. Therefore,
by subtracting Eq. 5.49 from Eq. 5.48 valid over the initial and final portions of the pinch
duration yields
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t
t

d i sh t  Lc t  
2 d Lc t 
1 d La t 

 2  v sh t  
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 v sh t  dt 
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(5.50)

Lc t o   d Lc t  d La t 
L t  d Lc t 

2 c

i sh t 0 
2
dt
La t  dt 
La t   dt

The coupling between the axial and compression inductances is highly convoluted during
the pinch duration. In Figure 5.28, the rate of the rate of change in the total current yields
a very large characteristic signature. Looking at Eq. 5.50, the term that may be
responsible for this change is the rate of change of the compression inductance linked to
the inverse of the axial inductance cubed. Interestingly, the change in the axial
inductance can hinder or enhance the rate of increase in the sheath current within the
realm of validity of this expression. Further, minimizing the axial inductance increases
the rate of change of the sheath current. As the compression stage evolves, the
compression inductance increases yielding a sign contribution to the change in sheath
current that counters the single signed voltage drop across the sheath. In the same
manner, subtracting Eq. 5.47 from Eq. 5.48 yields

di
1
 sh 
dt
La t   Lc t 2
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La t o  L2c t   2 Lc t La t  d La t 
i sh t 0  (5.51)
 vsh t  dt  L2 t L t   L t 2
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a
a
c
t

La t o   Lc t o  d Lc t  i t   Lc t o 
La t   Lc t 2 dt sh 0 La t   Lc t 2

d La t 
i sh t 0 
dt

which provides the rate of change in total current that is valid over the entire pinch
duration with the appropriate initial conditions and constraints. Further, it is noted in
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experiment, that during this duration time, the NEPP Rogowski coil measures the total
current effect during the pinch duration. This current includes the current that is
generated in the pinch and captured by the anode and the electron beam management
device as well as the discharge current contribution that results between the electron
beam management device and the inside wall of the anode.
For clarity in different words, Eq. 5.48 represents the case where there is no
pinch, while Eqs. 5.51 and, in part, Eq. 5.50 are valid over the sharp change on the
current derivative profile throughout the pinch duration. The negative sign agrees with
the negative peak on the NEPP signal at the pinch in Figure 5.28. Experimental data
representative, in part, to Eq. 5.50 and Eq. 5.51 can be attained by interpolating the NEPP
signal around the pinch to remove the pinch information completely and then subtract
this new waveform from the NEPP original signal. In this process, not only have the pure
axial sheath effects been removed as suggested from the simple theory outlined above but
also all discharge and radiative losses that would normally occur in the axial phase
(including discharge losses between the anode and the electron beam management device
when the device is used as a sensor) are removed. The resultant signal is shown in Figure
5.29a. For convenience sake, the signal has been inverted. The total current associated
with the sheath as a consequence of compression and the pinch is displayed in Figure
5.29b.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 5.29 NEPP Rogowski coil total pinch signal. NEPP signal is interpolated and
then subtracted from the NEPP original signal at the pinch as shown in (a). Signal in (a)
is integrated to yield the current as shown in (b).
The total instantaneous current associated with the pinch as measured by the
NEPP Rogowski iTp t  over the pinch duration is assumed to be composed of the sum of
two independent currents, namely the pinch current i p t  and the adjusted sheath current

~
ish t  as

~
iTp t   i p t   ish t 

(5.52)

The three current entities are shown in Figure 5.30. The sheath current sign change may
be attributed to the difference in rise time between the NEPP Rogowski coil signal and
the magnetron EM-dot signal. The EM-dot shows faster rise time than the Rogowski coil.
Since the system is causal, therefore the reason for this negative current is indeed the
difference in the two sensors response time.
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iTp t 

I p t 

~
ish t 

Figure 5.30 Current sheath iTp t  during the pinch for the Gaussian distribution is
decomposed into pinch current and an extra sheath current due to the time varying
inductance at the pinch as given by Eq. 5.52.
An alternative distribution is the uniform distribution. In this distribution, the
charge number density can be expressed as

n r ,   

NT
(#/m3)
2
2 rp 

(5.53)

where r p is the pinch radius, and  is a characteristic length. To make a similar
comparison to the Gaussian case, 95% of the total number of charges at the pinch is
assumed to occupy the region bounded by the pinch radius. The beam expansion code
has been developed for a uniform distribution as well. Following the same procedure as
in the Gaussian distribution case and assuming that 95% of the particles are within the
pinch radius, the number of electrons in the pinch is N pinch  4.47 1016 .The pinch
duration is t p  240 ns , therefore the average pinch current is
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I pinch 

N pinch e
t p

 0.298  10 5 A

(5.54)

A comparison factor that relates the current measured by the cup to the pinch current for
a uniform distribution can be simply calculated by dividing Eq. 5.54 by Eq. 5.43a
resulting

U 

I pinch
I cup

 226.96

(5.55)

Similar to the Gaussian distribution case, the comparison factor is multiplied by
the measured cup current as a function of time to give the temporal evolution of the pinch
current. The result is shown in Figure 5.31. In Figure 5.31 the total current measured
using the NEPP Rogowski coil is compared to the current measured at the pinch. Since
the NEPP Rogowski coil measures both the sheath current and the pinch current, it is
informative to estimate the sheath current only. Similar to the Gaussian beam case, the
current iTp t  in Eq. 5.47 and Figure 5.34b is constituted of two current entities, namely

~
the pinch current i p t  and the adjusted sheath current ish t  . The three current entities
for the uniform distribution case are shown in Figure 5.32
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(a)
Total Current

Pinch Current

Figure 5.31 NEPP current versus pinch current for the uniform distribution case. Total
current measured using the NEPP Rogowski coil is compared to the pinch current.

iTp t 

~
ish t 

I p t 
Figure 5.32 Current sheath iTp t  for the uniform distribution during the pinch is
decomposed into pinch current and an extra sheath current due to the time varying
inductance at the pinch as given by Eq. 5.52.
From Eq. 5.44 and Eq. 5.55 it is obvious that the current captured by the cup
represents less than 0.44% of the pinch current, therefore one can state that pinch
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dynamics is slightly perturbed. As shown earlier in Figure 5.16, the loading effect due to
the grounded beam management device is negligible. This statement can be verified from
experimental results by comparing two NEPP shots, one with solid anode and one with
hollow anode. Both solid anode and hollow anode have the exact same outer dimensions
except the small hole in the center at the end of the hollow anode. In both cases, the gas
used is He at 1.5 Torr. The only difference is the charging voltage for the solid anode was
15 kV while it was 17 kV for the hollow anode case. The machine is strongly linear
before the pinch phase, as shown in Appendix B, therefore it is anticipated that the
current ratio in the two cases is proportional to the charging voltage ratio, i.e.

17 15  1.133 . The two currents are shown in Figure 5.33. The ratio that matches the
peak current is 1.16, which is very close to the charging voltage ratio found earlier.
Therefore, the assumption that the machine is linear prior to the pinch is justified. The
current signal for the hollow anode is represented by the solid line, while the signal for
the solid anode is represented by dashed line. The characteristics of both signals are very
close in even after the pinch phase that ends at 4  s . The pinch in both cases almost has
the same strength. This comparison shows that the existence of the hole slightly perturbs
the pinch dynamics.
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Figure 5.33 NEPP current in the hollow anode case (solid line) vs. NEPP current in the
solid anode case (dashed line).

5.3.4 Discussion
In the literature, it is observed that electrons generated at the pinch are directed
towards the anode, while positive ions are directed towards the cathode [51, 52] implying
that the pinch separates into fast electrons and ions moving in opposite directions [24, 31,
49, 58, 60]. Models have been proposed to explain this phenomenon, as discussed in
Section 2.2.3. One of the hypotheses is that a large electric field is induced between the
anode and the cathode due to the change in the plasma inductance. This large voltage
directs thermal electrons toward the anode, while expelling thermal ions away from the
anode. Evidence suggests that there may be more to the physics of the pinch than a
simple field directed force governing the motion of the electrons and the ions. Three
different pinch mechanisms governing the physics of the pinch are investigated based on
experimental evidence, supporting calculation, and other simpler discharge studies
conducted in parallel with this effort [146].
To obtain an estimate of that induced voltage, the plasma at the pinch is modeled
as a constant voltage source in series with a fixed resistance and a fixed inductance that
represents stray inductances in the circuit in addition to the inductance of the coaxial
stalk. The sheath at the pinch is modeled as a time varying inductance since it can be
considered as a current carrying medium changing its geometry and consequently its
inductance. The circuit is shown in Figure 5.34.
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L0

R0
+

V0

Lsh

i

Figure 5.34 NEPP machine model during the pinch. The capacitor bank is replaced by a
constant voltage source since the capacitor bank voltage does not change significantly
during the short duration of the pinch.
The governing circuit equation for the model shown in Figure 5.34 can be
expressed as

V0  iR0  L0

di d iLsh t 

dt
dt

(5.56)

where V0 is the capacitor bank voltage during the pinch (almost constant), L0 is the sum
of all fixed inductances in the circuit just prior to the pinch including the coaxial anodecathode structure, R0 is the sum of all fixed resistances in the circuit, and Lsh is the sheath
inductance during the pinch. In practice, R0 is very small and is in the order of 10 m
and therefore it does not significantly load the circuit. On the other hand, the
inductances, L0 and Lsh are responsible for the current shaping.
The sheath current is known, therefore the time varying sheath inductance, Lsh t 
can be evaluated by re-expressing Eq. 5.56 as

 
Lsh

V  iR0  L0 i 
i
Lsh  0
0
i
i
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(5.57)

  dLsh t  dt , and i   dit  dt . The inductance L0 is the sum of the fixed
where Lsh
~
NEPP stray inductances, L0 , and the tube inductance from the glass sleeve up to the end
of the anode given as 0 2 lnb al , where a is the anode radius, b is the cathode
radius, and l is the anode length. Therefore, the fixed inductance can be expressed as

~
L0  L0  0 2  lnb a l . It is assumed that the capacitor bank voltage at the pinch
from Figure 5.20b is V0  6000 V . Further, the estimated external resistance and a
conservative value for the external stray inductance [refer to Table E.1 in Appendix E]

~
are R0  0.01  and L0  30 nH respectively. The total inductance is given by
L0  30 10 9  0 2  ln6.4 3.70.18  50 10 9 H where the initial sheath inductance
at the beginning of the radial collapse phase is Lsh t 0  0 . The measured sheath current
is shown in Figure 5.35a, while the sheath inductance during the pinch is shown in Figure
5.35b. The starting time is chosen to be zero for convenience. As expected the sheath
inductance increases with time as the sheath current decreases.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.35 NEPP circuit simulation at the pinch. Measured sheath current, which is
NEPP Rogowski coil current excluding pinch current and shedding current, as shown in
(a) and calculated sheath inductance at the pinch, as shown in (b).
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The voltage drop across the sheath consequently due to the induced emf across the
sheath is

Vsh t  

d it Lsh t 
dt

(5.58)

The induced sheath voltage is shown in Figure 5.36. From Figure 5.36, the voltage
induced across the plasma sheath is very large compared to the capacitor bank voltage
temporarily enhancing the electric field available between the anode and cathode.

Figure 5.36 Induced emf voltage across the sheath during the pinch.
There are three possible mechanisms to describe the physics of the dense plasma
focus: the beam mechanism, the thermal mechanism, or a combination of the beam and
thermal mechanisms. Since the pinch and sheath are composed of ionized gas, it is
assumed that the ionized gas constitutes the properties of a plasma with its shielding
effect as dictated by its quasi-neutrality nature. Consequently, a sheath region must be
established. There are two types of sheath regions in a non-equilibrium plasma pinch.
The sheath, as it is commonly referred to, will be termed as the plasma sheath in this
discussion and is the ionized gas that supports the dense plasma focus’s current. The
plasma sheath ideally moves perpendicular to the flow of current capturing and imparting
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momentum and energy to particles in its path. The motion results from the magnetic
force generated by the supported sheath current and the current’s self generated magnetic
field. The second sheath, which will be referred to as the electrode sheath, is that region
formed between the metal electrodes (cathode or anode) and the ionized gas supporting
the dense plasma focus current. In discharge tube studies, this sheath (electrode sheath)
is commonly associated with the anode and cathode dark spaces. Such a sheath also
exists in the region between the ionized plasma pinch and the anode and between the
plasma pinch and the cathode. The voltage driving the pinch is typically of one sign and
varies over time. Therefore, the electrode sheath and connecting plasma have
characteristics that are similar to that of the DC discharge tube. In particular, the sheath
shields the plasma from the electrode, the potential difference between two points in the
plasma is small relative to the voltage drop across the anode and cathode, and charges
which enter the sheath edge may be attracted or repelled from the electrode. If charges
enter the sheath and experience a potential hill, only those charges with enough kinetic
energy to overcome the potential hill will be collected by the electrode surface. Charges
experiencing a potential well will be accelerated towards the electrode surface.
If the thermal model characterizes the pinch properties implying that the long
range collision effects are dominated by molecular collisions, then the plasma sheath
must have sufficient energy to impart momentum and energy to the trapped gas to
thermalize the gas to temperatures reaching energies sufficient to sputter or vaporize
(sublimation and/or evaporation) the copper anode electrode. Since the collisions are
assumed to have a dominant effect on the motion of the charged particles in this model, it
is assumed that the distribution of particles is isotropic. The velocity of the electron has
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been estimated in Section 5.3.2.1 at ve  1.24  108 m/s yielding a kinetic energy of
2
Ee  1 1  ve c   1 me c 2  50.3 keV (8.04x10-15 J) per electron. The total number



of electrons created and impinging on the anode surface in the pinch region based on the
electron charge sampled by the electron beam management device is N gpinch  1.13 1017
and N upinch  4.47 1016 for the Gaussian distribution and the uniform distribution
respectively in a t p  240 ns pinch duration impinging on the Ap  4.93 104 m2 area
( Dp  25.05 mm pinch diameter) on the anode. This yields an electron production rate
generated by the pinch impinging on the anode surface given by Rg  N gpinch t p 

4.71 10 23 electrons/s and Ru  N upinch t p  1.86  10 23 electrons/s for the Gaussian
distribution and the uniform distribution respectively. Based on a simple estimate, the
electron flux density impinging on the anode with projected pinch radius is

pg  N gpinch t p Ap   9.6 10 26 electrons/m2-s where Ap   rp2 is the pinch area, and
rp  D p / 2 is the pinch radius, and pu  3.8 1026 electrons/m2-s for the Gaussian
distribution and the uniform distribution respectively. Further, the amount of sheath
kinetic energy required for ionization is Eionization  488 J (Section 5.3.2.1). Because
thermal effects dominate electromagnetic effects, the particle flux is assumed isotropic.
Since the anode dark space is small in a DC discharge and the field lines are normal to
surfaces of perfect conductors, the projected pinch area is the cross section of the pinch.
Approximate the pinch region as a sphere of radius rp  12.53 mm that just grazes the
anode surface. Assume that when an electron impinges on the sphere of radius rp , it is
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lost from the pinch. Assuming a uniform charge distribution in the pinch region, the
number of thermal electrons in the pinch passing out of the spherical volume in a pinch
duration is N upthermal  4 rp2 t p pu  1.8x1017 . The total number of Helium gas atoms
in the entire cavity of the machine at a 1.5 Torr pressure is N g  11019 . Since the
number of gas molecules is about two orders of magnitude larger, there is potentially
enough molecules available to meet the total production of electrons and ions in a 240 ns
duration. Therefore, the total energy expended in the pinch to ionize and achieve an
energy of 50.3 keV is Eupinch  2N upthermal Ee  Eionization  3.4 kJ . The inertial energy of
the plasma sheath to drive thermalization is 4.01 kJ assuming no mass shedding (Eq.
5.14). Therefore, about 85% of the sheath energy would be used to ionize and pinch the
gas in the NEPP system based on sampled cup measurements. Since the ionized gas is
assumed to be collision dominated, the mean free path between collisions with neutral
gas molecules must be small enough that the gas molecules on average lose their ability
to gain kinetic energy in the presence of an electric field due to collision effects. Based
on cross section calculations and measurements, it is required to determine if the gas
density is sufficient for assuming that the ionized gas is controlled by collisional forces
and not emf forces. The mean-free path (MFP) MFP  1 nc , where nc is the gas density
required for the collision effect to be dominant. Let N g represents the total number of
gas molecules in the entire chamber just prior to the experiment, l is the characteristic
length of the pinch, A is the pinch area, ng  N g A l is the gas density in the pinch
based on the collection of all gas molecules. Let MFP  l 100 to be an estimate of the
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MFP required for collision to dominate. The minimum gas density for a collision
dominated system is

nc 

1

MFP 



100
 l

(5.59)

The number of gas molecules per unit characteristic length required for a collision
dominated system is nc  nc A  100 A  l . The number of actual gas molecules in the
per unit characteristic length in the experimental chamber is ng  ng A  N g l . The
ratio of the required gas molecules for a collision dominated system relative the actual
experimental system both per unit characteristic length is
(5.60)

nc 100 A

ng
Ng 

If nc ng  1 , then the electromagnetic effects tend to dominate the collision effects. In
comparison, nc ng  1 , then collision effects dominate the external electromagnetic
effects. For an electron incident on a He atom, the ionization cross section for He at
different energies, the corresponding collision cross-section areas, and the nc n g ratio,
are given in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1 Incident electron energies, the corresponding ionization cross-sections for He,
and the nc n g number are provided [147].
Energy (keV)

1

10

20

50

21
1.59 1022 9.7 1023 4.25 1023
Corresponding  (m2) 1.32 10

nc n g  100 Ap N g 
 4.93  10 21 

3.73

31
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50.8

116

100

2.3 1023
214

The ionization collision cross section for helium atom – helium atom collisions is

  11021 m2 (nearly constant for energies between 100 eV and by extrapolation 1 keV;
larger incident energies are not provided) [147]. The ratio is nc ng  0.049 100  4.9 .
Based on the approximation above, the pinch is not necessarily collision dominant. It is
observed that the kinetic energy stored in the sheath is sufficient to ionize and accelerate
charge particles to relativistic or near relativistic speeds in the pinch duration in the
absence of the voltage - emf across the sheath and hence the pinch.
If the beam mechanism is the dominant mechanism of the pinch, then the large
potential difference across the pinch would tend to force the electrons towards the anode
and the ions toward the cathode in the pinch region. Assume that the compression nature
of the sheath ionizes the neutral gas in the pinch without thermalizing the neutrals, ions,
and electrons. Consequently, the generated charges are assumed to be cold. Further, the
plasma condition is removed which allows the electric field to penetrate the ionized gas
directing the electrons toward the anode and positive ions toward the cathode. In effect,
the concept of the sheath, space charge effects, the plasma condition, and shielding is
purposely neglected yielding a best case (but unpractical) scenario in favor of the beam
mechanism. The focus of this discussion is the physics occurring at the anode structure.
Based on the conditions stated and other’s statements, only the electrons interact with the
anode surface. Further, we will impose in the beam model that localized beam charges
have the same velocity. Therefore, all electrons that interact with the anode surface have
the same average velocity at the anode surface. Assume an elastic scattering process as
posed by the electronic sputtering relations given in Eq. 5.32a, b. It was shown for a

  180 o (head on collision) and a   60 o (average energy transfer) deflection angle and
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a surface binding energy of ESBEC =3.52 eV for copper that the incident electron energy
must be E180 =93.6 keV and E60 =312.6 keV (Refer to Section 5.3.2.2). As observed in
previous sections, the luster of the surface of the anode in the projected pinch region
suggests that sputtering and/or vaporization and/or melt occur. The total number of
electrons created and impinging on the anode surface in the pinch region based on the
electron charge sampled by the electron beam management device is N gpinch  1.13 1017
and N upinch  4.47 1016 for the Gaussian distribution and the uniform distribution
respectively within the pinch duration. The total estimated energy required for the
ensemble of particles to reach the energy suitable for sputtering is 670 J for head-on
collision and 2.24 kJ for 60o deflection assuming a uniform distribution. The energy
available at the pinch can be calculated from the induced voltage at the pinch Vemf t , Eq.
5.58, and the pinch current I p t  estimated using the Gaussian distribution, shown in Fig.
5.27, or the uniform distribution shown in Fig. 5.31. The energy expended during the
t p

pinch duration is Eavail   Vemf t I p t  dt  1.1 kJ for the Gaussian case and 450 J for the
0

uniform distribution case. By a different estimation based on a classical mechanical
elastic collision model where energy and momentum are conserved, the electron energy
needed for removing copper atoms can be estimated from the energy transfer formula
given by

Etransf  E0

4 m1 m2

m1  m2 

2

cos 2 

(5.61)

where Etransf is the energy transferred from a fast particle to a surface atom, E0 is the
incident particle energy, m1 and m 2 are the two particle masses and  is the angle of
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incidence before the collision. The atomic mass of copper is m1  63.5 amu, while the
electron atomic mass is m2  1 1836 amu. The energy required to sputter or vaporize
single copper atom is E  Etransf  3.52 eV . Therefore, for head on collisions, the
energy required per electron to remove a copper atom is estimated E0  102.6 keV . For
head on collisions, this value is very close to the value calculated using the more accurate
formula given by Eq. 5.32b. Therefore, the total electron energy required at the anode is

E1800  N gpinch  93.6 keV1.13 1017  1.69 kJ for the Gaussian distribution case, and
670 J for the uniform distribution case which is a factor of 1.7 time larger than the
available electromagnetic energy in the pinch for both cases. Therefore, from an energy
point of view, it is not possible to accelerate all of the electron charges impinging on the
anode in the pinch duration to energies needed for sputtering especially since ion kinetic
energy gains have not been considered. This is summarized in Tables 5.2 and 5.3. In
Table 5.2, the available energy, Eavail, at the pinch based on the pinch current and the
induced emf for the Gaussian distribution is compared to the total energy, EeTreq, required
to accelerate all electrons available at the pinch to sputter copper atoms. It is assumed that
during the pinch, the ion species acts like a stationary background gas. This is unrealistic
but it does suggest the minimum energy required to sputter copper from the anode as the
worst case scenario. In Table 5.3, the available energy, Eavail, at the pinch based on the
pinch current and the induced emf for the uniform distribution is compared to the total
energy, EeTreq, required to accelerate all electrons available at the pinch to sputter copper
atoms. The ion species is assumed to act like a stationary background gas.

For

vaporization effects, where the temperature of the localized surface increases gradually
due to multiple collisions, it has been shown that the energy required for evaporation is
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nearly equal to the surface binding energy. In this case, many charges will impart a
fraction of the surface binding energy in a short period of time until vaporization results.
Here, charges with high energy are not required but the number of charges colliding with
the surface must increase. With the neglect of cooling effects, if only half of the surface
binding energy can be imparted to the surface per collision, the number of electrons
needed is twice the number needed for electronic sputtering in the electron beam model
as indirectly suggested by Eq. 5.30.
Table 5.2 Gaussian distribution beam model.
Maximum effective electron
Energy needed to

Available

acceleration percentage

accelerate electrons;

Energy;

assuming a stationary

EeTreq

Eavail

background ion gas;

Eavail EeTreq 100%
Head on collision

  180 

E1800  N gpinch  1.69 kJ

1.1 kJ

65.1%

E600  N gpinch  2.83 kJ

1.1 kJ

39%

0

Average angle



collision   60 0



Table 5.3 Uniform distribution beam model.
Maximum effective electron

Head on collision

  180 
0

Average angle



collision   60

0



Energy needed to

Available

acceleration percentage

accelerate all charges;

Energy;

assuming a stationary

EeTreq

Eavail

background ion gas;

E1800  N upinch  670 J

450 J

67.2%

E600  N upinch  2.24 kJ

450 J

20%

260

Eavail EeTreq 100%

To determine the number of monolayers to be removed based on the electronic
sputtering case, the number of copper atoms over the pinch area of the anode is
estimated. The crystal structure of the copper is face centered cubic (fcc), and the lattice
o

constant is a  3.61 A . Therefore, each unit cell contains 4 copper atoms. The number of
copper atoms contained in the pinch area and within one lattice constant depth can be
calculated as N cumono  4 Ap a 2  1.513 1016 atom monolayer. Therefore, if the thermal
model is assumed for the Gaussian distribution, and if all electrons generated in the pinch
gain enough energy ( E  2 N gpinchE180  2 1.13 1017  93.6 keV  3.38 103 J to
remove copper atoms, the number of monolayers removed from copper surface due to all
electrons per shot is N gpinch N cumono  7.47 monolayers. On the other hand, if a uniform
distribution is assumed then the number of monolayers removed reduces to

N upinch N cumono  2.95 monolayers per shot. For the beam model, the energy available at
the pinch is not large enough to accelerate all charges to remove copper atoms, as
discussed earlier, and summarized in Tables 5.2 and 5.3. Numbers of monolayes
removed assuming head on collision and average angle collision for both the Gaussian
case and the uniform case are given in Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4 Number of monolayers removed in the beam model.

E
Head on collision

  180 
0

Average angle



collision   60 0



Gaussian Case

avail



EeTreq g  N gpinch N cumono

 E

Uniform Case

avail

EeTreq u  N upinch N cumono 

0.325  7.47  2.48 monolayer

0.336  2.95  0.99 monolayer

0.195  7.47  1.46 monolayer

0.107  2.95  0.316 monolayer

The third case is that the beam and thermal mechanisms exist together. As the
plasma sheath compresses the trapped gas at the pinch, it begins to lose speed resulting in
the build up of a large electromagnetic force. It is plausible that the large emf generated
penetrates through a dense neutral gas just before ionization occurs. Then, the field is
distorted as ensembles of electrons and ions are produced by the compression. On the
other hand, it is possible that the compression process ionizes the gas just prior to the
presence of the large emf. In either case, the sheath has plenty of energy to fully ionize
the gas at some initial state in the process. The order of the process is not important.
What is important is how the ionized gas responds to both the mechanical and electrical
force and how this results in electron and ion production. The cathode-pinch-anode
architecture is to be based on DC-like pulsed discharge [146]. Such discharges have
similar characteristics to the DC Discharge conducted at pressures similar to that in the
NEPP. In a DC discharge, a dark region exists between the glow region and the cathode
surface and between the plasma column region and the anode surface. The potential
difference between any two points in the glow region or in the positive column is small
indicating crudely that quasi-neutrality like condition exists. Further, this implies that
electrode sheaths must form and support the large potential difference between the anode
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and cathode. Because of the large mass differential between the electron and the ion,
most of the potential difference or voltage is across the cathode dark space. The potential
difference between the anode and plasma is small and may be such that the plasma is at a
slightly higher or a slightly lower potential. The length of the dark space at the anode is
relatively small compared to that for the cathode dark space. As the emf generated across
the pinch increases with time, the fields tend to extend beyond the sheath to draw more
charge with appropriate sign towards the electrode. The quasi-neutral characteristics of
the pinch plasma prevent the fields from entering but it is anticipated that the distance of
the sheath between the electrode and the pinch increases at the expense of the pinch as
the field amplitude increases. The fields tend to want to penetrate deeper into the plasma
pinch at the sheath boundary. Ions are drawn into the cathode sheath region. They
collide with the cathode or wall of the containing vessel. One or more emitted secondary
electrons are generated and gain energy passing through the potential well back towards
the pinch for possible further ionization. The high energy secondary electrons will have a
low probability of collision as they pass through the dense plasma pinch. Few electrons
entering the potential hill in the cathode dark space will have enough thermal energy to
reach the cathode electrode. The mechanical compression of the pinch is also a source of
energy to fuel significant ionization as suggested above in the thermal mechanism
calculations. Further ionization prevents the fields from penetrating deeper in the plasma
thereby stabilizing the dark sheath region to hold-off the large emf fields. As ions are
drawn towards the cathode leaving the pinch, a charge imbalance in the pinch occurs and
the electrode sheaths adjust accordingly. Since the potential difference at the anode
sheath is small regardless of sign, energetic ions have the ability to overcome the
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potential hill or ride the potential well and collide with the anode plate. As indicated
above, the energy transfer is more significant with like mass particles than with particles
having very dissimilar mass. Consequently, an incident ion will be able to sputter a
copper atom from the electrode without the need to achieve a high speed. The thermal
mechanism tends to support the sputtering from ions. Because the potential difference
between the anode and the plasma pinch is relatively small, little to no acceleration in
thermalized pinch electrons or ions will result with respect to the external emf force. This
tends to imply that thermal electrons and ions attain most of their energy through thermal
effects. Although sputtering was explicitly referred to in the above discussion, the same
deposition of energy in the anode leading through various phase changes to vaporization
can be argued in a similar manner. It is also realized that sputtering or vaporization is a
surface event. Therefore, if the particle colliding with the surface is too energetic, it will
have a probability of embedding itself into the bulk of the medium without releasing a
copper atom. At this point, one source of charge has been mentioned but not expounded
upon and may require further study. It is not clear at this time if the flux of secondary
electrons generated at the cathode could be very large since the flux of energetic ions
colliding with the cathode is large. These electrons accelerate in the cathode dark space
through a voltage rise approximately equal to the moving sheath generated emf. Since
the probability of collision decreases as the energy increases beyond some low energy
threshold, a highly energetic source of electrons may be made available at the anode side
of the pinch. It is anticipated that the number of such electrons is small compared to the
thermal electrons colliding with the anode.
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In conclusion, both the thermal and the beam mechanisms on their own right may
not fully explain the properties of the pinch. Even so, on an energy basis, the kinetic
energy stored in the pinch appears to be adequate to drive all of the processes examined
in this work with energy available for other loss effects. But, the plasma density is too
small for the process to be collision dominated. Therefore, the external fields do
influence the pinch mechanism. Further, based on other plasma pinch studies and
experimental measurements conducted on the NEPP, the ionized (or fully ionized)
plasma pinch requires electrode sheaths to support the large emf which aid in directing
charge particles with their thermal effects appropriately towards the electrodes of the
machine.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusion and Future Work

The operation of a 15 kJ, Mather type, NEPP machine was studied in detail. A
large number of experiments were carried out to tune the machine parameters for best
performance. Helium and hydrogen as filling gases were tested. Experiments with
charging voltage ranges between 10 kV to 20 kV, and pressure ranges between 0.1 Torr
to 10 Torr were conducted. The optimum operation conditions were found to be helium
gas at 1.5 Torr to 2 Torr, and charging voltage of 17 kV.
The NEPP machine was modified to be able to extract the copious number of
electrons generated at the pinch. A hollow anode with small hole at the flat end, and a
mock magnetron without biasing magnetic field were built. The electrons generated at the
pinch are very difficult to capture, therefore a novel device was built to capture and
transport the electrons from the pinch to the magnetron. The novel cup-rod-needle device
successfully served the purpose to capture and transport electrons to monitor the pinch
current. Further, the device has the potential to field emit charges from its needle end
acting as a pulsed electron source for other devices such as the magnetron.
Diagnostics tools were designed, modeled, built, calibrated, and implemented in
the machine to measure the pinch dynamics. A novel, UNLV patented electromagnetic
dot sensors were successfully calibrated, and implemented in the machine. A new
calibration technique has been developed and test stands designed and built to measure
the dot’s ability to track the impetus signal over its dynamic range starting and ending in
the noise region. Based on archived calibration studies, calibration agreement is
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questioned beyond the peak of the stimulus pulse. On the other hand, the cup-rod
structure, when grounded on the rod side, serves as a diagnostic tool to monitor the pinch
current by sampling the actual current, a quantity that has been always very challenging
to measure without perturbing the pinch. To the best of our knowledge, this method of
measuring the pinch current is unique and has never been done before. Agreement with
other models has been shown.
A code to predict beam expansion due to the Coulomb repulsion force was
developed to correlate the current measured using the cup-rod structure to the actual
pinch current. The code takes into consideration relativistic effects when calculating the
beam dynamics. Two density profiles were suggested to estimate the beam current.
The operation of the NEPP machine with the hole in the center of the anode and
the magnetron connected including the cup-rod structure has been examined against the
NEPP machine signature with solid anode. Both cases showed excellent agreement. This
suggests that the existence of the hole and the diagnostic tool inside the anode have
negligible effects on the pinch.
Several directions for further investigations are suggested. The first direction is to
the measurement of different plasma sheath parameters, such as the sheath velocity and
the electromagnetic fields generated due to the sheath motion. That will help to verify
and to provide initial conditions for modeling the pinch dynamics. The dot sensor has the
capability of measuring the electric field and the magnetic field simultaneously at the
same point in space. This will give direct information about the electric field and the
magnetic field enclosed by the anode, plasma sheath, and cathode. From the magnetic
field one can estimate the current. This current value can be compared to the waveform
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measured by the Rogowski coil after accounting for the delay and the relative positions of
the two sensors. The dot orientation for an expected maximum electric field and magnetic
field at a certain point is shown in Figure 6.1. The sensor end of the dots are inserted
slightly inward or outward from the cathode cage toward the anode. The body of the dots
are kept outside the cathode-anode region and are grounded. It is possible to remove the
dielectric insulator on the dot to minimize charge buildup on the insulator. The lifetime
of the EM dot with and without dielectric is unknown but is anticipated to yield more
accurate results than when it is embedded in some potting material or encapsulated in a
glass container. It is also plausible to encapsulate the center of the dots in one of the rods
of the cathode cage if the lifetime of the dot becomes an issue. Other amplitude sensitive,
time-of-flight sensor designs maybe also considered.
The axial velocity of the plasma sheet can be estimated from the signal signature
of the three dot sensors. In this case, the sensor end of the dots are embedded in a
grounded cathode plate facing the surface of the anode cap. The thickness of the metal
between the surface of the cathode plate facing the anode and the tip of the dot sensor can
be determined using skin depth and relaxation time arguments. In this case, the longevity
of the dot is preserved.

The sheath velocity can be deduced from time of flight

measurements between any two dots located at different radial positions preferable along
a line from the center of the pinch passing through the two dots. Refer to Figure 6.1. The
maximum sheath velocity in the axial acceleration phase as obtained from the 1D code,
Section 4.2, for hydrogen is ~ 1.2×105 m/s which agrees with what other experiments
have shown (typically on the order of 105 m/s) [24, 138, 148, 149]. Therefore, if the
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distance between Dot 1 and Dot 2 is 1 cm for example then the expected time delay in the
measured waveforms is
Td 

d
0.01

 8.33  10 8 s ~ 100 ns
v z 1.2  105
.

(6.1)

Consequently, an oscilloscope with a bandwidth greater than 100 MHz should be good
enough to detect this delay.

Anode

Cathode

Dot 1
Dot 2
Dot 3

To the
oscilloscope

Eight EM dots placed
symmetrically on a
grounded metal disk
just underneath a thin
layer of the metal

Chamber wall electrically
connected to the cathode
and grounded
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Figure 6.1 Cross-sectional view of the UNLV NEPP machine showing the dot sensors
placement and orientation.
The plasma sheath evolution from roll-off to plasma bubble stages including the
pinch stage, as shown in Figure 2.6-Section 2.2.3, takes place in 300 ns with about 16 ns
time difference between two consecutive shots. Therefore if these stages (shots) are going
to be measured using the dot sensor instead of an image converter camera the bandwidth
of the dot sensor, the cables and the oscilloscope should be at least ten times larger than
the fastest expected signal for a resolution. In this case, the minimum bandwidth should
be 1 GHz. The dot sensor has not been tested for its bandwidth limitations but the B-dot
and D-dot test results show a very good tracking to a fast pulse with a fall time of 4.6 ns,
therefore one can infer that the dot bandwidth is definitely larger than 1 GHz.
The unstable phase, as discussed in Section 2.2.3, is the yield phase where fast
electrons and ions are accelerated into two opposite directions due to the induced electric
field. Electrons are accelerated towards the inner electrode while ions are accelerated in
the opposite direction toward the chamber bottom wall. The current due to the fast
electrons and ions generates a magnetic field that can be measured using a set of EM dot
sensors inserted in a metal grounded plate, while the tips are just under the electrode
surface and pointed toward the pinch region, as shown in Figure 6.1. The distribution of
the dots in the plate is hypothesized to give information about the pinch symmetry and
temporal and spatial distributions. The induced electric field can be also measured.
The electron velocity at the pinch can be estimated by measuring the amount of
material lost from the anode cap every shot. This can be done by weighing the cap before
and after the shot and from knowing the mass lost, one can estimate the electron beam
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energy at the pinch. A second technique is attach highly purified metals with known
melting points on the anode cap and examine if the metals melt when illuminated by the
pinch charges The charge density at the pinch can also be determined by incrementally
changing the hole size in the anode cap and the distance from the hole to the cup. A
larger source of electrons should be captured by the beam management device. When the
device is used as a means to emit charges in a different region, the increased number of
charges captured may be enough for self-field emission at the needle end.
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APPENDIX A
A.1 Solid Anode
Number of shots were taken for a solid anode case. The filling gas is helium (He) with
pressures range from 1 Torr to 4 Torr, the capacitor bank voltage is 15 kV, the spark gap
switch trigger voltage is 30-34 kV, the spark gap pressure is 17 PSIG. Signals were
monitoring using a Rogowski coil. Thick line represents the Rogowski coil signal or the
current derivative (dI/dt), while thin line represents current (I)

Shot12 Date: 8/2/2011 Gas: He P: 1T

Shot6 Date: 8/17/2011 Gas: He P: 1.5T

VCB: 15kV VTL: 30kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

VCB: 15kV VTL: 30kV PSGS: 17 PSIG
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Shot7 Date: 8/17/2011 Gas: He P: 2T

Shot8 Date: 8/17/2011 Gas: He P: 3T

VCB: 15kV VTL: 34kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

VCB: 15kV VTL: 34kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot2 Date: 8/22/2011 Gas: He P: 1T

Shot4 Date: 8/22/2011 Gas: He P: 1T
VCB: 15kV VTL: 30kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

VCB: 15kV VTL: 30kV PSGS: 17 PSIG
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Shot6 Date: 8/22/2011 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 15kV VTL: 30kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot7 Date: 8/22/2011 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 15kV VTL: 30kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot3 Date: 8/24/2011 Gas: He P: 3T
VCB: 15kV VTL: 32kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot6 Date: 8/24/2011 Gas: He P: 3T
VCB: 15kV VTL: 32kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot9 Date: 8/24/2011 Gas: He P: 3T
VCB: 15kV VTL: 32kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot7 Date: 8/24/2011 Gas: He P: 3T
VCB: 15kV VTL: 32kV PSGS: 17 PSIG
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Shot3 Date: 8/31/2011 Gas: He P: 4T
VCB: 15kV VTL: 32kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot4 Date: 8/31/2011 Gas: He P: 4T
VCB: 15kV VTL: 32kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot5 Date: 8/31/2011 Gas: He P: 4T
VCB: 15kV VTL: 32kV PSGS: 17 PSIG
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A.2 Hollow Anode
Number of shots were taken for a hollow anode case. The filling gas is helium (He) with
pressures range from 1 Torr to 2 Torr, the capacitor bank voltage is 17 kV, the spark gap
switch trigger voltage is 30-31 kV, the spark gap pressure is 17 PSIG. Signals were
monitoring using a Rogowski coil. Thick line represents the Rogowski coil signal or the
current derivative (dI/dt), while thin line represents current (I)

Shot5 Date: 8/16/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 30kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot6 Date: 8/16/2012 Gas: He P: 1T

Shot2 Date: 9/4/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot3 Date: 9/4/2012 Gas: He P: 2T

VCB: 17kV VTL: 30kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG
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Shot2 Date: 9/12/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot2 Date: 9/20/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot2 Date: 9/25/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot2 Date: 9/21/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot2 Date: 10/01/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot6 Date: 9/27/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG
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Shot2 Date: 10/04/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot2 Date: 10/05/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot3 Date: 10/05/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot2 Date: 10/07/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot2 Date: 10/16/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot4 Date: 10/08/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG
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Shot3 Date: 10/16/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot2 Date: 10/17/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot3 Date: 10/19/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot2 Date: 10/22/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot3 Date: 10/22/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot4 Date: 10/22/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG
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Shot5 Date: 10/22/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot6 Date: 10/22/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot2 Date: 10/30/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot3 Date: 10/30/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot2 Date: 11/02/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot5 Date: 11/02/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG
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Shot6 Date: 11/02/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot1 Date: 11/04/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot2 Date: 11/04/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot3 Date: 11/04/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot1 Date: 11/05/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot2 Date: 11/05/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG
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Shot2 Date: 11/06/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot3 Date: 11/06/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot4 Date: 11/06/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot5 Date: 11/06/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot2 Date: 11/07/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot3 Date: 11/07/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG
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Shot2 Date: 11/10/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot2 Date: 11/09/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot3 Date: 11/12/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot3 Date: 11/10/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot2 Date: 11/14/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot3 Date: 11/14/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG
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Shot2 Date: 11/16/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot2 Date: 11/22/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

Shot1 Date: 11/24/2012 Gas: He P: 2T
VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG
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A.3 Floating Cup-Rod-Needle
Number of shots were taken for a hollow anode with the floating cup-rod-needle
device is inserted. The NEPP and the magnetron are electrically isolated using PEEK
insulator, and magnetron chassis is floating. The rod extends from the hollow anode to
the magnetron cathode, as shown in Figure 5.9. The NEPP machine test parameters are
He as filling gas at 1.5 Torr and 17 kV capacitor bank charging voltage. For the
magnetron the filling gas is air at ~ 5 10-7 Torr. Distance between the anode hole
surface to the cup surface is 11 cm.

NEPP
Signal

Magnetron
B-dot
Signal

Shot1 Date: 11/27/2012 Gas: He P: 1.5T VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG
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NEPP
Signal

Magnetron
B-dot
Signal
Shot2 Date: 11/27/2012 Gas: He P: 1.5T VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

NEPP
Signal

Magnetron
B-dot
Signal

Shot3 Date: 11/27/2012 Gas: He P: 1.5T VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG
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NEPP
Signal

Magnetron
B-dot
Signal

Shot4 Date: 11/27/2012 Gas: He P: 1.5T VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

NEPP
Signal

Magnetron
B-dot
Signal

Shot1 Date: 11/28/2012 Gas: He P: 1.5T VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG
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A.4 Grounded Cup-Rod Device
Number of shots were taken for a hollow anode with the cup-rod device was
grounded from the rod side inside the magnetron. The NEPP and the magnetron are
electrically isolated using PEEK insulator, and magnetron chassis is floating. The rod
extends from the hollow anode to the magnetron cathode, as shown in Figure 5.13. The
NEPP machine test parameters are He as filling gas at 1.5 Torr and 17 kV capacitor bank
charging voltage. For the magnetron the filling gas is air at ~ 5 10-7 Torr. Distance
between the anode hole surface to the cup surface is 1.1 cm.

NEPP
Signal

Magnetron
B-dot
Signal

Shot2 Date: 11/23/2012 Gas: He P: 1.5T VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG
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NEPP
Signal

Magnetron
B-dot
Signal

Shot3 Date: 11/23/2012 Gas: He P: 1.5T VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

NEPP
Signal

Magnetron
B-dot
Signal
Shot1 Date: 11/24/2012 Gas: He P: 1.5T VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG
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NEPP
Signal

Magnetron
B-dot
Signal
Shot2 Date: 11/24/2012 Gas: He P: 1.5T VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG

NEPP
Signal

Magnetron
B-dot
Signal
Shot3 Date: 11/25/2012 Gas: He P: 1.5T VCB: 17kV VTL: 31kV PSGS: 17 PSIG
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APPENDIX B
Relativistic Beam Dynamics
B.1 Equation of motion of a relativistic point-like particle
The equation that describes the motion of a relativistic charged particle in an
electromagnetic field is given as [150]









vp
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  q E  v  B 
Ext
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Ext
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dt 
m
v


 1  p  
 c  

  


(B.1)


where v p is the velocity of the particle, c is the speed of light, q is the charge of the


particle, m is the mass of the particle, E Ext is the external electric field, BExt is the
external magnetic field induced due to other charges motion.
Suppose that we have a beam of charges moving in the axial direction.
Consequently, this beam of charges produces an electromagnetic field. Assume that a
single charged particle exists external to the infinite beam and it is freely to move.
Initially, the charged particle has zero initial velocity. Therefore, initially, the force acting
on the charged particle is the Coulomb repulsion force. Since the beam extends to infinity
on both sides, therefore the force is acting radially outward. The beam initially is
assumed to be moving in the longitudinal direction with no radial expansion. The initial
velocity vz t  0  vz 0 is in the z-direction. In the moving frame of reference, the charge
see the Coulomb repulsion force only, while in the laboratory frame of reference it sees
the effect of the magnetic field as well. This effect has two components, one in the radial
direction and one in the longitudinal direction.
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The induced magnetic field BExt due to charge motion is



 Ext



1 
BExt   Ext  E Ext
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(B.2a)


v Ext vrExt rˆ  v zExt zˆ


c
c

(B.2b)

where v rExt is the radial velocity of the particles inside the beam, v zExt is the longitudinal


velocity of the particles inside the beam, c is the speed of light, and E Ext is the external
electric field.


The electric field varies as E 1 r p rˆ where p is a constant. Therefore, the electric
field can be expressed as

~
 K
E  n0 rˆ
r

(B.3)

~
where K 0 is a constant.
Substituting from Eq. B.2a,b and B.3 in B.1, yields
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where

K0 

q ~
K0
m
Equation B.4 is a vector differential equation and can be solved numerically by

expressing each component separately as
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Using Euler’s method to solve Eq. B.5a,b numerically, one may write
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Therefore,
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c2

The initial velocities and distances are known.
The radial component in Eq. B.7a, and the longitudinal component in Eq. B.7b
can be rewritten as

rˆ
 v 2 t  dt   vz2 t  dt  
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Equations B.8a,b can be solved analytically as
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B.2 Equation of motion of a relativistic beam (Beam Expansion)
In this section, the beam is treated as an n number of infinite concentric cylinders.
The outer cylinder number m sees the electromagnetic force of the m-1 interior cylinders.
Due to this force, the beam expands radially outward but the most inner cylinder number
1. This is shown in Figure B.1.

t 0

t 0
Figure B.1. The beam is divided into concentric cylinders with the same thickness at
time t  0 . As time advances, the cylinders move outward due to repulsion forces
between each thin cylinder and the other charged cylinders it encloses.
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The electric field exerted on the cylinder n, assuming uniform beam density can
be expressed as

E Ext ,n 

Qenc l 1
2 0 rn

(B.10)

where rn is the radial position of the cylinder number n, e is the electron charge, l is the
beam length, and Qenc is the total charge enclosed.
Beam spreading parameters, such as radial expansion as a function of time, can be
evaluated by substituting Eq. B.10 in Eq. B.7 and Eq. B. 9. The numerical solution has
been verified against the analytical solution for a single particle moving in a force field
varies as 1 r 0.5 and 1 r 2 .
The analysis can be expanded to analyze beam with density distribution. One
possible distribution is Gaussian distribution. Assume that the electrons at the pinch have
a Gaussian distribution. Therefore, the number of electrons per area can be expressed as

ns r ,   

2
2
dN r ,  
 N T ker 2 /m2
dA

(B.11)

where dA  r dr d is the infinitesimal area, N T is the total number of electrons generated
at the pinch,  is the standard deviation of the distribution, and k is constant.
Integrating the number density in Eq. (B.11) over all space, one should get the total
number of electrons. Therefore, k can be evaluated as follows
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The distribution in Eq. B.11 can now be rewritten as
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The number of electrons accumulated between r =0 and r = r can now be expressed as:
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To determine the standard deviation  , assume that a fraction  of the total
electrons are contained in the region 0  r  rp , where 0    1. Therefore, the standard
deviation  can be evaluated by substituting the number of charges available within the
radius rp is Eq. B.14 as
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The number density given in Eq. B.15 can be substituted in Eq. B.10 to give the initial
value of the electric field at any radius.
For an off-centered density Gaussian distribution, the same analyses can be done
and taking into consideration the offset.

y

r0
0 r

r1


x

rh

Figure B.2. Off-centered Gaussian distribution.
The center of the Gaussian distribution is located at the point r0 , 0  . The hole is
centered at the origin and has a radius rh , as shown in Figure B.2. It is required to
calculate the number of charges collected by the hole. The Gaussian distribution density
can be expressed as

n r ,  
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e
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2

(B.16)

r12  r 2  r02  2r r0 cos   0 
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(B.18)
rdrd

0 0

The double integration in Eq. (B.18) can be evaluated numerically.
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B.3 Relativistic Kinetic Energy
Based on Einstein’s formula, one can re-express energy in terms of momentum as

E  mc 2 ,

m   m0 ,  

(B.19)

1
1  v c 

2

where E is the particle energy, m0 is the particle rest mass, c is the speed of light,  is the
relativistic factor, and v is the particle velocity.
Einstein’s formula can be written as
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or

E  E0  K.E.

(B.20)

where E is the total energy, E0 is the rest mass energy, and K .E. is the motional or kinetic
energy with relativistic correction factors.
In other words
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E   m0 c 2   E0  E0  K.E. then,
K.E.    1E0    1 m0 c 2
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(B.22)

B.4 Relativistic beam expansion code
Beam expansion code has developed to study the expansion of an electron beam
for the hollow anode NEPP machine experiment discussed in Section 5.3. The code has
been written based on the analysis giving on B.1 through B.3. Code hypotheses are:
1- The beam is assumed to be constituted of one type of charges only (electrons in our
case).
2- The electron density is assumed to be either Gaussian or uniform with 95% of the
electrons are contained within the pinch diameter.
3- The beam is treated as concentric circles. The outer most circle feels the repulsion
force of all inner circles. The inner most circle does not have any force acting on it.
4- The beam is initially moving on the longitudinal direction (z- direction). As the beam
moves it starts to spread out due to Coulomb repulsion force. Consequently, it starts to
have radial acceleration.
5- The charges within the hole diameter only are allowed to pass through the hole. Those
charges suffer expansion and some are lost to the hole walls and some are lost after
making it through the hole before they reach the cup. The charges that have spread
diameter less than or equal to the cup diameter are considered to be collected. This
number depends on the distance between the anode hole entrance and the cup entrance
plane.
6- The beam initial velocity is varied until the program yields the same current value, and
charge number measured by the cup.
7- The code takes into consideration the offset between the hole center and the Gaussian
distribution peak point.
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B.4.1 Gaussian distribution
%-------------------------Start----------------------clc
clear all
close all
me=9.1e-31; % Electron mass
e=1.6e-19; % Electron Charge
ep=8.854e-12; % Permittivity of free space
c=3e8; % Speed of light
rp=1.25e-2; % Pinch radius
rh=2.5e-3;% Hole radius
rcup=1.4e-2; % Cup radius
d_ofst=2.5e-3; % Offset distance from the hole center to the beam
center
vz0=1.28e8;%1.38e8; %Thermal speed of the electrons generated in the
pinch
W=1800;%Energy at the pinch
t_pinch=240e-9; % Pinch duration
L=vz0*t_pinch; %Total length of the electron beam inside the anode
r95=rp; %radius where 95% of the charges exists = pinch radius
%-------------------------Beam Gaussian Distribution---------------------NT=W/2/me/c^2/(1/sqrt(1-(vz0/c)^2)-1);
seg=r95/sqrt(-2*log(1-0.95)); % Standard deviation of the distribution
assuming that 95% of the electrons are within a pinch radius
N=50; % Time number of points
M=50; % radius number of points
drh=rh/M;
D=input('What is the distance of separation between the anode hole and
the cup? D (cm) = ');
t1=D/100/vz0;% Time it takes single electron to travel between the
anode hole and the cup
t0=0; % Initial time
dt=(t1-t0)/N; % Time step
K0=e^2/(2*pi*ep*me*L); % Electric field constant
Vr(2:M,1)=0; % Radial velocity
Vz(2:M,1)=vz0; % Longitudinal velocity
R(2:M+1,1)=drh*[1:M];
R(1,1:N+1)=0;
R(2,1:N+1)=drh;
Vr(2,1:N+1)=0;
Vz(2,1:N+1)=vz0;
Z(1:M+1,1)=0;
dr=1.4e-2/N;
T(1:M,1)=0;
p=1; % Electric field variation E~1/r^p
for s=1:N
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t_p(s)=t0+s*dt;
for u=2:M-1
Cor=0;
Coz=0;
vr=Vr(u+1,s);
vz=Vz(u+1,s);
r=R(u+1,s);
%----------------------Off center density calculations --for w=2:u
NN=0;
dR=R(w,1)-R(w-1,1);
d_th=pi/100;
for th=0:d_th:2*pi
NN=NN+NT/2/pi/seg^2*exp(-(d_ofst^2/2/seg^2))*(...
exp(-(( R(w,1)^2-2*R(w,1)*d_ofst*cos(th) )/2/seg^2))*R(w,1)
)*dR*d_th;
end
%----------------------Axial and radial motion calculation --No=NN;
Cor=Cor+(1-(vz*Vz(w,s)/c^2))*No*K0;
Coz=Coz+(vr*Vz(w,s)/c^2)*No*K0;
end
No=NT*( 1-exp(-(R(u,1)/seg)^2) ) ;
Cor=Cor+(1-(vz/c)^2)*No*K0;
Coz=Coz+(vr*vz/c^2)*No*K0;
Kr=vr/sqrt(1-(vr^2+vz^2)/c^2)+Cor/r^p*dt;
Kz=vz/sqrt(1-(vr^2+vz^2)/c^2)+Coz/r^p*dt;
vr=Kr/sqrt(1+(Kr^2+Kz^2)/c^2);
vz=Kz/sqrt(1+(Kr^2+Kz^2)/c^2);
R(u+1,s+1)=R(u+1,s)+0.5*(vr+Vr(u+1,s))*dt;
Z(u+1,s+1)=Z(u+1,s)+0.5*(vz+Vz(u+1,s))*dt;
Vr(u+1,s+1)=vr;
Vz(u+1,s+1)=vz;
end
end

figure (1)
hold on
plot(t_p,Vr(M,1:N))
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Radial Velocity (m/s)')
title('Force varies as 1/r')
grid
figure (2)
hold on
plot(t_p,Vz(M,1:N))
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Longitudinal Velocity (m/s)')
title('Force varies as 1/r')
grid
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figure (3)
hold on
plot(t_p,R(M,1:N))
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Radial Distance (m)')
title('Force varies as 1/r')
grid
figure (4)
hold on
plot(t_p,Z(M,1:N))
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Axial Distance (m)')
title('Force varies as 1/r')
grid
%-------------------Number of charge collected by the cup -----------for zz=2:M
if R(zz,end)>= rcup
break;
end
end
zz
rr=R(zz,1);
d_rr=rr/200;
NN1=0;
for r=0:d_rr:rr
for th=0:d_th:2*pi
NN1=NN1+NT/2/pi/seg^2*exp(-(d_ofst^2/2/seg^2))*exp(-((r^22*d_ofst*r*cos(th))/2/seg^2))*r*d_rr*d_th;
end
end
Qcup=e*NN1 %Number of charges collected by the cup
I=Qcup/t_pinch %Current collected by the cup
NT %Total number of charges available at the pinch

%-------------------Field Emission Calculations------------ln=0.5e-3; % Needle length
rn=50e-6; %Needle radius
Vn=0.0244*Qcup/0.27e-12;
En=Vn/log(1.56e-2/rn)/rn;
%----Field Emission Calculations
A=1.5414e-6; B=6.8308e9; tt=1.1; Wf=4.4; % Steel work function
yy=3.79e-5*En.^0.5/Wf; vy=0.95-yy.^2;
J=A*En.^2/Wf/tt.*exp(-B*vy*Wf^1.5./En);
%-------------------------End-----------------------
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B.4.2 Uniform distribution
%-------------------------Start----------------------clc
clear all
close all
me=9.1e-31; % Electron mass
e=1.6e-19; % Electron Charge
ep=8.854e-12; % Permittivity of free space
c=3e8; % Speed of light
rp=1.25e-2; % Pinch radius
rh=2.5e-3;%Hole radius
rcup=1.4e-2; % Cup radius
vz0=1.79e8; Thermal speed of the electrons generated in the pinch
W=1800;% Energy at the pinch
t_pinch=240e-9;% Pinch duration
L=vz0*t_pinch; %Total length of the electron beam inside the anode
r95=rp; %radius where 95% of the charges exists = pinch radius
%-------------------------Uniform Distribution----------------------NT=W/2/me/c^2/(1/sqrt(1-(vz0/c)^2)-1);
alpha=0.95; % 95% of the total number of charges are within the oinch
radius
N=50; % Time number of points
M=50; % radius number of points
drh=rh/M;
D=input('What is the distance of separation between the anode hole and
the cup? D (cm) = ');
t1=D/100/vz0;% Time it takes single electron to travel between the
anode hole and the cup
t0=0; % Initial time
dt=(t1-t0)/N; % Time step
K0=e^2/(2*pi*ep*me*L); % Electric field constant
Vr(2:M,1)=0; % Radial velocity
Vz(2:M,1)=vz0; % Longitudinal velocity
R(2:M+1,1)=drh*[1:M];
R(1,1:N+1)=0;
R(2,1:N+1)=drh;
Vr(2,1:N+1)=0;
Vz(2,1:N+1)=vz0;
Z(1:M+1,1)=0;
dr=1.4e-2/N;
T(1:M,1)=0;
p=1; % Electric field variation E~1/r^p
for s=1:N
t_p(s)=t0+s*dt;
for u=2:M-1
Cor=0;
Coz=0;
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vr=Vr(u+1,s);
vz=Vz(u+1,s);
r=R(u+1,s);
No=alpha*NT*(r/r95)^2;
%----------------------Axial and radial motion calculation --for w=2:u
Cor=Cor+(1-(vz*Vz(w,s)/c^2))*No*K0;
Coz=Coz+(vr*Vz(w,s)/c^2)*No*K0;
end
Kr=vr/sqrt(1-(vr^2+vz^2)/c^2)+Cor/r^p*dt;
Kz=vz/sqrt(1-(vr^2+vz^2)/c^2)+Coz/r^p*dt;
vr=Kr/sqrt(1+(Kr^2+Kz^2)/c^2);
vz=Kz/sqrt(1+(Kr^2+Kz^2)/c^2);
R(u+1,s+1)=R(u+1,s)+0.5*(vr+Vr(u+1,s))*dt;
Z(u+1,s+1)=Z(u+1,s)+0.5*(vz+Vz(u+1,s))*dt;
Vr(u+1,s+1)=vr;
Vz(u+1,s+1)=vz;
end
end

figure (1)
hold on
plot(t_p,Vr(M,1:N))
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Radial Velocity (m/s)')
title('Force varies as 1/r')
grid
figure (2)
hold on
plot(t_p,Vz(M,1:N))
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Longitudinal Velocity (m/s)')
title('Force varies as 1/r')
grid
figure (3)
hold on
plot(t_p,R(M,1:N))
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Radial Distance (m)')
title('Force varies as 1/r')
grid
figure (4)
hold on
plot(t_p,Z(M,1:N))
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Axial Distance (m)')
title('Force varies as 1/r')
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grid
%-------------------Number of charge collected by the cup -----------for zz=2:M
if R(zz,end)>= rcup
break;
end
end
zz
rr=R(zz,1);
Qcup=e*alpha*NT*(rr/r95)^2 %Number of charges collected by the cup
I=Qcup/t_pinch %Current collected by the cup
NT %Total number of charges available at the pinch
%-------------------Field Emission Calculations------------ln=0.5e-3; % Needle length
rn=50e-6; %Needle radius
Vn=0.0244*Qcup/0.27e-12;
En=Vn/log(1.56e-2/rn)/rn;
%----Field Emission Calculations
A=1.5414e-6; B=6.8308e9; tt=1.1; Wf=4.4; % Steel work function
yy=3.79e-5*En.^0.5/Wf; vy=0.95-yy.^2;
J=A*En.^2/Wf/tt.*exp(-B*vy*Wf^1.5./En);
%-------------------------End-----------------------
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B.5 Pinch varying inductance code
This code has been developed to solve for the inductance of the pinch knowing
the pinch currents. It predicts the induced voltage at the pinch as well, as discussed in
Section 5.3.
%-------------------------Start----------------------clc
clear
close all
S=xlsread('current.xls'); % Import input signal
t=S(:,1);
I=S(:,2);
n=length(S);
V0=6000; % Initial Voltage
R=0.01; %System resistance
a=.037; % Anode radius
b=0.064; % Cathode radius
r(1)=a;
l=0.18; %Length of the anode-cathode stalk just prior to the pinch
L0=30e-9; %External inductance
L(1)=2*1e-7*log(b/a)*l+L0; %External inductance plus anode-cathode
inductance prior to the pinch
dt=t(2)-t(1);
for j=2:n
L(j)=L(j-1)+(V0/I(j)-R-(L0+L(j-1))*(I(j)-I(j-1))/dt/I(j))*dt;
%Inductance as a function of time
V(j)=((L(j)-L(1))*I(j)-(L(j-1)-L(1))*I(j-1))/dt; %Induced EMF
across the plasma during the pinch
end
figure (1)
plot(t,I)
grid
figure (2)
plot(t,L)
grid
figure (3)
plot(t,V)
grid
%-------------------------End-----------------------
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APPENDIX C
PSpice Simulation for Field Emission and Breakdown inside the
NEPP Machine due to the Cup-Rod-Needle Device

C.1 Field Emission Model for Floating Cup-Rod-Needle Device
In this model, a PSpice block is built to simulate the field emission mechanism
from a metal surface due to charge built up on the surface causing large electric field, as
given by Eq. 5.2. The emitted current from the metal surface reaches a maximum limit
where no more charges can leave the surface due to the space-charge effect between two
electrodes. This current limit is known as the Child-Langmuir space charge current
density limit and it is given by Eq. 5.3 for two infinite parallel plate electrodes case [135].
For concentric cylindrical electrodes, the space-charge current limit does not have
a closed form, numerical methods and asymptotic approximations are used instead. In
this section, the numerical results for concentric cylinders are compared to parallel plates
with similar distance of separation and voltage difference. Assume that we have two
concentric electrodes that are cylindrical in shape and they extend to infinity on both
ends. Therefore, the problem exhibits azimuthal and longitudinal symmetry. Poisson’s
equation for the region between the two electrodes is

 2 V r   

 r 
0

(C.1)

where V is the voltage anywhere between the two electrodes,  is the charge density, and

 0 is the free space permittivity. The voltage and charge density can be written in terms of
electron energy and electron current as
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1
me ve2 r   eV r   0
2

J e r    r ve r 

Conservation of Energy
Conservation of charges

(C.2a)
(C.2b)

where me is the of the electron, v e is the velocity of the electron, e is the electronic
charge, and J e is the current density. Omitting the velocity v e from Eq. C.2a and b,
yields

 r  

J e r 

(C.3)

2eV r  me

Substituting from Eq. C.3 in Eq. C.1 one gets

 2 V r  

J r  me
1   V 
 r
   e
r r   r 
0
2e

1

V r 

(C.4)

or

V

I
  V 
 r
   e
r   r 
2  0

me
2e

(C.5)

The current density J e r  in Eq. C.5 was replaced by the current I e through the
relation J e r   I e 2 r .
Euler’s numerical method has been used to solve Eq. C.5 subject to the boundary
conditions V r1   V1 and V r2   V2 . The current limit values from the numerical solution
show close agreement with the parallel plate case especially when the cathode radius to
anode radius ratio is less than 10, as shown with solid lines in Figure C.1. The parallel
plate case is plotted as well in Figure C.1 as dashed lines for comparison.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure C.1 Space-charge limit in the cylindrical geometry case is solved numerically for
different values of cathode to anode radius ratio. The field emission for cylindrical
geometry case (solid line) is close to the parallel plate field emission case (dashed line)
when the ratio is small as shown in (a) for 1.1 cathode to anode radius ratio and (b) for
radius ratio equals 2 and start to deviate in (c) when the ratio reaches 10. The parallel
plate case and the cylindrical case do not show agreement at large cathode to anode
radius ratio as shown in (d) for ratio equals 100.

A MATLAB code has been developed to solve the space-charge limit in cylindrical
geometry (Eq. C.5) using Euler’s method is provided here.
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%---Space Charge Limit in Cylindrical Structure-%------------------------Start------------------clc
close all
clear all
V1=1; % Voltage at plate 1
dV=5; % Voltage difference
V2=V1+dV; % Voltage at plate 2
R1=1; R2=100*R1; % Radii
n=1e4; % Number of steps
dr=(R2-R1)/(n-1);
e0=8.85e-12;
e=1.6e-19;
m=9.1e-31;
I=1e1;
K=dV^1.5/(9/4*(R2-R1)^2); % Normalization
x(1)=1.08;
r(1)=R1;
v(1)=V1;
for j=1:n-1
v(j+1)=v(j)+x(j)*dr;
x(j+1)=(K/sqrt(v(j))-x(j))/r(j)*dr+x(j);
r(j+1)=r(j)+dr;
end
plot(r,v-v(1))
grid
hold on
%----------------------Parallel Plates----VV=(9/4*K*(r-R1).^2).^(2/3);
plot(r,VV,'k')
%------------------------End-------------------
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For simplicity, the parallel plate current limit given by Eq. 5.3 is used in the
PSpice model. The cup, rod and needle are treated as concentric cylinders with the NEPP
anode and the magnetron cathode. The values for capacitances and inductances at each
section are given in Table E.1 in Appendix E. The cup is divided into three unit cells with
the same characteristics; the rod is divided into six unit cells with the same
characteristics, while the needle is divided into three unit cells with the same
characteristics, as shown in Figure C.2. The current collected by the cup during the pinch
is modeled as a current source. Current sources with various profiles can be modeled. The
complete circuit is shown in Figure C.2.
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Current
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Needle
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Figure C.2 Floating Cup-Rod-Needle field emission PSpics model.
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C.2 Breakdown Model
Breakdown between the cup-rod-needle device and the NEPP anode is possible
because the device is not Faraday shielded. Breakdown voltage between two electrodes in
low pressure regimes depends on the product of the pressure and the distance between the
electrodes, known as Paschen’s law [136]. Paschen’s curve for different gases is shown
in Figure 5.7. Breakdown between the NEPP machine and the floating cup-rod-needle
device should be avoided for proper operation. NEPP machine, magnetron and the
floating cup-rod-needle device schematic diagram is shown in Figure 5.6a, and their
corresponding circuit model is shown in Figure 5.6b. Note that external machine effects
have been added such as external resistance, inductances, and capacitances. PSpice model
has been developed to add all those factors while retaining the field emission properties
of the cup-rod-needle device, as shown in Figure C.3.

Cup-Rod-Needle Field
Emission Model

Figure C.3 Breakdown PSpice model for the Cup-Rod-Needle device taking into account
the NEPP machine parameters and the magnetron parameters. Field emission effects are
included.
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APPENDIX D
MATLAB Modeling for the EM Dot Sensor

D.1 B-dot Output Voltage to Input Current:
This code has developed to solve the B-dot detailed theory electrical circuit
equations given in Section 3.4.1.
%--------------------------- Start --------------------------clear all
close all
clc
Cd1=1e-12; % Stray capacitance across one side of the dot semi-loop
Cd2=1e-12; % Stray capacitance across the other side of the dot semiloop
R1=50; % Ch1 scope input resistance
R2=50; % Ch2 scope input resistance
RM=50; % Test stand matching resistance
Nc=4; lcc=7e-3; u0=4*pi*1e-7; Dc=3.5e-3; AD=pi*(Dc/2)^2;% Parameters of
the test stand coil
Lc=u0*Nc^2*pi*(Dc/2)^2/lcc; % Calculated test stand inductance
A=0.5; B=-0.25; C=0.315; D=-0.063; d=3e-3; w=0.51e-3;
LD=4*pi*1e-7*d/2*(A*(log(d/w)+w^2/12/d^2+3/2)+B+C*w/3/d+D*w^2/6/d^2 );
% Calculated dot loop inductance
M=0.01*sqrt(Lc*LD); % Mutual inductance 0.205
CCFB=1/M;
v10=0; v20=0; iM=0; iD=0; intvo0=0; % Initial conditions
mm=2;
% No of points for the output voltage within a segment of
input voltage
int_vo=0;
a1=LD*R1*R2*Cd1*Cd2;
b1=LD*(R1*Cd1+R2*Cd2);
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c1=R1*R2*(Cd1+Cd2)+LD;
d1=R1+R2;
b2=R1*R2*Cd1*Cd2;
c2=R1*Cd1+R2*Cd2;
d2=1;
c3=R1*R2*(Cd1+Cd2);
d3=1;
y=roots([a1 b1 c1 d1]);
alpha1=y(1); alpha2=y(2); alpha3=y(3);
alpha4=-1/R1/Cd1; alpha5=-1/R2/Cd2;
SS=xlsread('Iin.xls'); % Import input signal
NN=size(SS);
nn=NN(1);
t1=SS(2,1)-SS(1,1);
f=SS(:,2);
%--------------------------------------------------------for j=1:nn-1
G=f(j+1)-f(j); % Linear input Amplitude (Volt)
H=f(j);

% Initial DC value for the next stage

A1=-M*G*d3/t1/a1/alpha1/alpha2/alpha3;
B1=((M*G/t1+LD*iD*alpha1)*(c3*alpha1+d3)*(alpha1-alpha4)*(alpha1alpha5)+(v10*(alpha1-alpha5)-v20*(alpha1-alpha4))...
*LD*(b2*alpha1^2+c2*alpha1+d2)*alpha1^2)/a1/alpha1/(alpha1alpha2)/(alpha1-alpha3)/(alpha1-alpha4)/(alpha1-alpha5);
C1=((M*G/t1+LD*iD*alpha2)*(c3*alpha2+d3)*(alpha2-alpha4)*(alpha2alpha5)+(v10*(alpha2-alpha5)-v20*(alpha2-alpha4))...
*LD*(b2*alpha2^2+c2*alpha2+d2)*alpha2^2)/a1/alpha2/(alpha2alpha1)/(alpha2-alpha3)/(alpha2-alpha4)/(alpha2-alpha5);
D1=((M*G/t1+LD*iD*alpha3)*(c3*alpha3+d3)*(alpha3-alpha4)*(alpha3alpha5)+(v10*(alpha3-alpha5)-v20*(alpha3-alpha4))...
*LD*(b2*alpha3^2+c2*alpha3+d2)*alpha2^3)/a1/alpha3/(alpha3alpha1)/(alpha3-alpha2)/(alpha3-alpha4)/(alpha3-alpha5);
E1=LD*v10*alpha4/a1/(alpha4-alpha1)/(alpha4-alpha2)/(alpha4-alpha3);
F1=LD*v20*alpha5/a1/(alpha5-alpha1)/(alpha5-alpha2)/(alpha5-alpha3);

A2=-M*G*d2/t1/a1/alpha1/alpha2/alpha3;
B2=((M*G/t1+LD*iD*alpha1)*(alpha1-alpha4)*(alpha1-alpha5)-(v10*(alpha1alpha5)-v20*(alpha1-alpha4))*alpha1)*...
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(b2*alpha1^2+c2*alpha1+d2)/a1/alpha1/(alpha1-alpha2)/(alpha1alpha3)/(alpha1-alpha4)/(alpha1-alpha5);
C2=((M*G/t1+LD*iD*alpha2)*(alpha2-alpha4)*(alpha2-alpha5)-(v10*(alpha2alpha5)-v20*(alpha2-alpha4))*alpha2)*...
(b2*alpha2^2+c2*alpha2+d2)/a1/alpha2/(alpha2-alpha1)/(alpha2alpha3)/(alpha2-alpha4)/(alpha2-alpha5);
D2=((M*G/t1+LD*iD*alpha3)*(alpha3-alpha4)*(alpha3-alpha5)-(v10*(alpha3alpha5)-v20*(alpha3-alpha4))*alpha3)*...
(b2*alpha3^2+c2*alpha3+d2)/a1/alpha3/(alpha3-alpha1)/(alpha3alpha2)/(alpha3-alpha4)/(alpha3-alpha5);
E2=-v10*(b2*alpha4^2+c2*alpha4+d2)/a1/(alpha4-alpha1)/(alpha4alpha2)/(alpha4-alpha3);
F2=v20*(b2*alpha5^2+c2*alpha5+d2)/a1/(alpha5-alpha1)/(alpha5alpha2)/(alpha5-alpha3);
A3=-A2/Cd1/alpha4;
B3=B2/Cd1/(alpha1-alpha4);
C3=C2/Cd1/(alpha2-alpha4);
D3=D2/Cd1/(alpha3-alpha4);
F3=F2/Cd1/(alpha5-alpha4);
E3=v10-(A3+B3+C3+D3+F3);
G3=E2/Cd1;
A4=A2/Cd2/alpha5;
B4=-B2/Cd2/(alpha1-alpha5);
C4=-C2/Cd2/(alpha2-alpha5);
D4=-D2/Cd2/(alpha3-alpha5);
E4=-E2/Cd2/(alpha4-alpha5);
F4=v20-(A4+B4+C4+D4+E4);
G4=-F2/Cd2;
%Infinitesaml line segment that represents the input waveform
tt=linspace(0,t1,2);
iM=G*tt/t1;
%-------------------------------------------------------------%
Output voltage
t=linspace(0,t1,mm);
dt=t1/(mm-1);
ti=0;
tf=t1;
iiD=A2+B2*exp(alpha1*t)+C2*exp(alpha2*t)+D2*exp(alpha3*t)+E2*exp(alpha4
*t)+F2*exp(alpha5*t); % Dot Current (Secondary)
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V1=A3+B3*exp(alpha1*t)+C3*exp(alpha2*t)+D3*exp(alpha3*t)+E3*exp(alpha4*
t)+F3*exp(alpha5*t)+G3*t.*exp(alpha4*t);
V2=A4+B4*exp(alpha1*t)+C4*exp(alpha2*t)+D4*exp(alpha3*t)+E4*exp(alpha4*
t)+F4*exp(alpha5*t)+G4*t.*exp(alpha5*t);
VV1(j,:)=V1(2);
VV2(j,:)=V2(2);
iD=iiD(mm);
v10=V1(mm);
v20=V2(mm);

intvo=(A3-A4)*(tf-ti)+(B3-B4)*(exp(alpha1*tf)exp(alpha1*ti))/alpha1+(C3-C4)*(exp(alpha2*tf)exp(alpha2*ti))/alpha2+...
(D3-D4)*(exp(alpha3*tf)-exp(alpha3*ti))/alpha3+(E3E4)*(exp(alpha4*tf)-exp(alpha4*ti))/alpha4+...
(F3-F4)*(exp(alpha5*tf)-exp(alpha5*ti))/alpha5+...
G3*((tf*exp(alpha4*tf)-ti*exp(alpha4*ti))/alpha4-(exp(alpha4*tf)exp(alpha4*ti))/alpha4^2)-...
G4*((tf*exp(alpha5*tf)-ti*exp(alpha5*ti))/alpha5-(exp(alpha5*tf)exp(alpha5*ti))/alpha5^2); % Int[v1(t)-v2(t)]dt|t=ti to t=tf

%-------------------------------------------------------------%
Integration of the resulted output voltage
int_vvo=intvo0+intvo; % Int[v1(t)-v2(t)]dt|t=ti to t=tf
intvo0=int_vvo;
Tin(j,:)=tt+(j-1)*t1;
ID(j,:)=iD;
IM(j,:)=iM+H;
%VO(j,:)=CCFD*intvo0; %5.7e8
VO(j,:)=CCFB*intvo0; %5.7e8
TO(j,:)=t+(j-1)*t1-0*t1;
end

figure (1)
hold on
plot(TO,real(ID),'b','LineWidth',2)
grid
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figure (2)
hold on
plot(TO,real(VV1),'b','LineWidth',2)
plot(TO,real(VV2),'k','LineWidth',2)
grid
figure (3)
hold on
plot(Tin,IM,'r','LineWidth',2) %Input current (Primary Current)
plot(TO,real(VO),'b','LineWidth',2) % Int(v1-v2)dt * comp_fact
(Detailed Theory)
grid
% Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the input current and output voltage
fs=1/t1;
N = 1e7;
X1 = abs(fft(IM+0.411,N));
X1 = fftshift(X1);
F1 = [-N/2:N/2-1]/N*fs;
X2 = abs(fft(real(VO),N));
X2 = fftshift(X2);
F2 = [-N/2:N/2-1]/N*fs;
figure (4)
hold on
plot(F1,X1,'r')
plot(F2,X2,'b')
grid
%------------------------- End ---------------------------
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D.2 D-dot Output Voltage to Input Voltage
This code has developed to solve the D-dot detailed theory electrical circuit
equations given in Section 3.4.2.

%--------------------------- Start --------------------------clear all
clc
%close all
C0=2.24e-12; Cd= 1e-14; Cd12=2e-12; %C1= 2.124e-14; %As calculated
from the hole size (2mmx4mm)
R12=25; % Two scope resistances (TLs)
RM=50; % TL resistance parallel with the source internal resistance
CCFD=1/(2*R12*Cd);
vo=0; vp=0; % Initial conditions
nn=1000;
% number of points to approximate a curve
mm=2;
% No of points for the output voltage within a segment of
input voltage
intvo0=0;
SS=xlsread('pulser_barth_atn_400Vr.xls'); % Import input signal
NN=size(SS);
nn=NN(1);
t1=SS(2,1)-SS(1,1);
f=400*SS(:,2)';
alphad=-1/R12/(Cd+Cd12);
for i=1:nn-1
G=f(i+1)-f(i);
H=f(i)+eps;
tt=linspace(0,t1,2);
vi=G*tt/t1;
%-------------------------------------------------------------%Integration of the resulted output voltage
t=linspace(0,t1,mm);
dt=t1/(mm-1);
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vo=Cd/(Cd+Cd12)*(G/alphad/t1+(G/alphad/t1+(1+Cd12/Cd)*vo).*exp(alphad*(t)) ); %Output
voltage
intvo=2*Cd/(Cd+Cd12)*(G/alphad/t1*(t)+(G/alphad/t1+(1+Cd12/Cd)*vo).*(exp(alphad*(t))1)/alphad ); % Integration of the sum of the output voltage
int_vvo=intvo0+intvo; % Int[v1(t)+v2(t)]dt|t=ti to t=tf
intvo0=int_vvo;
Tin(i,:)=tt+(i-1)*t1;
Vin(i,:)=vi+f(i);
VO(i,:)=CCFD*intvo0;
TO(i,:)=t+(i-1)*t1-10*t1;
voo(i,:)=vo;
end
figure (1)
hold on
plot(Tin,Vin,'r','LineWidth',2)
plot(TO(:,2),real(VO(:,2)),'b','LineWidth',2)
grid
% Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the input voltage and output voltage
fs=1/t1;
N = 1e7;
X1 = abs(fft(Vin,N));
X1 = fftshift(X1);
F1 = [-N/2:N/2-1]/N*fs;
X2 = abs(fft(real(VO(:,2)),N));
X2 = fftshift(X2);
F2 = [-N/2:N/2-1]/N*fs;
figure (2)
hold on
plot(F1,X1,'r')
plot(F2,X2,'b')
grid
%------------------------- End ---------------------------
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APPENDIX E
NEPP Machine Parameters

Table E.1 Lumped element values for the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 5.6b.
Quantity
Cup inner radius

Symbol
~
r
cup

1.1 cm

Cup outer radius

rcup

1.2 cm

Cup length from the outside

Lcup

4.8 cm

Rod radius

rr

0.5 cm

Rod length total length (Note: Rod is made of
three sections the first section is 30 cm long, the
second section is 9 cm long, and the third section
is 1 cm long)

Lr

Anode hole thickness

lh

0.5 cm

Anode hole radius

rh

0.25 cm

Distance from the cup to the anode hole
including the hole thickness

d ch

11 cm and
1 cm

Needle radius

rnl

0.0255 cm

Needle length

Ln

2 cm

Magnetron cathode radius

rMc

1.56 cm

Magnetron cathode length

l Mc

7.2 cm

Magnetron chassis radius

rch

4.35 cm

Capacitor bank capacitance

C0

75 μ F

Capacitor bank initial voltage

V0

17  20 k V

Capacitor bank total internal inductance (15
capacitors in parallel)

LCT

~ 3nH

Radial TL inductance

LRTL

~ 1.3 n H

Spark gap switch (SGS) inductance (6 switches
in parallel)
Estimated series resistance (RTL, Capacitor
bank, SGS)

LSGST

~ 6.7 n H

RTL

~ 10 m 
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Value

40 cm





Lchoke  0 N 2  D 2 4 l

Choke coil inductance
(N = 124, l = 0.55 m, D = 5.2 cm)

75 μH

Capacitance between the cathode and the anode
LA  28 cm, ra  3.7 cm, rc  6.2 cm 

CCA 

2 0 LA
ln rc ra 

30.2 p F

Capacitance between the rod and the anode inner
wall Lr  40 cm, rai  2.7 cm, rr  0.5 cm 

CRod 

2 0 Lr
ln rai rr 

13.2 p F

Capacitance between the cup and the anode inner
L  4.8 cm, rai  2.7 cm, rcup  1.4 cm 
wall cup
Capacitance between the needle and the
magnetron cathode
Ln  2 cm, rMc  1.56 cm, rnl  0.0255 cm 

2 0 Lcup

CCup 

ln rai rcup 

Cnl 

2 0 Ln
ln rMc rn 

0.27 p F

Capacitance between the magnetron cathode and
the magnetron chassis
LM  8.4 cm, rch  4.35 cm, rM  1.56 cm 

C Mn 

2 0 LM
ln rCh rM 

4.64 p F

Stray capacitance between the magnetron chassis
and the RTL
d  13 cm, rMS  8 cm, rRTL  25 cm 

C MRTL   0
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4.06p F

2
 rMS

d

1.37 p F

Table E.2 Dimensions for the experimental setup shown in Figure 5.13.
Quantity
Cup inner radius

Symbol
~
r
cup

1.1 cm

Cup outer radius

rcup

1.2 cm

Cup length from the outside

Lcup

4.8 cm

rr

0.5 cm

Lr

40 cm

l

1.1 cm

Anode hole thickness

lh

0.5 cm

Anode hole radius

rh

0.25 cm

Magnetron cathode radius

rMc

1.56 cm

Magnetron cathode length

l Mc

7.2 cm

Magnetron chassis radius

rch

4.35 cm

Capacitor bank capacitance

C0

75 μ F

Capacitor bank initial voltage

V0

17  20 k V

Capacitor bank total internal inductance (15
capacitors in parallel)

LCT

~ 3nH

Radial TL inductance

LRTL

~ 1.3 n H

Spark gap switch (SGS) inductance (6 switches
in parallel)

LSGST

~ 6.7 n H

RTL

~ 10 m 

Rod radius
Rod length total length (Note: Rod is made of
three sections the first section is 30 cm long, the
second section is 9 cm long, and the third section
is 1 cm long)
Distance from the cup to the hole outer surface

Estimated series resistance (RTL, Capacitor
bank, SGS)
Choke coil inductance
(N = 124, l = 0.55 m, D = 5.2 cm)



Value



Lchoke  0 N 2  D 2 4 l

75 μH

Capacitance between the cathode and the anode
LA  28 cm, ra  3.7 cm, rc  6.2 cm 

CCA 

2 0 LA
ln rc ra 

30.2 p F

Capacitance between the rod and the anode inner


wall Lr  40 cm, rai  2.7 cm, rr  0.5 cm

CRod 

2 0 Lr
ln rai rr 

13.2 p F
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Capacitance between the cup and the anode inner
L  4.8 cm, rai  2.7 cm, rcup  1.4 cm 
wall cup
Capacitance between the magnetron cathode and
the magnetron chassis
LM  8.4 cm, rch  4.35 cm, rM  1.56 cm 
Stray capacitance between the magnetron chassis
and the RTL
d  13 cm, rMS  8 cm, rRTL  25 cm 
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2 0 Lcup

CCup 

ln rai rcup 

4.06p F

C Mn 

2 0 LM
ln rCh rM 

4.64 p F

C MRTL   0

2
 rMS

d

1.37 p F
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